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It is, then, perhaps easy to understand why many librarians have
come to reject the conceiDt of authorship for serials in favor of blanket
entry of all serials under title, ignoring or considering irrelevant the
basic principles of authorship set forth in AACR.
Alternatiues Proposed
In any event, few defenders can be found for the rule in its present
form in the North American text. A number of alternatives have been
proposed:
l. No separite rule for serials (Carpenter).1 Extension of this concept leads to applying the authorship principle as far as possible
(Spalding and Fasana).2-3
2. Adoption of the British version of the second part of the rule
which Cole asserts "has struck an appealing balance between . .
divergent American and European philosophies."l
3. The entry of all serialsunder title (Howard).6
4. The entry of all serials under title except those with generic titles
(a question discussedby virtually all writers on the subject).
And, most recently, Gorman assertsthat the cataloging of serials involves "predictive cataloging," as does the cataloging of an incomplete
work in any medium, and suggeststhe recognition of a dichotomy between complete and incomplete works as crucial in the revision of our
rules.6
As we read the several proposals, we find increasingly that we lack
agreement on the meaning or interpretation of words like "authorship,"
"corporate," and "generic," to cite the three terms currently causing the
most trouble. We are also reminded how little reliable data we have on
which to base judgments and decisions. In the words of one close to the
center of the controversy, "No one seems to have gathered statistics on
the problem of how the present rule 6 is applied or understood. Perhaps
this gathering would not even be possible. . . . I gather that most, if not
all, of the arguments are empirical. There seem to have been a fair
number of wet fingers held in the wind. The problem with that, of
course, is that the wet-finger method is no good unless the holder knows
which direction is which in the first place."z
A Summary ol the Arguments
The theoretical argument, for retaining the concept of authorship
for serials is based on two assertions:
I. The concept of corporate authorship is well established-if it is
applied to monographs, it must also be applied to serials, unless we
are to renounce the basic principles of our rules of entry.
2. For the many serials with generic titles, corporate name represents
the best approach because
a. the corporate name is closely associatedwith the title;
b. use of corporate heading creates a large number of small files
rather than a small number of large files (under titles such as
Volume 19, Number 4,FaIl 1975
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"Bulletin," "Report," etc.), with a resulting greater ease of
searching the total file; and
c- if exact title is not known. a search under corporate name is
much easier.
The theoretical arguments for adopting title main entry for all serials is based on the following assumptions:
l. Title is the most constant element-it is less likely to change than
the corporate agency related to the serial.
2. The title is simpler, more easily understood as an accesspoint, and
more likely to be remembered (particularly in the case of foreignlanguage titles).
3. Title is more likely to be the entry point in bibliographies, lists,
data banks, abstracting and indexing services,etc.
4- The diffuseness of authorship of serials renders designation of a
single author illogical and argues for title entry in keeping with
the Paris Principles and AACR.
Certain practical arguments for title rnain entry are frequently presented: (l) it is more feasible for international cooperation because of
the varying concepts of corporate authorship among countries; (2) it is
more closely related to the needs and procedures of machine-readable
data bases; (3) it is more feasible and efficient for internal library operations-checking in, binding, etc.; (4) experience with Library of
Congress proof slip files, arranged by title in many large libraries in recent years,has been encouraging. Against these may be set the cost of the
considerable amount of recatalcging necessary in all libraries if the
present rules are changed.
What is the Title?
Turning to the question of What is the title? we find that AACR
presents rules which result, for most serials issued by corporate bodies,
in an identification of a serial consisting of two inseparable Parts-a
heading and a title. Neither is complete without the other. In part, perhaps, because of our failure in earlier years to agree on international
rules for headings, we have seen in recent years the Srowth of attemPts
to devise rules which provide descriptions of serials which are complete
in themselves,without the addition of a heading.
To understand the problems, we must begin with defiqitions-first,
of "key title," a term originally used by and primarily identified with
the International Serials Data System (ISDS). The key title of a serial:
-"is dirived from the title information appearing in the publication"
-may be "distinctive"
-includes the name of the issuing.body if
-that name is the first element of the title
-that name is grammatically inseparable from the rest of the title
-the title information contains a generic word
-may include the place of publication, starting date or any other in-

-
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formation necessaryto distinguish between otherwise identical ti'
tles (this information being given in parentheses following the
main part of the title)
-does not include the subtitle.s
The term "distinctive" in relation to titles apPears in the Guidelines
lor .ISDS without defrnition; in ISBD(S) it is defined as "the chief identifying title of any serial, exclusive of a parallel title, sub-title ot any
other title."s
"Title proper" is a term which to date has been applied only to
monographs. t1 is defined in ISBD(M) as "the chief title of a publication."io Ii includes any alternative title but excludes parallel and other
titles.
And, finally, "generic": ISDS defines a generic work as "one which indicates the kind and/or periodicity of a publication"ll and in its grridelines for determining *hi.h words or phrases are generic, specifically
identifies the following kinds of titles as not generic:
-those with terms indicating subject content or coverage
-those with words other than those indicating periodicity or kind

consist of a generic term (e.g., bulletin, journal, review, acts, fePorts,

ly linked.
Next Steps

/SBD(S), including the following.
Volume 19, Number 4, FaIl 1975
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l. It is proposed that ISBD(S) apply the concepr of .,title proper"
to serials and that a generic term be permitted as a title proper.
Adoption of this practice would both remove an instance of nonconformity with ISBD(M) and make possible complere compatibilit-y between /SBD(S) and ISDS. Conformity with ISBD(M)
would be achieved by changing, for example, from the present
"Bulletin-American
Physical Society" to'.Bulletin/American
Physical Society." Compatibility with ISDS would be achieved if
ISDS were to specify that in the case of a generic title which is
not linguistically linked to the author, the key title is ro consisr of
the generic title proper/starement of authorship or that the statement of authorship be added in parentheses as the qualifier, that
is, as "Bulletin/American Physical Society" or .'Bulletin (American Physical Society)."
2. In section 1.1.1.2, the following rewording, intended to provide
greater editorial clarity and to provide a clear differentiation between linguistic linkage and typographical appearance, is suggested:
"The distinctive title may include a statement of authorship
when this statement is linguistically an integral part of the distinitive title or when the typography of the title-page indicates that
the statemenr of aurhorship is intended to be a part of the dis.
tinctive title."16
It is suggested that as a practical matter the major bibliographic
agencies in each language should frame a policy for all cataloging
in the language.
3. In section 1.1.1.3,the need for guidance as to what constitutes a
generic term is asserted. The following problems are identified as
having not been considered "in a depth sufficient to permit a uniform interpretation of the rule:
a. the question of transcription of author statements when hierarchical elements of corporate bodies are involved
b. the problem of multiple statements of authorship and how this
rule is to be applied in those cases
c. the question of initial articles in the staremenr of authorshiP'"te
As a result of deliberations in San Francisco, CCRC has adopted a
position calling for staremenrs of aurhorship which record all pirts of
the hierarchy, beginning with the lowesr element, on the assumption that
the item of the hierarchy which would dictate a new entry if it changed
should be closest ro the title and that under this system major changes
can be more easily ascertained, and changes to elements othar than the
lowest would nor unduly afiect the filing order of the title. It also approved a policy of omitting initial articles in the statement of authorship.
A number of other suggesrionsrelating directly to matters of descrip,
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tive cataloging are proposed in the "North American Response," includ':two-level description pattern," one Ievel "suitable for the deing (l) a
scription of the single issue . . ." and the other "designed to produce a
.oniise and reasonably stable description of numerous issues of a serial
title or of the serial in its entirety," and (2) a proposal for a new "Numerical/Chronological Extent Area," to be placed after the Title and
Statement of Authorship Area, including data presently assigned to the
Imprint Area.
The Future
The North American delegation to the ISBD(S) Revision Meeting
in Paris, 2l-22 October 1975 will include representatives of the nation'

rsBD(s).
The work of the Catalog Code Revision Committee in assembling input from the profession relating to revision of AACR has been completed and. on;ll matters of substance the committee has adopted posiiions which will be reviewed by the Joint Steering Committee. In the

vised. text as the editors issue them. The next opportunity for input by
the profession at large will come when revised texts incorporating pres'
ent decisions have been prepared and are remitted to the national committees for review.
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BRITISH

STANDARD FOR STORING MICROFILM

A revision of BS ll53 Recommendations lor the Processing and. Storage of
Siluer-Gelatin-Type Microfilm has recenrly been published by the British Standards Institution. It supersedesthe 1955 version and disringuishes between conditions suitable for the storage of commercial records, which may be needed for
about ten years, and those suitable lor archival records, which will probably be
kept much longer.
The recommendations for storage conditions deal with relative humidity,
temperature, chemical contamination, containers, and protection against fire and
water. The standard also gives advice about processing microfilm trefore it is
stored, about testing it afrer it has been processed,and about inspecting it while
it is stored. Methods of test are given in appendixes. The recommendations are
similar to those in ISO 2803 Photography---Siluer-Gelatin-Type
MicrofilmsProcessing and Sto,ragefor Archiual Purposes.
Copies of BS ll53 are available from BSI Sales Departmenr, l0I Pentonville
Road, London Nl 9ND. Price is 92.70 inctuding postage.
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The CurrentStafeof Standardization
in the Catalogingof Serialsn
MrcHarr, GontvreN
H ead,BibtiographicStandardsOffice
British Libran

Current standards lor the cataloging ol serials, including the AngloAmerican Cataloging Rules, ISBD (S) : International Standard Bibliographic Description for Serials, and the Guidelines of the Internati'onal
Serials Data System, are discussed. The uarying neetk of bibliographic
catalogs and serials lists, the latter seraing primarily the functions of
fi,nd.ing lists, are described. A ilistinction between complete and not
complete works, regardless of medium, is suggested as an impmtant
consideration in the reai,sion of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules.

DISCUSSION
OF STANDARDIZATION
rials may be based on either the "nuts

in the cataloging of seand bolts" of serials cata'

loging, that is, the day-to-day details involved in the use of standards, or
on a survey of the field of standardization which attemPts to raise the
fundamental questions that underlie our search for standardization and
to make some modest proposals as to the directions that we may take in
the future. The latter course has been chosen for this paper.
The Nature of Serial Publications
Let us begin with a fundamental question. "What is a serial?" To
some the answer is obvious-"A serial is the biggest problem in librarianship." And the reason for that problem is also obvious-"A serial is an
item which is subject to change." It is this quantity and rate of change
which constitutes the basic question to be considered. In the past it has
been the habit of librarians to distinguish between "books" and "nonbooks"; or, among the more sophisticated, to distinguish between "print"
and "nonprint" items. This is a simple conceptual error which, though
understandable, has caused a lot of problems and, unless checked, will
* Edited version of a paper presented at the Institute on International Standards
as Related to UBC, San Francisco,2TJune 1975.
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number I of any serial is probably the least typical is a melancholy fact
of life known to all serials catalogers. If our cataloging rules were to be
reorganized on this basis, many of the problems, both of description
and of the assignment of headings, would ceaseto exist.
If this dichotomy were to be reflected in the cataloging rules, ir
would be possible to devise rules to deal with a class of materials which
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tvpel).
Main Entryfor Serials

by title.
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corporate heading and the latter under its title. rs this practical for the
catalog user? Are catalog users capable of making this tind of nice distinction?
Filing Problems
Three questions relating to filing arise as we consider entries for serials with generic titles, or with tirlis which contain the name of the issuing body, in general catalogs and in title main enrry catalogs. First,
there is the question of the subarrangement of the seiial witi a title
starting with the name of the corpoiate body ls Library association
Record to be filed:

LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Record

or

LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Library Associationrecord

In a large caralog the decision on this question may afiect the filing posi
tion by many hundreds of entries. In i catalog in which all seriali were
entered under title, this particular problem would. not arise, as the ze'brary Association Record would file with all the other title entries beginning "Library Associatior . . ," separated, of course, from monogriph
-probrecords with T,ibrary Association as a heading. The second filing
Iem is part of a more general problem-rhai of the filing of initials.
under AACR rule 6 the aLA Bulletin is entered. und.er American Library Association-in a title main entry serial catalog the question of
how to file "ALA . . ." would arise. It is a question of whicir, unforrunately, there. is as yet no satisfactory answer. The third filing problem
would occur in a title catalog in interfiling rhe innumerable rer'iuir which
began with words like "Journal" and "proceedingp." Are these to be subarranged by the words immediately following ihe first? rf so the arrangement would follow the pattern:
Journal-American Automobile Association
Journal and bulletin of the Jugoslav Association
Journal-Butterfly League
Journal of librarianship
Journal of the American Archaeological Association
Journal of the Boston Athenaeum
successful retrieval of a title under this pattern requires a precise
^The
knowledge of the title as presented on the pubrication.
alteinative
is to ignore all nonsubstantive words in the title, thus giving the arrangement:
Journal (of the) American Archaeological Association
Journal-American Automobile Association
Journal (of the) Boston Athenaeum
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Journal-Butterfly League
Journal (and bulletin of the) Jugoslav Association
Journal (of) librarianship
This is theoretically a more useful arrangement and one that could easily be achieved in a manual or an automated catalog. It does however
smack of the kind of complex filing arrangements which bedevil large
and well-established manual catalogs to this day. Whichever solution is
chosen, it remains a fundamental question to be tackled by title main
entry serial catalogs. The entry of some serials under a corporate heading does avoid one apparent inconsistency which would arise in a catalog
with author headings for monographs and title entries for serials. In
such a catalog it would require a very knowledgeable catalog user to understand why (for example) the ALA Bulletin is found under "AT.A"
and the ALA Rules lor Filing Catalog Cards is found under "American
Library Association." All of these points, of course, raise the question
of whether serials should be represented in a general catalog or listed
only in a separateserials record. Of this, more later.
Change ol Title
In the history of serial cataloging there has been a perpetual indecision on the question of serials which change their titles. Are they to be
consolidated under the earliest title or under the latest title or is each
change of title to be regarded as indicating the death of one serial and
the birth of another? The size of the practical problem can be gauged
from the fact that there is a periodical (Title Varies) devoted entirely
to chronicling the seemingly endless and usually apparently arbitrary
changes which happen in serial titles. (Parenthetically I must recommend Title Varies to those who do not know it. It is not only a useful
source to serials catalogers-who need all the help they can get-but al$o
one of the few amusing publications in the field of library science).r
Catalogers in libraries both large and small know the extent to which
they have to alter their catalog records and call marks for serials which
change their titles.
All the practical problems which these changes of title gave rise to
in the past are less serious when viewed in the context of an automated
system. The MARC format for serials reflects a thorough analysis of the
relationships between serials and provides for linkages between related
serial titles.E The "Reference manual" developed by the International
Council of Scientific Unions for the control of scientific literature in
rhonographic, serial, and other forms has provided an even more detailed analysis of such relationships.6 These developments mean that it
will be possible to treat each title as a separate serial while at the same
time maintaining linkages between serials which are part of even the
most complex network of preceding, succeeding, amalgamated, and splitofi titles together with their supplements, special issues, etc. Such sy-stems
will contain all the rerieval and housekeeping functions demanded by
even the most complex serials collection.
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Bib liographic Desc,ription of Seriak
No attempt will be made here to trace rhe history and background of
ISBD(S).I Rather, Iet us try to place ISBD(S) in its context and use it
to see where the idea of international standard bibliographic description (ISBD) is today and where it is going. It must be noted here that
the progress of the ISBD idea is due in no small part to the IFLA International Oftce for UBC (Universal Bibliographic Control) and, prior
to its establishment, the IFLA Committee on Caraloguing. It must have
seemed to be a logical move to develop a standard description for serials
on the basis of the standard description for monographs, but it is suggested here that this is another manifestation of the problem inherent
in dividing library materials into print and nonprint materials. In fact,
in many important ways serials are less like monographs than any other
Iibrary materials. The necessity for a standard bibliographic description
for serials has yet to be proved. There is undoubtedly a necessity for recording data about serials in a standard manner, but whether this can be
described as "bibliographic" or not is a moot point. In many casesbibliographic attitudes and practices get in the way of efficient recording of
serials data. Surely the establishing of bibliographic data depends on th€
existence of a bibliographic unit-something which has certain fixed attributes which can be described with a reasonable degree of certainty,
and thus can allow the cataloger to establish a definitive or near definitive record. Serials cataloging, with the exception of the cataloging of
completed serials by certain large libraries, is not bibliographic. It consists for the most part of the construction of a practical tool in which
the fine points of bibliography are not important and the utility of the
finished product is all important. For the cataloging of monographs
ISBD(M) performs an important function in distinguishing between
the description and its functions and the organizational factors and
their functions. This distinction has not been carried over into ISBDfS)
with an equivalent degree of clarity. Since the trend in many catalogs is
toward listing serials under title and the use of "uniform titles" is virtually unknown, what is the point in maintaining that there is a "description" of serials which is somehow apart from the entry point in the
catalog? Indeed, it may be asserted that, for most library purposes, we
do not need ISBD(S) as such at all. What we need is an international
standard catalog entry for serials which would prescribe the elements
that arc to be recorded for serials and the order in which they are to be
given without reference to the prescriptions of ISBD(M). Volume numbering and edition statements are only two examples of elements which
are so totally difterent in serials description as compared with monograph description that it is difficult to claim that there is some kind of
equivalence between them. An international standard catalog entry for
serials might consist of the following elements: key title; corporate
heading; volume, etc., numbering; publication details; frequency; physical description; related serial notes; other notes (which would be serial
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based and hence difierent in content and order from the notes in
/SBD(M); ISSN.
TherC would be no attempt in such a standard catalog errtry to reproduce the wording or the order of any Part of the serial, and in this
would. Iie the essential difference between the entry and the ISBDs fqr

or unimportant. On the contrary, we must engage in the international
exchange of serials data and we can best accomplish this by achieving in'
ternatiJnal standards in serials cataloging. But serials cannot be described in the same terms as books. A clear and objective analysis of the
needs of serial catalogs and other lists is needed, not an attemPt to make
the traditional attributes and structure of bibliogtaphic entries for
books into the basis for the description of serials'
There are numerous interesting points of detail about ISBD(S) but
the fundamental question of whether ISBD(S) is necessary,at-all needs
to be settled beforb we concern ourselves with points of detail. Admittedly, it is probably too late to leconsider the standard in such a radical
wap and ii will certainly be published in something like its present
form. The real test will come *hen u..eptance of ISBD(S) is measured.
Many libraries will no doubt retain their present rataloging Practices
when faced with a standald that does not seem entirely relevant to their
needs.
One of the most distressing aspects of modern library science is the

UNISIS?

Neusletter.a The ISDS Guidelines contain a framework for

It represents
factors) or for reassembly of data to create catalog,.ttrtjt:
a genuine attempt to come to terms with the realities of the role of the
.oinprrter in the maintenance and exchang€ of catalog-records, and the
realiiies of the day-to-day task of recording information about serials.
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aims of international cooperation and exchange.
An important aspecr of the work of rsDS is the furtherance of the

mean that, for the purposes of those concerned with maintaining serials records, many of the problems of identifying serials for thi purposes of maintaining current records will be oveicome. Numbers 6ave
the attraction of neutrality and objectivity unlike any other factor such
as titles and "author" headings. The work of the seriais librarian will no

Presumably the National .serials Data centers ser up within the rsDS
framework will provide printed lists of key titles which can be used by
anyone who has need to refer to serials in verbal (rather than numeric)
terms. rt is to be hoped that library associations and the publishing trade
can come to an agreement that all serials should be referred to by their
key
as published. The gain in clarity of bibliographic citations
-titles
would be considerable.
The Reuision of AACR
The important role of aACR in the inrernational context was recog-
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Prihted Microtorm Sotind Visrial Etc'
it will almost cerI must emphasize that this is only a personal view and
' 309 '
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tainly not be the final form of the second edition or AacR.

one reason

medium (fiIm, sound recording, print, etc.) and type of publication
(complete item or serial). At present the rures are oifanized as a result
of what a classificationist would call "an incomplete application of characteristics of division"-and that as we all know leadi io cross-classification or, to use plainer English, muddle.
General Catalogs and Serials Lists
In referring to spalding's excellent article, mention was made of
difiering needs of the general catalog and the serials list. The first has
various bibliographic functions to fulfill; the second.is concerned mainly with housekeeping functions and acting as a specific item finding list.
I_1_i1
likely to be in the integrated bibiiographic catalog- that
lost
ISBD(S) and wharever serials rules there are in the iecond edition of
aacR will have the most impact. when interfiling entries for books,
serials, and other materials, it is very important to maintain consistent
sets of information consistently presented. This is especially importanr
when dealing with the quasi serials referred to earlier. rt would be intolerable if different standards of description and headings were ro apply in the same catalog-and even more intolerable if suih distinctiois

The needs of a serials list, especially one which performs a series of
housekeeping functions, are very difierent from tirose of the bibliogru-p.hi. catalog. Almost all searches in serials lists are for specific items
or linkage searches (what was the predecessor of this seriai? for exam-
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ple). It seems to me thar traditional cataloging standards have at most
a timitea role to play in this type of list. The specific item.search can
best be achieved by the use of n-umeric linkages in a mechanized system
and the constant updating of records is a very practical problem with

for the exchange of information.
Multiaolume Worhs and Monographic Serials
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pect of this matter, we may observe that these concepts are important to
cataloging theory and practice and that our stand:rrds and codes should
take account of thern.
Citations to Seri,alArticles
Probably the most widespread listing of periodical materials is also
the least standardized. I am referring to bibliographic citations relating
to articles in serials, whether published as part of another document or
in serial indexing and abstracting publications. The main movement
towards standardization in the serials area has been concerned with the
listing of whole serials, yet, intellectually speaking, these are of much
less significance than the articles which they contain. Anyone who has
used serial indexes extensively or has had the unenviable task of uying
to trace articles from information supplied in citations will know tJrat
this is an area which needs standardization and needs it very badly. The
problem seems to be not that we lack standards but that there are too
many standards and that very few persons and publications observe
them. Most national standards agencies have publications which deal
with citations, but none of them seem to carry much weight. This area
of "microthought" (to use Ranganathan's term) is of primary importance in the exchange of information and in achieving the aims of
UBC. Machine formats have been devised to hold citations to periodical
articles, but in the absence of effective standardization these will obviously differ in the information held and the way in which it is held. It
would seem to be a very worthy and practical objective to decide what
should be in a citation and to construct a standard method of presenting that information. The part of the citation which refers to the serial
could be a subset of the total description of the serial, and the part referring to the article itself could have a heading based on the Paris
Principles (which surely apply to any work no matter how small) and
a "description" presented in a standard form. This is a very urgent question and one which is integral to our progress toward internationalism,
UBC, and the free exchange of information.
Conclusion
In conclusion, let me reiterate that we have muddled up the idea of
the serial with the idea of the various media of communication. A serial
publication exemplifies a condition which is independent of mediumit is clear that we will have serials in ever-increasing numbers in nonprint and mixed media forms over the next few years. The cultivated
few who invented the scientific journal in the eighteenth century can
have had no idea of the many-headed monster they were creating, nor
of the burden that they were going to impose on catalogers in the late
twentieth century. The document explosion is at its most dramatic in the
area of serials, and if we are going to control it, locally, nationally, and
universally, we need a clear-eyed appraisal of what we are trying to
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achieve, followed by the construction of tools which will enable us to
fulfill our goals.
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AACR6: Time for a Review
JnrE. Cot,n
Cataloger
Serials Department
Uniaersity of lowa Libraries
Iowa City,Iowa

Two changes are proposed,in the North American text of rule 6 of the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR) : the adoption ol the British text of 68 and,-the d.eletion of 6C. Both of these changes are intended to simplify the entry of seriak. With the ileletion of 6C, serials
would. be entered only under title or corporate author. The adoption
of the British text of 68 would in turn greatly simplify the remaining
choice between title or corborate author.

YEAR 1974 HAS SEEN THE PUBLICATION
of the longTHE
^ awaited International Standard, Bibliographi,c Description
far Serials
(ISBD(S)) by the International Federation of Library Associations. The
impact of this publication has already been felt in American libraries:
in April 1974, the Library of Congress announced the deletion of rule
1628 of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR) with the result
that when t-he name of a corporate body is included in the title of a serial, it will be transcribed as such in the body of the entry.t For example, a title like Uniuersity ol London Historical Studies will no longer
be recorded as "Historical studies" but as "University of London historical studies." Shortly thereafter, in May 1974, the Library of Congress
announced that it had adopted the following practice:
If the title of a serial consistssolely of a generic rerm, that term is followed by
the author statement.The two elementsare separatedby a space-hyphen-space
( - ). The author starelnentis transcribedas ir appearson the publication, except that, if the statement includes a corporate hierarchy, those parts of the
hierarchy which are no[ necessaryfor the identification of the author are omitted. The parts of the hierarchy which are recordedare separatedby commas.z
While these two changes in no way directly aftect the catalog entry of
Manuscript
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serials, their potential to influence the choice of entry cannot be overlooked. Late in 1973 the Ad Hoc Discussion Group on Serial Data Bases,
which had been established at the 1973 ALA Conference in Las Vegas,
proposed that consideration be given to using the title, as transcribed according to these two changes, for the main entry for all serials.s
Such a change in our cataloging principles departs not only from all
cataloging tradition in this country, but also from the Paris Principles,
which call for the entry of serials "whose titles consist of a generic term
(Bulletin, Transactions, etc.) preceded or followed by the name of a
corporate body, and which include some account of the activities of the
body" under the heading for the body.r
The weight of tradition in relation to corporate main entry may be
seen in the June 1972 edition ol Serial Publications in the University of
Iowa Li,b'rarias,which contains over 1,900 corporate main entries under
the letter A alone. Many of these serials lack an added entry or even a
reference from the title in the card catalog, since the transcribed title
consists merely of a generic term. Such a drastic change as title main entry for all serials would perhaps simplify the work of the Programmer
and the operations of the computer, but it would place an excessive
burden on our card catalogs, which are already strained to the breaking
point by "superimposition."
Even though we may rule out the principle of title main entry for
all serials, it may still be good to reconsider rule 6 of the North American text of AACR in the hope of simplifying it and standardizing the
treatment of all types of serials. A basic question confronts us: When
should a serial be entered under a corporate or personal author?
Although rule 5C of the A.L.A. Cataloging Rules lor Author and
Ti,tle Entries of 1949 (ALA Rules) states that "a periodical issued by a
society, institution or government body is ordinarily to be entered under
its title (especially if this is distinctive in character) with added entry
for the issuing body," the restrictive definition of a periodical and the
lack of attention to other serials in the rules strengthened the long established tradition in the United States of using corporate main entries
for offi.cial publications of governments, proceedings of societies, and
reports of societies,institutions, and other corporate bodies.s
Since "distinctive in character" is a vague concept, a great many Perrodicals and monographic serieswhich could have been entered under title have been entered under a corporate entry. An example of such past
practice is Studies in Bibliography: Papers of the Bibliographical Socie'
iy of the (Jniuersity of Virginia, which is entered under the heading for
the society in the Union List of Serials.
This American tradition is exemplified by rule 68 of the Present
North American text of AACR, which is somewhat more liberal than
were the ALA R,ules in the use of title main entry for serials, although
6B still favors the use of corporate main enty. The rule states:
l. Enter a periodical, monographic series,or a serially published bibliograV o l u m eL 9 . N u m b e r 4 . F a l l 1 9 7 5
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phy, index, directory, biographical dictionary, almanac,or yearbook, issued by
or under the authority of a corporate body, under its title with an added entry
under the corporate body.
Exception: If the title (exclusiveof the subtitle) includes the name or the abbreviation of the name of the corporate body, or consistssolely of a generic
term that requires the name of the body for adequateidentification of tfie serial, enter it under the name of the body.
_ 2. Enter any other serial issued by or under the authority of a corporate
body under the body. In caseof doubt that the serialis coveredLy I above,enter
under the body.6
In many European countries, on the other hand, there is an equally
strong tradition for the entry of serial publications under title. For example, rule 62 of the Prussian rnstructions calls for the entry of all
periodicals under title.z Rule 6B of the British text of AACR has itruck
al
.Sppealing balance between these divergenr American and European
philosophies. The British rule reads as follows:

full or in an abbreviated form, is that of a superior body to which the body responsible for issuing the serial is subordinate, enrer under the name of the
superior body, with an added entry under the subordinatebody.
Make an added entry or referenceunder the title of the serial unless this begins with the name of the corporate body in the form used as heading for the
main entry.8
Thus a great number of serials entered under title in British libraries

Becauseof the ambiguities in the North American text, the rule is subject to varying interpretations, with a resulting difierence in the entry
chosen for a given serial. The adoption of rule 68 of the British texi
would remedy this situation.

union-catalogue of Periodicak. New period,ical Titles and. Gesamtuerzeichnis ausliindischer zeitschriften und. serien list serials under title.
Biologi'cal Abstracts, Geo Abstracts, and New Testament abstracts,
among others, cite journals by title, as do Index Med.icus,L'Annie philo-
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logique, the International Bibliography ol the History of Religions,
and the International Bibliography of Political Science. It is especially
interesting that the "List of Journals Indexed" of the Cumulated Index
Medicus, published by the National Library of Medicine, lists journals
under title with no reference from the issuing body, even if the title
consists solely of a generic term or if the name of the body is included
in the title. Becauseserials are cited under title, the title, unless generic,
is of primary importance, and the corporate author, unless included in
the title, is of secondary importance. Corporate authorship can be acknowledged as well through an added entry as through a main entry.
Several important problems exist in the interpretation of the North
American text of 68. Among them is the distinction between serials covered by 68l and those covered by 682. One does not encounter this probIem in the British rule, since it provides for uniform treatment of all
serials. The decision of how to enter a serial issued by a subordinate
body, if only the name of the superior body is included in the title, is
also complicated by the North American version. Becausethe British version allows more serials to be entered under title, it facilitates the compilation and use of serial lists and does not "scatter" as many serials
throughout the catalog because of changes in corporate author.
Section I of rule 68 (North Arnerican text) is interesting in that it
contains a list of types of serials. The inclusion within this list is itself
open to interpretation. Is one at liberty to extrapolate from the list
other types of serials which, by analogy, should be entered under title?
Osborn apparently thinks not, stating merely that title main entry is authorized for these types of serials if they do not fall into the "excePtion" which 68l includes.e Henderson believes otherwise, saying that
"the types are named only to give direction to the cataloger who may
not see the principle which is illustrated."lo Dunkin states that the list
is not intended to be complete.ll
To answer this question correctly, one must perhaps look at the
ALA Rules, which we may assume had a strong influence upon those
who drafted the present code. Sections C-F of rule 5 of the ALA Rules
deal with specific types of serials (periodicals and newspapers; almanacs,
yearbooks, etc.; directories; and series) and in general provide for their
entry under title. Section I of rule 6 of AACR (North American text)
can be considered a consolidation of, and expansion upon, these sections
of the ALA R,ules. When read in this light, it leaves no room for other
categoriesof serials to be entered under title. There is a conspicuous absence of an "etc." at the end of the list. Thus the entry of serials under
corporate author or title is unfortunately and unnecessarily complicated
by an arbitrary classification of serials by type. The British rule greatly
simplifies the choice of entry by not distinguishing between types of
serials.
What kinds of serials does 682 (North American text) then cover?
An obvious example is a serial whose title includes the title of an appropfiate official of the issuing body, e.g., Annual Report of the Librari'nn
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of Congress, which one should enter under the heading for the library;
another type of serial to be entered under issuing body which this title
brings to mind is the annual report of a corporate body. The following
limitation of the term "yearbook"-one which excludes the annual report-is.found in footnote 8 to 68l:
The term "yearbook" is to be understood to exclude a work the content of
which is necessarilythe expressionof the corporate thought or activity of the
body, such as a report of its managementor a record of the iesults of its operation.12
As Dunkin explains, "the user may expect (if he has been around
catalogs much) to find t}te formal reports of the business of a corporate
body under the name of the body, even though they may appear at intervals as regular as those of the Atlantic Monthly."s This leads one to
conclude that the term "periodical" may also have the same implicit
qualification.
Government publications create a special problem for the cataloger
because of 682. Of the four examples given to illustrate the application of the rule, three are government publications. The fourth is the
Proceedings of the Liaerpool Geological Soci,ety,which one would expect to find under the issuing body since it is named in the title.
The first example, a document, is the Annual Report of the Librarian of Congress, which, as discussed previously, would necessarily be entered under the heading for the library. The remaining two examples
create a good deal of confusion. Precipitation in TennesseeRiaer Basin,
issued by the Hydraulic Data Branch of the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA), is a monthly publication. Thus it is a "serial appearing or intended to appear indefinitely at regular or stated intervals, generally
more frequently than annually" and as such meets the primary criterion
in the AACR (North American text) definition of a periodical .ra CarIoad Waybill Statistics. . . Mileage Bloch Distribution. . ., issuedby the
Bureau of Transport Economics and Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), and the final example of the application of
this rule, is an annual-one hesitates to use the term "yearbook," since
apparently the term for some reason did not apply. Perhaps the TVA
and ICC publications could be considered "records of results" of the issuing bodies. But then the Scottish Abstract bf Statistics,a yearbook issued by the Scottish Office of Great Britain, could perhaps be considered
a "record of results" of that office, although the Library of Congress
cataloged the abstract under its title.
Because of the choice of examples used to illustrate 6B2 and the
vaguenessof the phrase "in case of doubt," one finds inconsistency in
the entry of serial publications whose titles are nongeneric and do not
include the name of the issuing body or the title of an appropriate oftcial. For example, the Library of Congress cataloged Document RetrieuaI Index, a quarterly bibliography issued by the National Criminal Justice Reference Service, under its title; but it cataloged th.e Quarterly Re-
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port on Job Vacancies,issued by the Job Vacancy Survey Section of Sta'
tistics Canada, under the heading for the section. In the l97l cumula'
tion of New Serial Titles, a total of 203 serials with nongeneric titles
which could be entered under title are found under "United States." If
tfre title alone were the decisive factor in determining whether a serial
should be entered under corporate body, as it is in the ,British version,
the inconsistency in entry would be avoided.
In footnote l0 to the "exception" to 68l, the North American text
explains what is meant by the name of the issuing body or the abbrevia'
tion thereof being included in the title of a serial. In the footnote one
finds the following:
construe the presencein the title of the full name of a larger body, of which
th'e responsibli issuing body is a part and under which it would be entered as a
subheading,as sufficient reason for not entering the serial under its title' e.g.'
IJniuersity of Detroit Law Journal, issued by the DePartment oI Law of the
Universityof Detroit.rs

AACR, as appropriate at the time of cataloging. In the 1956-1967cumu'
lation of tha-Nalional (Inion Catalog may be found LC cards for some
." Two recent LC
thirty titles in the form "IEEE transactions on'
cardi indicate two different treatments of comparable titles. IEEE
Transactions on Plasma Science is entered under IEEE Nuclear Plasma
sciences Society, but the IEEE Transactions on Professional communi'
cations, issued, by the IEEE Professional Communications Group, is en'
tered under Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
Practice in Neu Serial Titles for these transactions also varies. In the
l97l-72 cumulation are found four entries, including that for the "professional communications," under Institute of Electrical and Electron'
ics Engineers; three entries under title (IEEE transactions on . ' .); two
entries under subordinate bodies, in two different forms: (l) Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Systems, Man, and Cybernetics
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such as the University ol Detroit Law Journal and the IEEE Trans-

two entries are needed for any serial entered under issuing body-a
main entry and a reference from the title. Thus a great deal'of time
and expense could be saved if the British text of AACR were followed.
Also, a great deal of the-user's time could be saved, since he would not
encounter so many references.
Anyone who has worked with serials is familiar with their frequent
changes of title and of issuing body. This leads to constant recataloging
and quite often to establishing new entries. When a serial with a nongeneric title not including the name of its issuing body is entered under
title, it is less probable that the entry for the serial will need to be
changed, since one of the variables, the corporate author, has been removed from the entry. As Osborn points out, added entries under variant names of corporate bodies can be multiplied freely without cn-ang-
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ing the entry of such a serial.l7 It is far less costly when recataloging to
add a note about a variation in issuing body than to establish a new entry, since the latter also involves changing various receiving and payment
records, the binding record, and if the title is not classified, the shelf
label. At the same time, it is less likely that such a serial, if entered under title, will come to be scattered in the catalog under various entries,
a situation which constantly hinders the patron who is searching for a
list of the library's holdings of a bibliographical entity.
Since, as the examples to rule 682 of the North American text indicate, the rule is frequently applied to official government publications,
and since it may be taken to be a basic premise of library work that gov'
ernment bodies are by far the most likely to change-either by being renamed or abolished-the adoption of the British text would greatly
simplify the work of the cataloger. Even though it is still accepted practice in this country to enter a majority of government publications under issuing body, in certain instances when the changes in corporate author are extremely frequent, it becomes less feasible to continue this,
and some publications are of necessity recataloged under title. The in'
dustry reports of the Department of Commerce are an excellent example of this (cf. Pulp, paper and board, issued over the years by the following units of the Department of Commerce: Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Office of Domestic Commerce, National Production Authority, Business and Defense Services Administration, Bureau
of Domestic Commerce, Bureau of Competitive Assessment and Busi'
ness Policy). It is more than somewhat quixotic here to follow the
North American text; and by following it only partially, one is perhaps
adding to the confusion of the patron who is trying to use the catalog.
The following examples are presented to illustrate the similarities
and differences of the two texts of. AACR 68. The first and second examples are works cataloged identically according to the two texts, the
former work under title and the latter under corporate author. The
third and fourth examples are of works entered under title in accordance with the British version, but under issuing body in keeping with the
North American. Note in particular in the fourth example that fewer
sets of cards are generated by the use of title entry. The next example
illustrates the "superior-subordinate issuing body" problem, with entry
under the superior body according to the British text, but under the
subordinate body according to the North American text. The last example illustrates the British use of either an added entry or a cross-reference from a title that normally would not be traced in this country.
I. Identical entries under the two versions of AACR
A. Title main entry
Geologie. Jahrg.lMlirz 1952Berlin, Akademie-Verlag.
v. illus. 24cm.
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Issued 1952-63 by the Staatliche Geologirhe
Kommission der Deutschen
Demokratischen Republik; l9a1-6b by the staadiche Geologische Gesellschaft
der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik;
lg66by the Deutsche Gesellschaft ftir Geologische Wissenschaften.
(added entries for the issuing bodies)

B. Corporate author main entry
Chemical Society.
Chemical Society reviews.

rw2-

v. l-

London.
v. illirs. 22cm. quarterly.
Supersedes Quarterly reviews, and RIC reviews.

II. Varying practices
A. Main entry under corporatebody or under tirle
British text
Electricity.
London, H. M. Stationery OfI.
v. 25cm, annual.
'lReport
of the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry."
(added entry for the Dept. of Trade and Industry)

North American text
Great Britain.
Dept. of Trade and lndustry.
Electricity:
report of the Jecreary of State for Trade and Industry.
,Ibndon, H. M. Stationery Off.

v. 25cm. annual.
(added entry for title)
British text
Overseasbusinessreporrs. OBR U9162Washington.
v. 26cm.
Supersedesin part the World trade information service of the Bureau of
Foreign Commerce,
Issued 1962-1972 by the U.S. Bureau of International
by the Domestic and International Business Administration.
(added entries for the issuing bodies)

Commerce;

lgZS-

North Ameri.can text
a)
United S6t€s. Bureau of International Commerce.
Overseas business reports. OBR
[tg]62-72.
Washington.
llv.
26cm.
Supersedes in part the World trade information
service of the Bureau of
Foreign Commerce.
Continued by a publication of the same title, issued by the Domestic and
International Business Administration.

(added entry for title)
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b)
United States. Domestic and International Business Administration'
Overseas business rePorts. OBR [19]73Washington.
v. 26cm.
of InterContinues a publication of the same title, issued by the Bureau
national Commerce(added entry for title)

B. Main entry under superior body or under responsible subordinate
body
British text
Indiana UniversitY.
Indiana University mathematics jotrrnal.
Bloomington.
v. 26cm.
Issued by the univenity's Dept. of Mathematics'
(added entries for the department and title)

North Ameri'can text
Indiana University. Dept. of Mathematics'
Indiana University math€matics journal.
Bloomington.
r'. 26cm.
(added entry for title)

C. Title added entry
British text
UniversitetRostock.
Zeitschrift
wissenschaftliche
sprachwissenschaftliche Reihe.
Jahrg. 1-

der

UniYersitiit

Rostock'

Gesellschafts'

und

r95r/52-

Rostock.
v. 30cm.
(addedentry for title)
North American text: sameas above, without added entry'
Serialsol Personal AuthorshiP.

termined."re
It would seem wise in the case of serials to follow the example of
Volume 19, Number 4, FaIl 1975
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L Eine Zeitung, Zeitschrift; zeitschriftenartige Reihe oder Schriftenreihe wird
wie ein anonymeswerk behandelt, und zwar auch dann, wenn alle Teile das
werk eines verfassers oder ein gemeinschaftlicheswerk von zwei oder drei
verfassernsind. Unter dem (besondershervorgehobenenbzw. zuerstgenannten)
Herausgeber bzw. Begriinder kann eine Nebeneintragung ge-acht werden.
Anm.: Lawf.endeBibliographien werden entsprechend behandelt. 2. sind alre
'I-eile
des fortlaufenden sammelwerkes ein werk eines yefiassers oder ein
gemeinschaftlicheswetk von zwei oder drei Verfassern,so werden unter ihnen
Nebeneintragungen
gemacht.2o

main catalog entry, perhaps it should not be considered a serial: since
its author is a mortal, it can no longer be a question of how long the
work will continue, but rather of how soon it will ceasepublication. If
it is believed that the work will continue after its "author's" demise,
then a-strong caseexists for treating the work as a serial with potentially
changing authorship and according the "author" not the main entry, bui
rather an added entry.
How should one handle the compiler of a serial bibliography, if he
,is named as such on the title page? To most reference librarians and

.
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DeutschesBilcherverzeichnis, compiled by the Deutsche Biicherei; must be
entered under title in accordance with 68. One could avoid this probIem by eliminating the entry of serialsunder personal author.
The serial by a personal author is not the rule, but the exception.
Thus such a work inevitably will require more time and efiort for the
ordering and receiving sections if it is cataloged under personal author
and an adequate system of references (especially from the title) is not
provided in the library's check-in record for serials.
AACR 6C breaks with longstanding tradition in this country and
abroad. The ALA Rules made no provision {or a serial to be cataloged
under a personal main entry. Thus in pre-1967 printed catalogs, and also
in many catalogs listing serials published before that year, this type of
serial is entered under title or issuing body. For example, Antihe und
Christentum, by Franz Joseph Dtilger (an example under 6C) has its
main entry under title in the National Union Catalog: Pre-1956Imprints
(although originally cataloged by the Library of Cot'rgressunder D<ilger
in 1935). It is also listed in the Union List of Serials under title, with no
reference from D<ilger.
Only when the name of the personal author is as well known as the
title of the serial should the librarian feel that a main entry under author is not greatly hindering the patron. If one is looking fot the Spectator, he will undoubtedly search under Addison or Steele. However,
since most patrons do not discern between main and added entries, an
added entry for the author can efiectively be used to indicate authorship. The following example illustrates the difference in cataloging
which would accompany the elimination uf AACR 6C:.
A. Entry aceording fo AACR 6C.
Boe, John Oliver.
The television sponsors directory.
Everglades, Fla., Everglades Pub. Co.
v. 28cm. quarterly.
(added entry for title)

B. Entry il AACR 6C were deleted.
The Television sponsors directory.
Everglades, Fla., Everglades Pub. Co.
v. 28cm. quarterly.
By John Oliver Boe.
(added entry for Boe)

In this paper two changes have been proposed in the North American
text of AACR 6: the deletion of 6C and the adoption of 68 of the
British text. Both changes would simplify the entry of serials and thus
benefit the patron and the librarian. With the deletion of 6C, serials
would be entered only under title or corporate author, returning to an
old tradition in this country. The adoption of the British text of 68
would in turn greatly simplify the remaining choice between title and
Volume 19,Number 4,FaII 1975
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corporate author. Serious consideration should be given to these two
changesin the North American text.
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No SpecialRulesfor Enfryof Serials
Mrcnerr- Cenpmrnn
Doctoral Cand'id'ate
Schoolof LibrarianshiP
IJnia ersi'tyof Cali'fornia
BerheleY

treatment ol instancesof corporate and petsonal authorship'

HE THESIS PRESENTED HERE is that there should be no special
rules for the entry of serials. Theoretically sound and consistent rea-
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jective of the alphabetical catalog, the identification of the works of an
author..Let us begin with an analysis of rule 6 of the Anglo-American
cataloging Rules (AACR) and the rreatment of serials in the paris
Principles.

must not only have name of the body in it, and the serial contain some

Problems Relating to the Structure of Titles

or "Scientific studies" may be considered generic by one cataloger or
user and not by anorher. It is not at all clear that well-defined criteria,
obvious to any user of a catalog, can, even in principle, be generated.a
Let us examine one of the reasonsgeneric titles ire not wanted in a cata-

In addition to problems with generic titles, there are the two other
.3280
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requirements for corporate entry of serials in the Paris Principles that
req.rire examination. one is the requirement that the name of the body
be found in the title. It seemsobvious that the presence of a corporate

corporate authorship. Unfortunately, the Presence-of such ,an account
is rio more than evidence for the fact that the body is a subiect of the

Problems Relating to Form of Publication
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The Nature of Corporate Authorship
Any discussion of serials cataloging must include a d.iscussionof corporate authorship, since a great number of serials are associated with
corporate bodies. Although in many ways it is quite differenr from personal authorship, corporate authorship is much hore than a fiction devised to permit the ordering of publications in a file. To see how this is
true, we must begin by noting that there are two nonexclusive bases on

As an extension of the origination theory, it is convenient to claim
that one- can perform authorial work without actually having to perform authorial tasks. An example of this is the ghostwritten riork. Let
us call this theory the assumption theory, and note, without an exhaus-

with respecr to corporate authorship, let us start with the obvious.
A person always puts corporate ideas into words. Before publishing the
results a corporate body has ro assume responsibility for the writirig up
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of its ideas. Its ideas, in turn, are something which come from persons.
Yet the body assumes responsibility for them through some Procedure
enunciated in its constitution. For example, because the head of the organization sets forth the ideas under certain circumstances, th€y become
the ideas of the organization. The organization is now their author.
The Authorship o7 Serials
The above analysis can be applied mutatis mutand,is to the editing
of serials containing separate identifiable contributions from various
writers. Indeed, editing in the senseof selecting previously written material is an authorial task.

the compiler if his name appears prominently (whatever that is) on the
title pagi. We should critiiiie this weaknessin the majority text on the
gt".t"at that ascription of authorship on the basis of subjective considirations of typogrlphy is norhing more than the blind following of

corporate authorship, and proceedings of conferences are excluded. To
maice the proposal presented here work, the first two of these exceptions
will have io bi removed. In that case,entry of many serials will be under
title. Certainly, the vast majority of periodicals, monographic series,
yearbooks, and the like will now be entered under title. By the same
token, it appears that theater Programs, auction catalogs,corP,orate an'
nual reporis, and the like will continue to be entered under the names
of theii authors. Added entries rather than main entries will be given
for the names of bodies appearing in the titles, bodies assuming editorial responsibility, and the like. But corporate annual reP_ortswill continue to be entered under the headings for corporate bodies-now as authors, not as names derived from their titles.
The Adaantages of Abolition of Special Rules f or Entry of Serials
Since the revision of rule 4, the use of a generic title as main entry
Volume 19, Number 4 , Fall 1975
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North American text of AACR) would no longer be necessary.case-bycase decisions, resulting perhaps from pressure from libraries outside
LC for entering publications of doublful form either as serials or
monographs, would be required much less frequently. Finally, there
would be eliminated one more rule starting ..In caseof doubt . . ." when
there is no crirerion for what constitutes sufrcient doubt.
It is often said that the main entry for a serial in a library catalog
should be identical with that found in the serial record. There is no
good reason why this should be so as long as two conditions obtain: (I)
the- number of pieces controlled by both entries is identical, and (2)
each entry must be readily accessiblefrom the other-that is, there must
be references if the entries vary.
Finally, the abolition of special rules for serials entry would permit
the description of a serial prepared under a new system to be filed under
its initial element in rhe catalog without interfering with the integrity
of an author catalog.

r. Anglo-Ameri,cancatatogir* ,.rr"rll)l)"o,
Library Assn.,1967),p.3.

rnerican Text lchicaso: American

2. International conference on cataloguing Principles, paris, 1961, statement ol
Principles ad'opted' at the International
principles,
conlerence on cataloguing
Paris, October, 1961. Ar,r,otated ed., with commentary and examples by Eva Veiona
[and others]. Definitive ed. (I-ondon: IFLA Committee on Catal;guing, lg7l) , p.43,
48-50,
3. charles A' cutter, Rules for a Di.ctionary catalog (u.S. Bureau of Education,
Special Report on Public Libraries, part II. 4rh ed., rewritren
[Washington, D.C.:
Govt. Print. Otr., t9041), p.ao.
4. Proposals have recently been presented whereby the presence of certain generic
words in certain positions within serial titles would be important in determining
entry. See Joseph Howard, "Main Entry for Serials," Library of Congress Infoimation Bulleti,n 33:A232-36 (22 Nov. 1974) . The criticisms made heie apply ro
Howard's proposals as well as to AACR.
5. Cf. the comments of C. Sumner Spalding in The Code and, the Cataloguer; proceed-ing.sol the Colloquium on the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rulis; ed. by
Katherine H. Packer and Delores phillips
(Toronto: Univ. of Toionto pr., lg69) ,
p.9-10, 25; and Phillip K. Escreet, Introduction to the ,'Anglo-American Catalogui,ng Rules" (London: Deutsch, t97l), p.b9-61.
6. Cataloging Senti.ce lt2:5-8 (Winrer lgib) .
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and ISSN'A Comment
AACR,TSBD(SJ
P,c,uLFeseNe
Chief, Preparation Setwi'ces
The New Yorh Public LibrarY
Neu Y'orh Cit^t

leael.

a code is a systern of principles, rules, or regulaDEFINITION,
tions relating to one subject. In relation to cataloging, the more
important principles that obtain, and which are reflected to varying degrels in each cataloging code since Cutter, can be summarized or paraphrased as follows:
l. Assertion and definition of authorship responsibility;
2. Consistent procedures for bibliogtaphic identification and con'
trol;
3. The application of rules and regulations in a consistent manner
irrespective of type or form of material; and
4. The preparation of a product which will be useful to users'
Tracing th-e treatment of serials in the cataloging codes developed
within the United States since Cutter is a task of considerable difficulty.
Though the idea and definition of a serial publication is clearly set
forth ln Cutter, his rules, and those of all subsequent codes until
AACR, immediately and confusingly establish separate and often conftadictory additional conditions and/or rules for the treatment of such
forms as periodicals, continuations, and newspapers. The ambiguity is
DY
U
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bewildering to the novice and frustrating to experienced serials catalogers. In a sense, one can characterize this seeming inconsistency or ambiguity as the result of an attempt on the part of code makers to be
consistent with established or recognized principles, arranged by priority.
The problem, however, is which of the several principles are being considered, in what order they are being applied, and whether this represents the best ordering of principles. In essence,it is similar to the processof constructing a classification schedule in which a choice must be
made concerning which aspect or characteristic is to be applied in defining a subclass.
The Achieaement of AACR
The problem in the codes which preceded AACR is not that their
authors did not appreciate the practical problems involved in serials con'
trol nor that the principles were invalid or inadequate, but rather that
the authors chose the wrong order of priority in attempting to develop
rules to handle serials material. The solution is simple: reexamine principles and their priority and revise the rules for serials according to this
revised ordering of principles.
In a very real sense,the authors oI AACR attempted to do exactly
this and they are to be commended for attempting to develop a single,
integrated rule that treats all materials sharing the essential characteristics of a serial-that of being issued in parts and intended to continue indefinitely-consistently. The attempt was less than completely successful,
however, and it is regrettable that the principle of usefulness or Practicality (as reflected in rule 5 of ALA Cataloging Rules for Author and
Title Entries or Paris Principle rule 9.12) was not applied, instead of the
concept of authorship responsibility. If it had been, the problem that
exists today would not exist or would be far less critical. Admitting the
difficulty in achieving a complete consensuson what is practical or useful, there is nonetheless fairly wide agreement that the 1949 ALA rules
provide a definition of practicality which is useful: distinctive as oPposed to nondistinctive or generic,
It follows, then, that AACR rule 6 should not be abandoned' The
concept of "serial" as a generic term which subsumes all materials sharing an essential characteristic is an important advance over previous
codes; it conforms with the intent of the Paris Principles; it is valid relative to the basic principles of cataloging theory. The rule should be revised, however, to provide that if a title is distinctive, entry under title
is preferred; if it is not, entry under author is preferred. There are
problems in defining "distinctive," but these problems are far less complex and confusing than the conditional judgments required of a serials
cataloger by the present rule 6. Guidelines for determining the distinctiveness of titles have been developed which are reasonable and sound.
Ironically, perhaps, these guidelines have been developed and are being
used by the National Serials Data Program and International Standard
Data System (ISDS) centers throughout the world. These guidelines
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should be studied carefully and considered in revising aacR

rule 6.

Proposed Changesirz AACR
Let us now consider the currently recommended replacement for
aacR rule 6. The issue is confusing in that there are in fact two seP'
Standard Serial Number
arate standards involved: the Inteinational

identify their limitations.
repeatedly
^
If one persists in refusing to acknowledge these_factors and attemPts
to use a stindarcl in a way in which it is not intended to be used, confu-

problems?
R etrosp ec tiae Catalo gs
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The efiect of such an integration on retrospective catalogs would be
negative and pervasive and would destroy eventually the hallmark of
catalogs in the United States-integrated files containing records independent of type or form of material. With information being packaged in ever-difiering formats, the need to produce a tool to control, access,and display information becomes increasingly critical. Catalogs in
the United States today, including records of many media and based on
cataloging rules which are independent oI form of material, have
achieved a level of excellence and usefulness rarely equalled and never
excelled. Destroying these qualities simply to accommodate the requirements of largely untested standards would be irresponsible.
Mode of Operation
ISBD and ISSN were developed largely within the context of satisfying computer requirements, an environment wherein the options provided by rapid and mechanical searching and matching operations compensate, supposedly, for the traditional control provided by cross-references
and multiple entries or cards. The files and catalogs into which serials
catalog cards are filed, however, vary widely. A card catalog, for example, can compensate in part for the limitation of slowness of accessin
a manual environment through secondary entries, but a serials check-in
file, which usually is a single-entry file, cannot.
The point is that the virtue of ISBD and ISSN is also a limitation,
and a serious one, when the environment or context of use is changed.
Library automation is developing rapidly and in many areas. It is lagging, however, in the area of serials control. Even the most optimistic
computer technician admits that it will be some time before a fully integrated serials control system will be achieved, and even longer before
such systemswill be widely used.
Stated in a slightly different manner, computer processing for searching, manipulating, updating, and displaying serial data in an on-line
mode is still in the future (perhaps the distant future) for the majority
of libraries in the United States today. For many years to come libraries
will have to depend on and use manual files and catalogs, a great number of which will be single-entry files. How effective are these standards
if viewed in this context?
Th e Cataloging Acti.uity
In serials cataloging, the basic intent is to describe the bibliographic
unit, not the physical piece. Therefore, conventions and rules attempt
either to accommodate or to disregard minor variations and changes.
Both ISBD(S) and ISSN, by contrast, sress the physical description of
an item as taken from a single piece at one point in time. As the elements of this description change, especially with respect to title, a new
record must be created.
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What kinds of problems will this requirement present if imposed on
a practical cataloging environment? It is difficult to say with precision,
but some senseof their magnitude may be realized by considering the
recent decision to abandon AACR rule 162 B dealing with the fullness
of title to be recorded in the title paragraph. The rules for assigning a
key-title are dependent upon the exact wording as it appears on a specific
piece, as shown by the fact that the National Serials Data Program
(NSDP) requires that a surrogate (i.e., photocopy) of the title page
used as the source of cataloging be submitted before an ISSN or a keytitle is assigned.Even minor variations in the title proPer may require
that a new ISSN and a new key-title be assigned.
What impact will minor variations in wording within the title Proper
have in such a system? Consider the variations that can and do occur
with great regularity in government serials, where on one piece the title
may read "Report of the . . . ," on the next simply "Report," and so on.
Each of these will require nerv cataloging and the assignment of a new
ISSN and new key-title according to the current ISBD and ISSN rules
and conventions.
Conclusi,on
A recent sample of the New York Public Library Research Libraries'
Central Serial Record, a file of approximately 90,000 currently received
serials, revealed that 54 percent, or approximately 48,600 titles, are entered under author and that 95 percent of the authors are corPorate
authors. Of the 48,600 titles entered under author, 50-55 percent
(25,000-27,000)have generic titles such as "report," "proceedings," etc.,
a fact which argues against arbitrary title entry. It is clear that not only
will a massive quantity of material be afiected, but that over half of the
titles afiected will be generic titles, the kind which is most difficult to accommodate within the key-title convention.
The recommendation to abandon AACR 6 should be rejected because of the adverse impact it will have on the quality, integtity, and
continuity of existing library catalogs and library collections' Rather,
the rule should be revised to preserve the significant advances that
AACR 6 reflects over previous codes: an inclusive definition of serial
and a single integrated rule. In addition, consideration should be given
to applying the simpler, pragmatic condition of whether a title is distinctive or not in deciding whether to enter under author or title.
ISBD and ISSN are imPortant emerging standards that promise to
have considerable efiect on the bibliographic control of serial materials'
Their advantages must be care{ully studied and wherever possible accommodated by catalog"ing codes and integrated into catalog records.
However, these standards and their conventions should not be considered
as a replacement for cataloging rules or codes. To do so would be to
create ionfusion. The objectives of these standards are decidedly difterent from the objectives of a cataloging code.
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Key Title and Rulesfor Entry
Many E. Seunn
Head,NSDP Sectiom
Serial Record Division
Library of Congress
Discrepanciesbetweendescriptionsof serialsas prodded in the AngloAmerican Cataloging Rules azd recent international standardsare di,scussed.Increasingcornpatibility is identified. The major goal of the
/SDS fs stated to be the provision of a formal identificationstructure
for representinga serial.
UCH OF THE CURRENT IMPETUS for a revision of the rules
for entry of serials stems from a concern that the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules (AACR) be compatible with emerging international
standards. The ISBD(S): International Standard Bibliographic Description for serials addressesitself to matters of description ahd visual
display of the bibliographic elements associated with serials-not to
choice of entry per se. Ilowever, the fnternational Serials Data S.ystem
(ISDS) network with its guidelines for determining the entry ro which
an International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) is assigned does have
greater implications for choice of entry for serials.
In order to regulate the allocation of ISSN, it was internationally
agreed that a citation acceptable to all ISDS participants would be used
for serials to which ISSN are assigned. In the absence of any standardized international cataloging code for serials, the concept of the key title
as a control citation was incorporated as the "handle" to which the ISSN
is assigned in any given ISDS bibliographic record. A new ISSN is assigned and a new bibliographic record is generated only when the key
title undergoes what has been defined in the Gui,d,elinesfor ISDS as a
"major change."
According to th€se Guid,elines,each key title is "inseparably associated with its ISSN" as a control mechanism within the ISDS network. As
the citation to which the ISSN is assigned, the key title thus becomes a
kind of "main entry" in ISDS files. Efiective use of the ISSN bv lir'vr'

A position paper prePared by the author as representative of the Federal Librarians
Round Table to the Catalog Code Revision Committee;
received and accepted
August 1975.
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braries, abstracting/indexing services, and subscription agencies is obvioubly facilitated-if the key title concept is incorporated in the files of
these various communities. However, it is not a mandatory requirement
for successfulutilization of the ISSN. One of the prime benefits ts be
gained from the ISSN system is its ability to provide a universally aPPli'
Iable, brief, and unambiguous code by which serial publications can be
identified, regardless of the type or form of citation used: author/title
entry, title eitry, journal title-abbreviation, key-title, .-':'-Tl" number
servesas a comrlon denominator which can bridge or link the varying
identification conventions of libraries, abstracting/indexing services,
subscription agents, and publishers or clistributors. This universality of
the ISSN conJtitutes the major value of the system, rather than any
value inherent in the key titft concept, which should be viewed in the
perspective of a necessaryinrernal device within the ISDS network to
control ISSN registration.
what ds essential for successfuluse of the ISSN, however, is that the
bibliographic entity created according to any given set of cataloging
rules ir ionventions be compatible with the bibliographic entity created
by a key title in the ISDS syitem. This can be done without abandoning
tie ,qiCn concepr of authorship and without adopting a title'mainentry approach for all serials. Howard's discussion of some of the current disciepancies between AACR and the key title co-nc€Ptof.ISDS presents two equally viable approaches to a resolution of these differences.r
The first ..rgg"rir title main entry for all serials which, as previously indicated, *oila obviously achieve successful compatibility between the
two systems.His second ilternative, however, would also _providea sound
basis for an equally satisfying solution. In this proposal-it is. suggested
that AACR be^amended to require title main entry for all serials excePt
those titles which consist of a generic term or which begin with a generic
term followed only by the name of the issuing body, in whig-h. case the
serial is entered under the nam€ of the corporate agency. This ideally
provides for a direct correspondence between an AACR bibliographic
iecord and an ISDS record, since a change in an AACR main entry
would also be considered a change in the key title'
Additional specifications for resolving the differences between what
consritutes majoi and minor changes according to AACR,_and ISDS are
still required in order to assure a more comPlete_compatibility between
the two systems. Tlne Guidelines for /SDS provides explicit criteria for
determining when a change is of sufficient imPortance to warrant the
creation of a new record uttd when it is of such minor significance that
it is simply noted in the existing record. Although AACR is not as exact
in its specifications, there appears to be general agreement between the
two sysiemson what constitutes a major change. However, in characteriz'
ing minor changes, there are some lather important_ discrepancies betw-een the t*o upptou.hes. This stems largely from the lack-of consid'
eration given by f3OS to the efiect a change will have on the location of
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a given title in an alphabetical file. Thus what would be a minor change
in the ISDS system may indeed be considered a major change according
to the guidelines provided in AACR.
Other problems also remain in the rules for transcription of title between AAC.R, the Guidelines for ISDS, and ISBD(S) which can affect
the compatibility of bibliographic entities. Several of these have been
identified and proposals designed to achieve compatibility presented in
the "North American Response" to ISBD(S).2 These conflicts in major/
minor change characteristics and the transcription of title should not be
minimized, for they can greatly affect how a title is handled in any given
system. However, their resolution is not an unrealistic expectation, and
the problems are being addressedby the appropriate national as well as
international committees and cataloging agencies.
To support the ISSN and key title in an ISDS bibliographic record,
additional data elements, considered essential to the identification of
any given serial, are also included in the ISDS files. These bibliographic
requirements of the ISDS are not as full nor as detailed in their specifications as are those of the AACR, since the ISDS network intends to
provide a basic bibliographic record which meets the general needs of
;n international community. Each national center, or national cataloging agency, however, is permitted and encouraged to augment the basic
ISDS record in its own files with the necessarydata elements required to
meet the needs of national users.Thus an ISDS record servesas the basis
for documenting ISSN registration and also provides an internationally
acceptable "building block" upon which national cataloging agencies
and bthers can base a complete bibliographic record suitable to the needs
and requirements of their constituencies.
To summarize, the function of the ISDS, if applied in the manner
for which it is intended, is not to impose a strict "key title" approach

of the ISDS is to provide a formal identification structure (the ISSN)
which can efiectively rePresent a serial, regardless of the form of cita'
tion, as long as the bibliographic entities are compatible.
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Considerations
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In the planning of the CONSER (CONuersion ol SERials) Proiect a
numbei of declsionshail to be made uith regard to the bibliographic
conaentions to be used'. To understand these decisions, a reaiew of

their rationale within the CONSER Proiect are giaen'
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which includes rhe structure of the record and. its constant designation,
(2) the required dara element depth-or encoding level, and (3) t[e rules
for the construction of the data oi cofrtent of thelecord

aspecb of the project and the attribures of the product have been discussedrecently.l
rn brief, the coNSER Project is an attempt to establish, in a rwo-tothree-year period and with the cooperation of a number of institutions,

serve as a source file of bibliographic information on serials in the generation of local caralogs of serials and union lists of serials on thire-

It will perhaps be easier for the reader to comprehend the decisions
that have been made for CONSER with respect to rhe bibliographic conventions (rules for the construction of the data) to be used if we briefly
review first, the history of the major cataloging codes, international
agreements, and standards that have affected or are afiecting serials catalogtrg practices in North America, and, second, the major attributes of
and differencesamong these with respect to serials.
A Brief Chronology
The bibliographic treatment of serials in the library catalogs in
North America differs with the rlpe, size, and age of the library. Smaller, more specialized libraries have tended to simplify rhe treatment of
serials, often not even integrating them into their general catalogs. In
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large research libraries the rules fot the tleatment of serials are more
oftin embedded in a general cataloging code. In North America for the
better part of half a ientury, those codes were Catalog Rules: Author
and. Title Entries (1908) and. e.f.A. Catatoging Rules for Author and
Title Entri,es (19a9) (Afe1.z-a
In lg6l a'significant international conference in Paris -p^r-oduceda
documenr popui-arly known as the "Paris Principles."r In 1967 Anglo'
American bitatoglng Rules (AACR), based for the most part on the
was published.E
Paris Principles,
-Uttes.o
innounced the creation of the International Centre
In 1972

does for monographs.
AACR chJpter 6 has been revised to accommodate /SBD(M), an!
present plans aie to complete the revision of the entire code and include
the consideration of a rerrisedISBD(S) proposal and the ISDS practices'
Major Attributes ol Catalog Codes
The following five basic aspects must be considered when analyzing
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modified with the new information, including the establishment of references from the older information. The net result is one updated record' The second approach is to close the old record and create a new
record, establishing the appropriate linkages between the records. The
net result is multiple records. As mentioned above, the choice of the
main entry affects the implemenration of both of these practices, particularly with regard to the action taken when there is a ihange in the
name of the corporate author.

5. Descripti,on. Most of the codes deal with the presenration of the
_
data once it is ascertained. This refers to the sequente of the data elements plus the punctuation and indentation used in the display of the
record.
The following is a summary of the above-mentioned considerarions

the title statemenr when the main entry is the author and the title contains a generic term. It prescribesa format for the description.
AACR is basically similar to ALA in its recognition of the possibility
of corporate authorship for serials and in the rules for form of name

sion of AACR before it can be included in the revised AACR, but its
prospect is much brighter now. CCRC is also reconsidering the defini
tion of corporate author and the related concept of issuing body.)
AACR uses the successive-titleconvention and until recently did not provide for including the name of a corporate author in the author state-
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ment for serials with generic titles entered under corporate author.
AACR also prescribesa format for the presentation.
As the term implies, the Paris Principles are not a cataloging code but
a set of principles on which cataloging codes might be based. The principles subscribi to the concept of corporate authorship as a main entry,
but not to the extent that AACR does for serials. The principles advocate the use of the successive-titleconvention and do not deal with title
construction nor with the descriptive asPectsof cataloging.
As stated before, Gui,d,elinesfor ISDS is not a cataloging code but
rather rules used in the establishment of an international registry of
serials. The Guid.eli,nesate not concelned with the concept of authorship and deal only with the descriptive aspects of the Plesentation of
the title. They are essentially concerned with the establishment o[ a
unique title (the key title) and its associatedunique number_ (the International Standard Serials Number (ISSN)). In order to make this title
unique, it is sometimes necessaryto qualify the title with additional data
,rr.li u, dates or places of publication. Only the National Centers, or-in
lieu of a National Center, ihe Inte.n"tional Centres can assign the ISSN
and establish the official key title.
ISBD (S) is concerned with the descriptive aspectsof serials cataloging, that is, the sequence and punctuation of a prescribed set of data
elements. There is 1o be an lSbOlS; revision meeting in October 1975
in Paris to work on the existing draft and the responsesfrom the various library communities. The Library of congress, the catalog code
Revision iommittee of ALA, and the Canadian Committee on Cataloguing have already submitted a joint resPonse.e
Presenl CaLaloging Practices
aacR has been the officially adopted standard for catalogittg -tn
North America since 1967, but there is some evidence that few libraries
adhere completely to its rules. The National Library of Canada is one
of the few institutions that subscribe to it in full. But the Library of
congress and most other large research libraries, which depend in part
on tL" cataloging of LC, have made exceptions to the rules. LC's current
..srrlerlt rposition," which calls for continuing to use headings
policy of
already estabiished^byLC under ALA in that form rather than the form
suggesiedby AACR,is currently being reviewed and may be abandoned,
reirittitrg in a policy of "desuperimposition." The second major deviation wh-ich l/fuj dtopped in 1971, was the use of the latest-title convention for serials enteied under title. LC now uses the successive-titleconvention.
Since the policy of superimposition at LC is based on its cataloged
collection, which, of course, diffirs from that of other institutions, there
exist differences between the LC form of headings and the local form
of headings at other libraries. The mixture of latest-title and successivetitle catai6ging and rhe use of difierent rules for the form of heading
create an iiternal inconsistency for any one cataloS. Much more critical
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are the.major problems created by the inconsistencies for compirers of
union lists, since the difiering local practices must be reconciled. These
problems are not just coNSER's problems, for they exist with or without coNSER. They have come to rhe fore now because of coNSER's
projected size and visibility. since it is coNSER's aim ro produce a data
base which will be both authoritative and comprehensive, the solutions
to these problems are a major concern of the projict.
Compromises in the CONSER Project
CONSER is not a union list project, for it will not be collecting the
holding statemenrs of the participating institutions, arthough some will
be inputting this data of their own accord. coNSER does share the bibliographic problems of most union list efiorts, since it will be collecting
data for use by union list projects as well as in local catalogs. The recl
ords in the coNSER data base will be converted from the records in the
files of the participanrs. The Centers of Responsibility (LC and NLC)
wiII authenticate certain elements of these records to ensure some degree
of consistency. Three basic areas of concern are (l) form of nime
heading, (2) choice of entry, and (3) the successive-and larest-title
conventions.

ords that might be affected will be deferred. If it does desuperimpose,
its
-timing and straregy in doing so will afiect the speed of authintication.

For the most part, the decision of the inputting library about the
.19,r." of entry will be accepted. lrowever, the centers of Responsibility
will reserve the right to modify it. The reasons for this decision were
that:
l. This cataloging decision is based on an interpretation of the existing rules, which in some areas are not as precise as could be desired, and it is dependent on the information available at the time
of cataloging.
2. AACR is currently under revision and the presenr rules will
probably be modified. Ary concerted effort to authenticate this
aspectof the record could result in wasted effort.
3. Under the current rules as revised, no truncation of the title is allowed. (The term "truncation" is used here to refer to the prac-
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I

Sulruenv oF Arrnrsurts oF rHE Me;'on Coots

Code

Scructured
Authorship
Heading
Convention

Use of
Corporate
Author
as Main
Entnv

Title
Latest or
Successive Trucated or
as on the
Title
Piece
Convention

DescriPtive
Convention

AI-A
Paris
Principles
AACR

Yes*

Frequent

Latest

Truncated

Yes

n,a.i
Yes*

Limited
Greatest

Successive
Successive

n,a.i

ISDS

n.a.T

n.a.T

Successive

rsBD(s)

n,a.l

n.a.T

n.a.f

CONSER

Accepts ALA
or AACR;
will authenticate on
AACR

Accepts all
entries,
prefers
AACR entries

Duplicate
records
permitted

n.a.t
Truncated
before May
1974; as on
piece since
then
As on the
piece, plus
qualifiers if
necessary to
make it
unique
As on the
prece
Both as
AACR and
ISDS

Yes

For title
only

Yes
Yes (AACR)

* Conventions not identical.
f Not applicable.

tice of limiting information following the heading to the title itself, rather than including the name of the author for those serials with generic titles issued by corporate authors.) This means
that if an author is established as the main entry and the rules are
changed to favor title as main entry, machine conve$ion of the
entry form from author to title is for the most part possible.
The most significant compromise which has been made relates to
latest-title versui successive-titleconvention. Both forms of cataloging
witl be allowed. This will result in some duplication of records where
the same serial is entered by both the latest-title and successive'titleconventions. This decision was made for several reasons: (l) the amount
of recataloging required at either the participating institution or at the
will be reduced; (2) rhe outcome of the reviCenrers ofheiponiibility
sion of AACR ln this area is uncertain; (3) if title main entry concept
is accepted and if the project should require the participants to break
up thirecords based on the current rules, those lecords that were split
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becauseof the change in the author's name would have to be corrected.
A negative aspect of this decision is that it will require more work at
the ISDS centers, since they can assign key titles and lssNs only to successive-title records. However, the most current latest-title entry coftesponds closely to the successive-titlerecord version of the same title.
Some fields will have to be modified, but not many.
Another policy thar has been established, not directly related to the
bibliographic convenrions but of some interest, is that in the initial
stagesof the project all the participants will concentrate on current imprints-that is, open entries or titles that are still being published. The
rationale behind this decision is that this subset of the serials universe
is the most heavily used; therefore it is most imporrant to provide access
to it as soon as possible.
Conclusion
Many of the decisions made for CONSER with regard to rhe bibliographic conventions are compromises. The factors that influenced these
policies included cost considerations; the srate of the existing files; the
influence of past, present, and proposed standards and cataloging codes;

CONSER is not the final solution but a step toward that solution.
l. RichardAnable,"coNSER:

rnat of Library automation8:26-30

(March 1975) .
"" ";;TlT;
2. Catalog Rules; Author and, Title Entries. American ed. (Boston: A.L.A. Publishing Board, 1908).
3. American Library Association. Division of Cataloging and Classification, A.L.A.
Cataloging Rules lor Author and. Title Entries (2d ed.; Chicago: American Library Assn., 1949) .

Bibliographic
Description for serials." (Available from Resources and rechnical
Services Division, American Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL
6 0 6 1l . )
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ResourceSharingfrom the InsideOutt
Nature
on fhe Organizational
Reflections
of LibraryNefworks
Tnoues F. Penxen
AnaIYst
M anagementSystems
Burbank, Californi'a

Library networks are seen to hate five basic conponents:-resources,
is
users,and management.Netuork success
communications,
d.irectories,
on perception ol mutual benefit by patticipants'-The-relad,epend,ent
tlinship betwein teihnologpand network operati,onsis explored' The
open iature of the enaironmentand the crucial stafi skill requirements
for cooperationare brieflypresented.

Introduction
and library
IBRARY RESOURCE SHARING EXPERIMEN'I'S
consortia have mushroomed in recent years as libraries entered
a time of fluctuating economic supPort. Budget restrictions and changes
in the parrern of Iederal suppoii for libraries have resulted in substantial strifts in library percepiions of the potential benefits of resource
sharing organizations.
Lidrari cooperatives and. consortia are widespread enough, and sufficient experi"tt.-e h"t accumulated to suPPort some general observations
on the nitnre of the library resource sharing interaction.
f
l,

Library Resource Sharing
Library resource sharing may accurately be described as a network interaction with five ttettotk comPonents. The interaction takes place in

r974.
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an open rather than in a closed environment, requires special skills, and
may stand or fall on the basis of organizational behavior factors. The
Ievel of activity on the network is interdependent with the technology
ln use.
Tlte Components of Library Resource Sharing
Library resource sharing as a network interaction has the same five
components as any other network: resources, directories, communica,
tions, users,and management.

LIBRARY
NETUORK
f,lesources
Direetories

Communrcrtions
Isers
lulanagenent
Depending on the nature of the resource sharing activity, the resou_rces
component may be existing collections of books, journals, special
collections, and nonbook materials held by participating libraries,- or it
may be the power to purchase such resources in coordinated fashion. In
other casesthe resource may be a large, accessiblebibliographical data
base (e.g., the ohio college Library center), a shareablJ cohputerizecl
information system ot any other holding or service useful to other ribraries.

able for circulation to network or consortium users.
The communications component consists of the link among the participating libraries as nodes in the network. In its most glamoious (ind
expensive) form, the communications link may be a miciowave hooiup
transmitting video and computer data. rt can also be as prosaic and prai-
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tical as a station wagon delivery serviceor as slow as the Postman.
The users of a library network vary according to the nature of the
resource sharing activity. In a configuration of libraries sharing the use
of book collections, the network users are that subset of library users
who cannot find the item or subject they need in their home library and
request that it be located for them. In shared use of a large bibliographicil clata base, the users may be catalogers or library stafl performing
bibliographical searches,or interlibrary loan librarians searching for locations of requested materials.
Network hanagemettt, the fifth component, will be provided by an
administrative arrangement at some Point on a continuum from parttime staff assignmentsto a director and support stafi employed to opelate
a separately incorporated agency.
Whatever the administrative configuration, the management comPonent will carry out four basic functions. Management will provide an
overview and day-to-day operational control of network activities, especially the communications function with its configuration, protocols,
and operational state. l\fanagement functions to manage the suppliers
of network services in a sharing mode without interfering with the
auronomy of the node providing the service. Management will assist
users in utilizing available network services.Management will also function as a service broker, bringing potential users and potential suppliers
together, and aiding in the negotiation of arrangements for the exchange of servicesover the network.
In this context it should be noted that the network is a Potential
marketplace where service suppliers and users enter into exchanges to
their mutual benefit through qpecialization of work efforts, aggregation
of demand for services,wider distribution or increased product and service diversity, and lower overall costs.
Mutual Benefit

a quite early death, whether recognized or not.
Technology and Resource Sharing
The nature of the technology utilized by a library resource sharing
network is determined by the level of transaction activity. And it should
be noted that the level of activity is far more likely to be a function of
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policy than a function of demand. Ordinary supply and demand factors
are usually almost completely inoperative in any direct way in a library
network.
Traditional library technology will support a relatively low volume
of activity. Card catalogs, telephone and mail queries for holdings information, entries in the National union catalog-or in a state union catalog as directories, the use of the postal service for interlibrary communications and delivery, and management of the interaction by interlibrary loan staff can reach only so far, serving those users whose requests
can survive a time frame extending over several weeks.
When policy determinations indicate that additional user categories
can tre served by the network, there will almost inevitably be a change
in technology. Mail queries will have to be replaced by telerype or extensive telephone use. The card catalogs that functioned as directories
will have to be converted into a more shareable form (possibly microform or machine-readable data) that can be distributed to users located
at the other nodes in the network. The delays encountered in the use of
the postal service will have to be circumvented by use of commercial delivery services or a delivery service operated by network management.
Technological change will impact most heavily on the directories ancl
communications cornponents of the network.
The Ewironment Is Open
S)'stemsanalysts from the turn of the century clevelopment of scientific management have made the tacit assumption that the systems they
dealt with were determinate or closed sysrem$.f'he closed system viewpoint may be effective to some extent inside the parameters of a single
library, but it is demonstrably unfit for viewing the complexities of interlibrary interactions.
The environment in which a library cooperative or network functions is definitely open. In any library resource sharing venrure it is obvious to participants that the variables and relationships are far too
numerous and complex ever to be perfectly known, the goals are far
from perfectly defined, and the variables are more than a little uncontrollable and unpredictable. Think of a public library with twenty
branches combined in a multichannel cooperarive with a universitv library that has a dozen branches.
Cooperation and ShiII Re quirements
Library cooperation appears deceptively simple on the surface, and
libraries are so convinced that they have been cooperating with each other for years, as they have, that they often have no warning of the cascade of problems that arises in the development of a more complex network. As the volume of activity rises above that which can be comfortabJy accommodated by the postal service, not only does the technology
change, but so do the skill requirements.
At first glance the skills required for the operation of a library net-
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work appear to be those required to manage the logistics of the interare complex enough. Even brief experience, however,
action-which
quickly proves that there is an undercurrent here that tends to drag
down ittb unwary network. Problem analysis reveals difficulties related
to the boundary spanning nature of network transactions. Any transac'
tion in a network is likely to cross several boundaries, all of which are
as real and psychologically formidable as thcy are invisible'
In a university library consortium, for example, a stafi member calling a counterpart librarian in another member library must cross four
bo-undaries:home library, home camPus, other member campus, and other member library. For public libraries substitute the appropriate jurisdiction for campus, and the efiect is the same.
When corrttietpart librarians discuss a consortium matter, the four
boundaries are in place and operating. Staff members on both sides tend
to think in rerms of tle practices of their own library and inadvertently
make assumptions about ihe other library that do not quite fit. When the
almost inevitable problems arise, the stafi seldom susPects their own
transparent assumptions, quite naturally tending to shift the blame to
the opposite side. Soon a number of communication channels begin to
shut down without fanfare. When library departments get grouchy with
each other and stafi become leluctant to talk across boundaries, the network can count on serious problems, including notification of users that
the other library is already not cooPeratins.
Fortunately'for librarians invblved in networks facing such problems and interested in solutions, there is a set of techniques known to
university schools of management and certain consultant firms as "Org1i'OD." A good OD practitioner can help a linization bevelopment" or
brary cooperative help itself by working out communications problems
and'constiucting efieCtive interlibrary working teams that can maintain
forward motion.l
But the need for specialized skills is not limited simply to those re'
quired for library-toJibrary network operation. As the volume of netr.irork transactions increases (and it will when the teams begin to function if not before), there will be a need to change the technology employed by the network. The need for certain specialized skills will be
itighert when the library attempts to utilize computers, but will exist to
some degree with any technology, be it microform, telefacsimile, or interlibrary bus.
To e'fiectively change the technology, the library must successfully
bridge the chasm between the book-oriented world of the library and the
high pressure marketing world of the vendor of the devices of technology.
To db this successfullyrequires a different type of boundary -spanning
skills than that needed for network operation. The library will need a
staft member or team who can uncoroer the functional specifications of
the system,utilizing the technology due for change. The team will have
to uncover the specifications in the undocumented stream of library pro'
cedures, work up detailed general specifications, write detailed accePt-
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ance test specifications, get both sets into the contract that the library
and the vendor sign, keep track of the vendor's progress, and do the
necessarytranslation until the vendor fulfills the contract. And this will
be as diftcult and complex as it sounds.

'etonrkBKills
I(et,

Sociological Models
Given the complexities just outlined, there is a natural tendency to
seek outside help, and a certain amount of help is available in the form
of two sociological models.
Sloan has developed an exchange model of library cooperation which
casts considerable light on the factors that influence the formation of
Iibrary networks.z Thompson has developed a much more complex but
equally applicable organization acrion model that can be used. to describe operations of a library networ-k like any other complex organization in an open environment.s
Briefly, then, a library cooperative can be viewed as a network with
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five components functioning interdependently in an o_penenvironment
where uncertainty is to be expected. Operation of a library network requires boundary spanning skills not only between libraries but also between libraries and vendors of advanced technology.

r. For an excellentwork on

seewendell L. French and
"r*""rrffiI;**iopment,
Deueloprnent (Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall,

Cecil H. Bell, Jr., Organizatioi

1973)
.

.,Toward an understanding of Library cooperatives as organiza'
2. Elaine F. Sloan,
tions," 1970.ED 041752.
3. JamesD. Thompson, Organizationsin Action (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967)'
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A PragmaticBookAllocafionFormulafor
Academicand PublicLibrarieswith a
Tesf for lts Effectiveness*
Wnuelf, E. McGnnrn
Director ol Lib.raries
Universityof Southwestern
Louisiana
Lafayette,Louisiana
A simple and pragmatic empirical book fund allocation proced.ure
-described.
uhich can be used either in academic or public li,braries is
The procedure u,ses(l) library circulation data, Iiterally interpreting it
as demand, and (21 aaerage price ol books in subject categories, For
academic libraries, the subject categories can be either those related di-

using any nonparametric correlation statistic, such as Spearman's rank
order statistic. II the correlations are high, the allocatiins are satisfactory. Il low, the procedure should be reexamined,

AND LOGTCAL ALLOCATTON OF BOOK BUYTNG
[QUrrenLE
' ' FUNDS continues to
be a paramount problem in libraries. In small
Iibraries the problem has always been acute. And now the large libraries,
especially those which in the last twenty to twenty-five years have built
budgets which went far in meeting their needs, now must look for additional means to stretch their shrinking dollars.
Whereas in previous years many allocation formulas were contrived
to appease faculties, library committees, or boards, now these formulas
must make sense.They must be based on sound theory backed up by
empirical data. The difficulty is that no such theory has yet been presented.
Until such a theory is developed, we may have to satisfy ourselves

Manuscript received Jruly 1974; accepted for publication November 1974.
* Based on a paper delivered at the American Library AssociationAnnual
Conferencein New York City, 8 July 1974,
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with unexplicated empirical applications. One such empirical approach,
using library circulation data, will be described here. It is a pragmatic
method for allocating to subject categories.The reasoning behind it and
a statistical procedure for evaluating the collection and current buying
will also be described but with no attempt to "prove" or verify the procedure. With a slight adaptation it can be used for public or academic
libraries. It does not consider allocations for periodicals, a necessarily
seParateprocedure.
Empirical I ustification
Two fundamentally different phliosophies of acquisitions commonly
espousedare (l) critical and (2) demand. Both philosophies have strong
arguments and many adherents. Under the first, only books which meet
some criteria of excellence are bought and no quantitative methods,
however efficient, are permitted to override sound critical judgment
when selecting books. The second permits only empirical evidence of
demand to determine what a library should buy, and assertsthat a book's
quality is subordinate to its subject matter. This paper is not concerned
with the arguments and will not attempt to arbitrate the two positions,
other than by stating that a reconciliation is probably achieved by asserting critical judgment when selecting books in subject areas for which
the empirical evidence indicates demand, or by reserving a portion of
the budget for critical selection. Possessionof critical expertise is assumed and will not be discussed.Instead, a pragmatic quantitative procedure for meeting demand will be described.
The word empirical is used here simply to indicate that hard data is
collected from the real world of libraries, fitted to a theoretical model,
and that a judgment or decision is made according to the quantitative
features of the data. The model is simply, or simplistically: circulation
equals demand. The model is simplistic becauseit does not include variables which should be included for a more complete theory, and thus
the model is unverified. Obviously, there is a dFmand for some books
which the library cannot fill becauseit does not own the books. In actuality, circulation reflects only that part of demand which the library is
capable of filling. That part of demand which the library does not fill
is much more difficult to measure. Since unsatisfied demand is not measured in this paper, we must limp along with the assumption that unsatisfied demand is proportional to satisfied demand. This untested assumption may result in less accurate prediction, but it is the purpose of this
paper to ofier a procedure that any librarian may easily apply without
the necessityof elaborate and complex data collection. If the procedure
is followed for several years, the library's collection should exhibit increasingly greater capability for filling all requests. Thus, though circulation may at present equal total requests minus unfilled requests,we can
assume that the difference is small and will become smaller as the Procedure is followed-if there is a nucleus of books on a given subjec! to
begin with.
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The procedure suggestedhere has been used since 1969 at the university of Southwestern Louisiana and data are presented.from the academic year 1972173to illusrrate its application.
Other Work
since this paper is not intended as a definitive study on the subject,
no comprehensive review of the literature is included. A few relited
studies will be mentioned, however.

stated purpose. A university's collection should reflect its currieulum. A
public lilrqy's collection should reflecr the community needs and programs. If the librarian is successful, the collection will be ..well bal-

underlying assumption in this paper is that users are interested
. {"
subject content of libraries. T^heiefore a thoughtful collectioni".lT
building oolicy will consider user interests carefully. iraft argues convincingly that

she reminds us that "the essential reason for the preservation of a
graphic record is its contents." These thought pro.esr.3 are embodied in
subjects.Bonn statesthat
the sole purpose of any library is ro serve the needs of irs aurhorized users,
often called the library's community, and that any library survey musr includ.e
a comprehensivestudy of the library's community, their interlsts, and their
needsand of the actual use they make of the library.b
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strongest weight among the several factors derived from the several variables.aThese factors in turn were used in a linear allocation formula'

tion and analysis unnecessarily complex. A simple fo-rmula with few
variables was desired, one which wonld require little efiort for data col-

highly with academic interests than does in-library.
If library circulation were the sole variable chosen to determine dollar allocations to each categoly, however, the results would be biased because the average price foi a book is obviously difierent in each of the
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TABLE I
Usn-CosrPnncrNrecr Ar,rocerrorri*
Total
Subject

Applied Arts
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
Education
Finance
Geography
Mathematics
Music
Psychology
Miscellaneous
Total

Use
1,409
3,429
764

r,322
4,326
194
281

2,r57
3,555
3,360
2r,563

Average
Cosc

Cost-Use

$27.s2 $ 39,339
12.29
42,r42
17.58
r0.51
12.23
r3.57
r3.42
il.13
6.r4
8.05
l1.65

r3,43r
13,894
52,907
2,632
|
3,77
24,007
2r,828
27,048
25r,209
$492,209

Percent
Cost-Usef Allocation

7.99
8.56
2.73
2.82
10.75
0.53
0.76
4.88
4.43
5.49
5r.04
100.0

$ 3,196
3,424
r,092
1,128
4,300
2r2
304
r,952
r,772
2,196
20,416
$40,000

* Data in this table is specific to the
University of Southwestern Louisiana. Only
eleven of sixty-three subjeci (department) allocari6ns are listed, Totals are rounded.'
t All percentages,- including miscellaneous, would be much smaller if all departments were included in the table.

many subject categories and should therefore be computed and used in
any formula.
Selection of these two variables does not suggest that others might
not be of equal or greater utility. Much research need.sto be done on
this general subject.
Allocation Procedure
The procedure for allocating funds based on the two variables of
book use and book prices is as follows. Examples are g"ivenin Table I.
l. Profiles. For academic libraries, describe the subject scope of each
department (column l) by classifying the courses of each department in the college catalog, using either the LC or Dewey Decimal
classification. This technique has been described by McGrath and
Durand.e Some academic libraries will prefer the method suggested for public libraries-allocation by the major divisions of the
Dewey or LC classification, a simpler procedure.
2. Circulation. Tabulate total annual circulation figures of books in
each subject field-i.e., within each academic department (column
2), or by divisions of the Dewey or LC schedules. If circulation
is automated, tabulation is readily done by computer. If circulation is a manual system,then random sampling will save time.
3. Aaerage Cost. Compute the average cost for books within each
subject field (column 3). Published price indexes are difficult to
apply to local subject interests. Three alternative methods are suggested:
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A. Method L Compute the average price of books in a given subject by sampling individual prices in the classified American
Booh Publishing Record,;
B. Method B. Compute the average cost from prices actually paid
for books purchased or ordered by the library on the request
of each academic department, regardless of the book's classification and regardlessof the subject scope of the department; or,
C. Method C. Compute the average cost from prices actually paid
for books purchased or ordered within subjects defined as in l,
above. The results using this method are more valid than those
of method A or B because (l) subject categories for both cost
and use are identically defined, and (2) the library's own cost
data is used.
4. Cost-Use. Multiply the average cost (column 3) by the circulation
(column 2) to obtain cost-use (column 4) for each department
or category.
5. Total Cost-Use. Compute the total cost-use over all departments
by adding the several departmental cost-usefigures.
6. Percent ,Cost-(Jse.Divide each department's cost-use by the total
cost-use. The resulting figure is percent cost-use, shown in column 5.
7. Allocatiorz. Multiply percent cost-usefor each department by the
total dollar amount to be allocated for all departments. The result
is the dollar allocation for that department.
Since there are a number of sources of error entering into each allocation, no accuracy is lost by rounding it ofi. In fact, some arbitrary, Iast
minute, minor juggling in data is justified, if not done severely, because
random error or discrepanciesin data usually prevent complete accuracy.
G eneral C onsiderati.ons
The efiect of this type of formula on collection building is to add
books in given subject areas proportionate to the number that are used
in those areas. Just as it is difficult to justify purchase of an expensive
electronic microscope for which the university has no program or faculty or need, it is difficult to justify purchase of a large number of books
on electronic microscopy with little prospect of their being used.
A substantial part of circulation may not fall into the categories designated as academic departments by the classification numbers. Such
books can be regarded as "miscellaneous" or "general," providing an
empirical basis for a general allocation. Most libraries will certainly
want to purchase some low-demand books for their intrinsic worth. The
general fund can be used for this, or for "speculative selection"-i.e.,
adding books simply to test their demand. fnto this category will also go
general reference works and works whose subjects match those of two
or more departments in the curriculum or subjects in the community
program. Circulating books at the University of Southwestern Louisiana
whose subjects fall into this miscellaneous category typically comprise
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about 20 percent of the total circulation.

given period, a decision must be made whether to count total titles or
total loans. This decision will afiect the procedure for handling the allocation and determining the amount to be spent on multiple cJpies. The
simplest tack is to ignore high-circulating titles but to assume that there

- , Th" procedure can be readily built into approval plans with book
iobbers. Books received through such plans should thus match faculty,
student, or public needs more effectively than those received through
standing or blanket order plans.

Some subjects which are likely to receive large allocations-e.g., history and English literature-are broad enough to warrant more detailed,
within-subject allocations.
A word of caution: librarians should not allow themselvesto become
"locked in" to any such procedure as presented here. Flexibility should
be built in, with the librarian firmly in control. policy, not procedure,
should be the determinant. Profiles should be updated at least annually.
Test f or Effectiaeness
The library may be interested in knowing how well its overall buying
program agrees with demand. If agreement is very high, then rigid application of a formula may not be necessary.If it is low, then more diligent application may be necessary.
A quick and simple merhod for testing the overall efiectiveness of a
_
book-buying program is to use rank correlation of circulation, shelflist
holdings, and current buying. The method is easily applied to both public and academic and both small and medium-sized libraries.
If a library's circulation is distributed among subjects in the same
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general proportion as the library's holdings, or as the library's current
buying, itren tne buying program can be said to be matching demand,
and the correlation should be high. "High" can be any arbitrarily chosen
value, depending on the library's goals, of the usual correlation range-of
minus 1.0 to plus 1.0 (-1.0 to -r1.0).Minus l'0 (-1.0) would be an inverse correlatibn, and zero value would indicate no colrelation at all. A
high correlation might be 0.8 or 0.9, say, while a low correlation would
Ue O.Oto 0.4. If a low coffelation is first found, we might be justified in
boosting it to a 0.7 by judicious buying.
The evaluator should first define the categories within which he or
she wishes to count books. Again, academic departments or divisions ol

So, some combination of categories is preferable. Thirty to sixty categories are sufficient for statistical confidence and can be selected from
the total, depending on what the library wishes to conelate.
Several methods of correlation are available. One of the oldest, best
known, and perhaps most acculate is Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient. But compared to other technigues it is somewhat tedious

books offer a short and simple discussion of this procedure. One suggested here is Roscoe.lo
An illustration will demonstrate its utility. Suppose that the library's
circulation, shelflist holdings, and current buying are distributed as ilr
Table 2. The correlarion of any rwo columns (variables)-for example,
circulation (X) and shelflist holdings (Y)-may be expressed by the
Spearman rank correlation statistic (r),

r=l-

6>d2
NS_N

where N is the total number of categories. Idz is the sum of squares of
the differences between all the ranks for the two variables to be correlated, or,
2d.2 sum [Rank (X) - Rank (Y)]2,
where Rank (X) is the rank of each circulation category and Rank (Y)
is the rank of each shelflist category. Computations for the correlation
between the ranks of circulation and the ranks of shelflist categories ale
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as follows:

>d2- (6-S;z+ (3-2)r+ (8-5)'+ (7-+12 + (l -3)r+ (ro
- l0;z * (9 - 0;z + (5 - 6)2+ (2 - l)t + (4 - 712
:4*I+9+9+4+0+0+l+I+9
= 38.
Thus:
6x38
r:l1000- l0
= 0.77.

The rank correlation coefficient of 0.77 indicates a fairly high rate of
agreement between the ranks of circulation and shelflist holdings. The
rank correlation between circulation and current acquisitions, 0.92, is
higher, as it should be. lf it were not, then current buying would be
seriously inconsistent with current needs.
A fourth variable may be considered-the number of books being
published in each field. But this variable may be unnecessaryfor three
reasons: (l) many large libraries, by policy, collect most of the output
of domestic publishers, and since publishers produce what sells, circulation in those libraries probably correlates highly with that outpur; (2)
small academic libraries, whose subject scope is more sharply limited to
that of the number of departments in the institution, are unaffected by
the volume of output in fields not covered by the institution because
there will be little circulation in those fields; (3) similarly, in small public libraries, there is little likelihood that small acquisitions programs
can accurately reflect the very wide diversity of national output. These
statements,of course,represent assumptions and need empirical support.
If a library is interested in collecting in depth without regard to departments, the distribution of holdings or current acquisitions in the Li
brary of Congress can be used as a model. Statistics of holdings and acquisitions within the LC classification are published in the Annual Report of the Library of Congress.This technique was applied by Kebabi
an, who found an "extremely high correlation" between the distribution
of holdings of the University of Florida and the Library of Congress.tl
Implications for Academic Libraries
Except when new courses, nerv departments, or new programs are
added, circulation of books across subjects should be consistent from
year to year, and therefore correlations between successiveyears should
be high. Over the years, of course, circulation patterns will fluctuate
more, and correlation$ between years more widely separated will be
lower.
What would a low correlation between circulation and current buying mean in numerical terms? To take some typical high- and low-use
subjects, suppose books were being used and purchased as in Table 3.
We see in two departments, biology and history, that the library holds
a substantial number of books to draw upon, where holdings exceed cir-
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TABLE 2
NuNtsrn* exo ReNx on Booxs: Ctn'cuurtoN, Sunrrusr, AcqurslrtoNs

x

Subject

Volumes

1,409
3,429
764

Applied Arts
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
Education
Finance
Geography
Mathematics
Music
Psychology

r,322
4,326
194
281
2,r57
3,555
3,360

Acquisitionsf

Shelflistf
Y
Rank
Volumes

Circulation
Rank

1,305
6"793
2,282
4,605
5,400
509
986
2,r94
8,816
2,104

6
J

8
n

I
l0
I
5
I

4

z

Volumes

Rank

I

5

42
271
5l

4

r83

J

409

8
?

t0
I
6
I

2l
66

n

500

5
2

247

a

999

n

J

8
6
I
l0

* Numbers are volume counts in each case.
f Total nonserial volumes for each subject.
* Total annual acquisitions for each subject.

culation, as they should. The higher the ratio of shelflist to circulation,
the richer the holdings. If circulation in some area is not substantial,
someone will very likely claim that it is the result of insufficient hold'
ings. This may be true to some extent, but if demand is high, the count
will be increased by high-circulating titles. In the example for comPuter
science, circulation exceeds holdings, as shown by the low ratio of 0.7,

libraries, and. the persons most penalized are students, who, because there
are more of them, make far greater use of the library than faculty.
The efiect of an allocation procedure based on actual and real use
TABLE 3
tt"tttt"tRatio ShelfVolumes
list to
Circulation Rank Shelflist Rank Circulation Purchased Rank
Biology
Computer Science
Latin
History

3,429
783
99
10,781

I

8
4
I
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6,793
525
244
23,888

2
3
4
I

2.0
0.7
2.5
2.2

50
l0
500
100
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3
4
I
2

of the library is to neutralize the uneven vocal demands of faculty anci
to distribute the book budget more equitably. Occasionally, a scholar
will discover that a department which he feels represents a non-bookoriented or nonscholarly subject receives a higher allocation than his,
and promptly labels the practice as "deplorable." The librarian will be
very unwise to judge that one subject is more important than another or
to base an allocation on such a judgment, especially if the statistics show
that the "non-book-oriented" subject is circulating many books.
What happens when it occurs to a faculty member that he can increasehis department's book budget merely by taking a large number of
books out of the library? The author knows of only one rumor about
a faculty member who instructed his srudenrs to charge armloads of
books out and to return them immediately to the book drop. If this actually happened, the students apparently lost interest after a few trips,
no doubt discovering little immediate payoff. And no unusual change in
circulation was noticed. Had it happened, the library administration
would not have been overly disturbed at this special, though misguided,
interest in the library. Most such conftivances diminish after a short
time.
some libraries may want to consider giving different weights to the
different levels of degree programs-reasoning, for example, that ph.D.
progtams necessarily must have more resources than undergraduate pro-

dons- the empirical approach of using real data. preferably, weights
should be derived from analysis of difierences in amount of use- by
graduate and undergraduate students. Analysis may well show no difference, in which case weights should not be used. There is some evidence
that book circulation (not periodical use) of master's and ph.D. studentsmay be more closely tied to course content than that of undergradTABLE 4
*r-

Undergraduate Progmm with
no Degree
Undergraduate Program
with Degree
Master's Program
Ph.D. Program
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Empirical
Allocation

Weight

Weighted
Allocation

$300

l

$300

$200
$400
$400

2
3
4

$400
$r,200
$1,600
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uate students, suggesting that book circulation may be no less-valid as an
indicator of demind at the upper levels than it is at the lower levels.l2
I mpli,cationsf or Pub lic Libraries
Public libraries are well able to assessdemand for a relatively small
number of perennially popular subjects and specific titles. Probably few
public libraiies do not iespond in some degree to this demand. Small litraries can do very little else than spend most of their funds on specific
and narrow demand, but in larger communities where a subject may
have small demand relative to another, a sufficient number of Patrons
may still want books on that subject to wamant a sizeable allocation.
What is needed is a general framework for assessingdemand in all sub-

academic libraries.
Most of the implications for academic libraries should hold for public libraries as well-the principal difierence being that public librarians
select most of their books, whereas in academic libraries, faculty has a

educating the public, the other portion-for
used by the public for educating the librarian.

meeting demand-is

that

Summary
Administrative decisions such as allocating a budget to the subjects
in an academic curriculum, or to subjects in demand by the public'
should be done on the basis of empirical evidence-i'e', the hard evidence of data collected from real use of the library. This evidence will
be independent of the librarian's personal preferences'
A procedure is described foi allocating based on -(l) the premise
that a library's collection should reflect the purpose of the institution,
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whether academic or public, and (2) the demand of the users as indicated by the number of books used and average cost of a book in given
categories.
For academic libraries, the subjects represented by departmenrs provide-a good framework for data collection. The subjects, is described by
the departments themselvesin the university bulretin, can in turn be described by Dewey or LC classificationnumbers.
For_public_libraries, or for academic libraries not wishing ro allocare
to academic departments, the divisions of the Dewey or ic classifications are sufficient.

does provide a means for selecting within a framework, or for determining what portion of a budget can be used for critical selection.
A test for evaluating effectiveness of buying, using Spearman's rank
correlation statistic, is also described. The efieitiveneJs rist, though not
as accurate as others, is simple to apply. The test allows the librarian to
visualize how well the distribution of books in the shelflist, or books
currently bought, agreeswith the disftibution of books used within academic subject categoriesor within Dewey or LC divisions.
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NATIONAL INVENTORY OF LIBRARY NEEDS JI-O
BE UPDATED
The National commission on Libraries and Information science (NCLIS)
has announced a srudy ro updare rhe National Inaentory of Libtary Needs,
which was last produced in tgOl by the American Library Association. Boyd

Field of Libtary

work,

Documenrarion,

and Related Publishing Pracdces) as

aentor\ will be obtained.
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ScienceAcquisifions

and BookOufput Statistics
Jecrsox B. CoHrN
ScienceLibrarian
Hunter College of the City Uniaersity of New yorh

Detai'Iedsubject analysisof book output and cost statisticscan be use-

ASSMAN AND PATTERSON HAVE POINTED OUT both the
J-Vl nssd for and the lack of specific cost data for d.etermining library
book budgets. They have devised a technique for determining the cost
of a minimum current book purchase program for undergraduate academic library collections based on favorable reviews of books of importance to these collections. They classifiedbooks located in the reviewJ into subject categories, and for each category they listed the number of
titles found in their survey and the cost of purchasing all books in that
category.l This is a worthwhile, imaginative efiort which is valuable for
determining minimum undergraduate collection needs. But additional
data are needed to help determine book needs for graduate students and
faculty.

Manuscript received August lg74; accepted for publication
January 1975.
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cise basis for academic library collection development and budget planning. This paper represents an attempt to apply this approach to collec'
tion development und budget planning for books of interest to the academic community in math"ematics and the physical and biological 1c1
ences which are listed in the American Booh Publi.shing Record. BPR
Cumulati,ae(BPR).
Massman and Patterson point out quite correctly that:
An academiclibrary's holdings can be determined only by the quantity and
range of the materialsbeing publishedwhich are relevant to the academicpro'
criterion.2
grairs it is supporting,not t yihe traditional number-of-students
Book output statistics can provide a very important indication of "the
quantiry and runge of the materials being pubtished" in a subject. The
n.t-b.i of volum"espublished on a given sirbject in a year will- provide
a figure which repreients exhaustive coverage of that subject. Using the
figu"resfor exhauitive coverage as yardsticks, bibliographers and others
cin then decide what perce;tage of the total number of volumes in
each subject should be in a pariicular collection. In this way, the devel"ot
opment
tft" collection cin be quantitatively controlled, subject-b-y,,rbi".t, in meaningful relation to the number of books published in
each subject. once*the desired number of volumes is decided upon- for
each subject, it is possible to calculate how much it will cost to purchase
them. Book o,tttp.ti and cost figures thus provide a basis for deciding -on
the number of units-books-needed in each subject of interest and for
determining the average cost per unit. The subject emphasis-which has
perhaps already been decided-upon in the book selection policy can at
iftir poitt, be modified to take bbok output in each subject into consideratibn and then be given explicit quantitative expression'
Inf ormation Needed.f or Prepa'ring Selection Policies
The book output and cost figures which appear annually in Publishers' Weehly (PW), valuable as they are for certain purPoses,are not specific enough'to provide a satisfactory quantitative basis upon- which to
base acad6mic library book selection policies or the determination of
budget needs. The PW statistics show the number of books published,
class-ifiedunder twenty-three broad subjects such as agriculture, art, and
business, and including science, and the average cost of a hardcover
book in each main class-.It is not sufficient, however, to know that 2'586
books were published in this counrry in 1972 on science, or that 2,187
hardcover ,.i"rr." volumes with an average cost of $16.05 were published
in that year.3we at least need to know how many books were published
in a year in smaller subjects, such as mathematics, and the average cost
per hardcover volume for each of these subjects ut y-"11.,_ - - For the sciences,moreover, it would help considerably if book output
and cost statistics for each smaller subject were divided into categolies
based on level or intended audience. For academic library purposes' the
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following categories, as defined, seem most useful for book output in
the pure sciences:
l. Nonspecialist or popular science boohs: books written for the
layman.
2. Introductory texts: includes introductory texts, laboratory manuals, subject outlines, and study guides from high school through
undergraduate college levels.
3. Serials: serials published in book form, except periodical reprint
sets,which are exclud.ed.
4. Specialist boohs: books for advanced undergraduates, graduate students, and professional scientists, including advanced texts, reference works, and specialist books in monographic series.
Juvenile books should, of course, be excluded. With these definitions,
the category for each science book listed in PW and BPR could be indi
cated by the use of a syrnbol. The symbol could be assigned by the publisher and provided by him with the other bibliographic information required for listing a book in PW. The symbol might be a number from
one to four to stand for the level or intended audience as defined above.
In order to get publishers to provide a symbol with book information,
this proposal could be made to the Technical, Scientific, and Medical
Division of the Association of American Publishers. The symbols could
then be used in tabulation of annual book output and cost statistics by
category for each subject.
If we know the number of books which are published in a year on a
given subject in each of these categoriesand the average cost per volume
in each category, then we will have a more definite idea of the number
of books of potential interest to us, and their cost, than we would have
with book output statistics broken down only by subjects. Books of popular science and introductory undergraduate texts, for example, are two
categories of books which many science librarians in academic institutions would purchase only on a highly selective basis. Since this is so, the
introductory text category need be used only to separate out that part of
the textbook output of limited academic library interest, perhaps including high school level books (though they could also be excluded). In
this connection, it should be noted that the Advisory Council on College
Chemistry generally excluded introductory texts from its list of suggested undergraduate chemistry books.a In the specialist and serial categories, on the other hand, it may be desirable to purchase 50 percent or
more of the titles on specificsubjects.
Method of Study
The method described here for measuring annual American scientific
book output by subject is based on the method used by Gardner in her
work on the reviewing of American books in the physical sciences.She
counted the number of books listed in the 196l and 1962 issues of the
American Booh Publishing Record in each of the physical sciencesand
mathematics, but did not divide the books into categoriesbased on level,
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are published in a year in a subject, and how much these will cost, and
by adding a factor for other books in other categolies (which will vary
from institution to institution), a maximum number of volumes of potential interest and a maximum book budget can be calculated for each
subject. With this information as a yardstick, bibliographers and others
can then decide what percentage of the total they need and can afford.
As noted above, the rble of serials, which are really a subcategory of
on the basis of the present data.
specialist books, cannot be assessed
As an example of the use which can be made of these statistics, specialist book output and cost figures in one subject, chemistry, were selected for detailed analysis. The number of specialist titles in chemistry
listed in BPRin 1967 and 1972 is 200 and 224,respectively,an increase
of 12 percent over the period. The 1972 increase over 1967 may or may
not be signifi.cant. Statistics reflecting a longer period of time and greater
frequency are needed to detect any long-term trends. It is important to
nota, however, the difierence between the average cost of all hardcover
sciencebooks, as given in PW, and the cost of hardcover specialist books
in chemistry. In 1967 the respective figures were $12.95 and $17.14; in
t9?2, $16.05 and $24.79. Thus in 1967, specialist books in chemistry cost
32 percent more than the average for all science books, and in 1972 they
.o.i 54 percent more. Between 1967 and 1972, while the average cost of
all science books rose 24 percent that of specialist chemistry books

more expensive than the PW figures for the average cost of hardcover
science books indicate. The value of the present figures is in confirming

leading if applied to specialist books of academic interest in chemistry,
and probably for specialist books in most other sciencesas well.
Table 3 presents the number of specialist volumes listed in BPR in
1967 and l9i2 In each of the major subjects of the 500-599 class' If a
substantially greater percentage of the total specialist book output is
published in rubject A rather than in subject B, it will probably be necessary to purchase a proportionately gteater Percentage of books in subject A to cover it adequately. For example, a selection policy which al-
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TABLE 3
Ourpur on Spnclelrsr Boors tt Scretcn
1967
Subject

Volumes

General Works
Mathematics
Astronomy
Physics
Chemistry
Earth Sciences
Biological Sciences
Total

73
224
27
239
200
76
353
1,192

1972
Percent

Volumes

b

72
295
36
218
224
ll6
468

l9
9

20
t7
6

30
r00

lAzs

percent
5
20.5
2.5
l5
16
8
JJ

t00

ject emphasis expressedin the book selection policy.
Eaaluation of Acquisitions Programs and Approaal plqns
Detailed book output and cost statistics by subject are tfrus seen to be
useful in planning and controlling collection development and in determining budget requirements. Further, such statistics can also be used to

Table 2 shows that 116 specialist books in the earth scienceswere
listed in BPR in 1972. From January to mid-May 1g72, the Hunter Col-

ences books on approval, of which fifty-eight were retained and eleven
rejected. Fifty-four books were ordered in addition to the books received on approval. For this twelve-month period, therefore, we received on approval or ordered I 12 earth sciencesbooks. Exact figures are
not available, but it is safe ro assume that close to 100 percent of these
lI2 books were specialist books. This is because of the predominance of
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haps
-In change our book selection emphasis accordingly.
1968 our library changed from the Dewey Decimal Classification
to the Library of Congress Classification (LC). Since comparatively few
science books have been reclassified, the LC section of the shelflist is
composed chiefly of books added to the collection since 1968. In SeptemAer 1g72 a shelflist survey identified approximately 275 earth sciences
books in the LC section, most of which were added to the collection between 1968 and 1972.This seemed to be a substandard number of books
for the subject, especially when compared with the number of books in
other subjects, such as mathematics, where the shelflist estimate was
1,925 books. The low number of earth sciences books in comparison

correct. Seventy-sixspecialist earth sciencesbooks were listed in BPR in
1967 and 116 in 1972,as shown in Tables I and 2. Assuming an increase

encesbooks adequately rather than poorly, since we purchased nearly 60
percent of the estimated earth sciences books listed in BPR between
tgO8 and 1972. We bought fewer books in the earth sciences than in
other subjects because fewer books were published' not becausewe were
seriously neglecting the subject in our acquisitions Program.
Other Worh
As noted earlier, the method described in this paper for measuring
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American scientific book output and costs using BPR is based on work
done by Gardner. McGrath has also used the Ameri,can Booh Publishing
Record to measure book output and costs-but for each department in
a particular acadernic institution, rather than by subject. This was done
by classifying courses in a college caralog according to the Dewey Decimal Classification, producing tabulations of book output and costs from
BPE for the course classifications, and then arranging the data by department.T
This approach may be useful in situations where it is necessaryto
narro-r,vlyrestrict acquisitions to explicit curricular needs since it permits
correlation of book output and costs with the curriculum of a particular institution. But it has serious shortcomings. Librarians at other institutions must classify their courses and do their tabulations individually.
There is, moreover, no analysis of book output and costs by category,
which is of critical importance in the sciences, and may be critical for
other subjects as well. As McGrath acknowledges, furthermore, data
based on the college catalog may not apply to faculty research interests,
which are not necessarily represented by course listings in the catalog.
Wherever this is the case,faculty research interests must also be classified
and matched with tabulations of book output and costs if they are to be
reflected in the budgetary estimate of book needs, which is the desired
objective.e Finally, essential acquisitions may frequently require coverage of important aspects of many subjects which represent neither explicit curricular needs nor faculty research interests. In sum, McGrath's

present paper were published annually, on the other hand, the necessary
book output and cost data by subject and category would be generally
available for each library to adapt to its own needs in the ways suggested
-at least for the sciences. The data could also be produced for other
subjects.
Detailed book output and cost statistics by subject cannot help us to
make judgments of pertinence and quality. We must still decide if indi
vidual books fall within the scope of our selection policy, and if they
do, whether or not they are worthwhile. What these statistics can do is
provide a quantitative basis to.help plan and control collection development, subject-by-subject,for books of academic interest in the sciences.
They can tell us by comparison how much or how little of the book output in a particular category in a subject we do acquire and how much
more may be of potential interest to us and how much it will cost to acquire a given number of books on a specific subject. The cost information can be used as a persuasiveargument to justify a book budget. This
is particularly true for specialist books in science, which are so much
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more expensive than the PW average price for hardcover science books.
These statistics can also be used to measure approval plan performance
and to gauge existing strengths and weaknessesin a collection' For these
reasons, it is to be hoped that Publishers' Weekly, or some other publication, or perhaps even a large approval plan dealer with an adequate
computer data base will provide such statistics on an annual basis in the
near future. The statistics need not be limited to science books, of
course, but ought to include other subjects as well, though different categories may be required for other subjects.
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5. Katherine Ann Gardner, Booh Reaiewing in American Journals in the Physical
Scimces (Library Science Microform Series, no.l54 [Washington, D.C': Microcard
Editions, 19651), p.5.
Katherine Ann Gardner, "Book Reviewing in American Journals in the Physical
Sciences" (Master's thesis, Univ. of North Carolina, 1964) .
6. "1972 U.S. Book Industry Statistics," p.4749.
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E. McGrath,
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AACR BIBLIOGRAPHY
Bibliography of Publications Relating to the Anglo-American Cataloging
Rules (Nortlr American and British Texts) of 1957-With Annotations and an
Inikx to Rules has been issued by the Resources and Technical Services Division
of the American Library Association. The forty-one page bibliography was Pre'
pared by Darlene Waterstreet to aid the Catalog Code Revision Committee in
ihe current revision of AACR. The work includes an index arranged by AACR
part, chapter, and rule number. The bibliography may be obtained by sending
a request accompanied by a check or money order for $1.00 each to the RTSD
Office, American Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611. Checks
should be made payable to the American Library Association.
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SelecfiveDissemination
of Informationto Congrcss:
The CongressionalResearchService

SDI Service
Srrrnrny Loo
and
BRucr E. LaNcoor,l
Sub i ect Spe cialization Sec tion
Library Service s Diaision
Con gre ssional Re searc h Seru i c e
Li.brary of Congress

Drawi.ng upon the resou,rcesof the Library of Congress and adapting
'itsprocedures
for descriptiue and subiect control, the Congressional Research Serice has deaeloped.a system of bibliographic control for public policy literature to nxeet the needs of Congress.A mechanized current auareness service based on an in-house created bibliographic data
basewhich is prouided to the Congressand to researchersat the Library
of Congress is described.

-l-HE LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS (LC) was creared in 1800 ro assisr
l the legislative branch in performing its constitutional role of policymaking. In the 1970s,it is primarily the Congressional Research Service
(CRS), a department of the library, which performs this function. CRS
provides reference, research, analysis, and other information services to
the Congress in response to a wide variety of inquiries and requests for
assistance from members and committees in almost every field of public
afiairs. Among the information services provided to the Congress is a
mechanized selective dissemination of information (SDI) service. This
current awareness service is specifically designed to meet the information
needs of a known clientele, the Congress. Information relevant ro the
public policymaking process is rapidly identified, processed, and delivered to each subscriber weekly.
Manuscript

.
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The present pilot project supplies the SDI service to over 130 members of congress and congressional stafi as well as to 300 cRS researchers and a limited number of researchersat the U.S. General Accounting
Office. The users of the CRS SDI service are quite diverse in terms of
their information needs and interests and in terms of their functions
in the legislative process. They include members of Congress, congressional committee staff, stafi in the members' offices, and subject specialists who perform research tor the Congress. The usefulness of the service to Congress is indicated by the results of a questionnaire circulated
to congressionalrecipients early in 1973. The response was almost unanimously hearty approval and most recipients indicated that the efiectiveness of their legislative activities would be significantly reduced if the
service were discontinued.
Bachground
Bibliographic information was supplied to Congress long before
.ompnterJ wire available and before the Legislative ReJerence Service
became the Congressional Research Service in 1970. For decades bibliographers in the CRS Srrt3ect Specialization Section with subject backgrounds and library degrees selected material, prePared citations, and
matched CRS researchers'interests with manually prePared citations on
three-by-five-inch cards. Because of the limitations of the manual system, only six congressional subscribers received direct bibliographic support under special arrangements.
While the system worked, the manual maintenance of the central
card catalog of these citations, a relatively minor asPect,was a continuing problem. The inability to keep up with the filing of the cards began
to-.id.t.e the efiectiveness of ths whole operation. In addition, as the
number of users increased and the extent of their information needs
expanded, it became desirable to exploit the availability of the library's
growing mechanized data processing capability. The new MARC format
provided a vehicle for a new direction in providing bibliographic information to Congress.
In January 1969, two CRS research divisions, the Economics Division
and tlie Education and Public Welfare Division, were chosen for the
test phase. To guard against loss of bibliographic support to these divisionJ in the event this test of the mechanized SDI was not successful,
the mechanized system was established parallel with the manual operation. The bibliographers working with the two divisions provided information concerning researchers'needs and the type of bibliographic information the system would have to pfocess. The library's Information
Systems Office provided the equipment and, working closely with the
Subject Specialization Section head, Janet Mathews Biggs, made the necessaiy modifications in the $oftware developed for general use. In addi
tion, CRS began construction of a vocabulary specifically designed to
meet the needs of the new system. Near the end of the test Phase, a surVolume 19, Number 4, FaII 1975
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vey of the research staff members involved in the project was unclertaken
to ascertain user reaction to the automated system. on the basis of the
experience gained, it was decided to extend the system in
June lg69 to
all cRS research divisions and to the few congressional subscribers receiving cards under the manual operation. Now cRS had a mechanized
SDI.
Creating the SDI Citation
Congressional Research Service as a department in the Library
- Th"
of congress has accessto the vast riches of LC'J collections, since its es-

ments are selected on the basis of the bibliographers' subject knowledge,
awarenessof what is happening in congress and in public policymaking
generally, and the research being undertaken in cRS. rn addition to this
wealth of acquired matetial, the sDr service also includes citarions to selected reports prepared by the CRS stafi.

as the increasing number of subscribers and their information needs.
collectively, the bibliographers have subject expertise in such subjects
as economics, political science,science,international relations, educaiion,
and health, as well as expertise in bibliographic methods. The knowledge which the bibliographer brings to his poJition is then supplemented.
by extensive training in the section's bibliographic procedurei and reference services.
The-bibliographer is ultimately responsible for the information support in his subject area. FIe musr review, select, and cite the material in
order to provide the substance for the service. He works under the pressures. of
continuing flow of material and the deadlines of a weekly
_a
publication schedule. All of this is in addition to the other services
which he must provide to the cRS researchers and indirectly, and at
times directly, to Congress.
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once an item is selected for inclusion in the sDI, the bibliographer

The SDI citation contains three levels of subject control:
l. Classif.cation. The bibliographer assigns a classification number
to the citations of those itims which enter the main reference files
of cRS. The classificarion scheme is based on the Library of con'
gress classification, adapted to meet the needs of the users of the
files and the types of material processed.
,,Bucket termsj'A 189-term vocabulary is used for the creation of
Z.
the SDI profiles. The bucket terms grouP references by-categories
to assure that information will be directed to interested subscrib-

..Education." changing information needs are reflected by the
as
addition of new terms, such as the recently added "Technology assessment" and by continuing redefinition of existing terms. The
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types of information it contains. The annotation may be written by the
bibliographer, or it may be a partial contents note or a succinct quotation from the item. Whatever the source, the annotation must be brief,
objective, and informative.
Example I presents a sample citation, showing the bucket term "Presidents [U.S.]," the topical descriptors "Executive privilege (Government
information)," "Watergate afr.air" and "United States v. Nixon," the
classification "JK 516 F" and identification of the bibliographer
(GHW), of cataloger (CJN), and control number (LRS74-24976).
Presidents
[U.S.]
Cox, Archibald.
Executive privilege.
University of Pennsylvania law review, v. 122, June
1974: 1383-1438.
Former Watergate Special Prosecutor surveys historic and constitutional
Watergatedevelopments pertaining
to executive privilege, including
related aspects.
Executive privilege (Government information)
/ Watergate affair / United
States v. Nixon

JK 516F

GHw/cJN/r2/30/74
Example

I

Processingthe SDI Citation
Working from data sheets prepared by the bibliographers and utilizing a program with a text manipulation capability which permits immediate corrections and additions to the citation, cataloging technicians input the citations on-line via typewriter terminals connected directly to
the library's Computer Service Center. A proof copy of a given set of
citations is pulled from the terminal and returned to the bibliographer
for review. After review, any necessarycorrections and changes are made
to the citations by the cataloging technicians. These citations are then
added to the master tape containing the current bibliographic file. A diagnostic printout of the previous day's input to the master file is examined by the supervisor of the Cataloging Unit. This examination of the
diagnostic printout is one of several checks performed to maintain the
accuracy and quality of the data base.
Each weekend the citations input through the preceding Friday
morning are matched with the current subscriber profile table. The resulting tape containing an individualized listing for each subscriber is
used to print the listing in upper and lower case mode which, while expensive in terms of time, is considered necessaryfor an acceptable level
of readability for users.
The final step in this sequence of information transfer is the distribution of the individualized listings on Monday. As this is being done,
work on next week's edition is already in progress.
The Usef s Perspecti.ae
Few of the details of the system-selection of materials, descriptive
.
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cataloging, subject control, and comPuter processing-are apparent to
the subscriber. What is important to him is that he receives a personalized weekly list of references, averaging approximately 600 items, in a
fairly standard bibliogtaphic format representing a dependable source
of useful information.
The user's only contact with the intricacies of the system comes at an
early time, when he meets with a rnember o[ the bibliographic stafi and,
working from an annotated list of the bucket terms which outlines subjects which each term encompasses,establishesa list of the bucket terms
representing his interest profile. At this time the user is given information concerning the types of material included in the service, the format
of the citation, the procedure for changing his interest profile (which
may be done at any time) and related information services.
The majority of the questions from users relating to regular oPeration of the service are handled immediately by the bibliographers with
whom the CRS researchers work closely day to day. For non-CRS researchers,a single staff member of CRS is identified as a source of information, and this centralization of responses to questions from congressional recipients in particular has helped the users to obtain Prompt action on any problem and has given CRS a better senseof questions and
problems concerning the service.
Among the variety of uses to which the service has been Put by its diverse recipients, two traditional servicesmay be identified. Some users use
the weekly printout as a kind of weekly specialized bibliographic newsletter or alerting service. In this way they are kept informed of who is
'Ihe
other use takes advantage of
writing what in their fields of interest.
the physical format of the service to create a current, expanding bibliography. The citations are printed on three-by-live-inch cards, arranged
in alphabetical order by the bucket terms and subarranged alphabetically by main entry. The recipient selects the most relevant citations and
files the cards by bucket term or any other appropriate system.As a result
he has immediately at hand citations to the literature on a specific subject, such as consumer protection or health facilities.
Whatever the user's purpose may be, he often needs to examine the
items represented by the citations. At the present time, CRS researchers
are responsible themselves for obtaining the items which have been
cited. A special unit has been established in the Subject Specialization
Section which provides a hard copy service for members of Congress and
congressional staff, who need only return any aPpropriate cards to CRS
together with the address card supplied with the printout. The Master
File Unit maintains a collection of photocopies arranged by citation
number of all cited items except congressional publications, items with
coppight restrictions, and items over fifty pages in length. Presently an
average of 1,700 items, totaling over 20,000 pages of photocopies, are returned to the members of Congress and congressional stafi from this
master file. In addition, approximately 100 items not in the master file
VolumeIg,Number4,FaII 1975
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are sent to congressional users each month. Loan copies are provided if
CRS does not have permission to reproduce a requested copyrighted item
or if the item is over fifty pages. Congressional publications are not provided since they can be readily acquired through established channels in
the House and the Senate.
R elated I nl orma t i on Sera i.ces
The SDI service is one of the major products of the CRS bibliographic data base which now contains over 132,000citations and is growing at the rate of approximately 2,500 citations per month. Other products, such as author and subject book catalogs, are produced monthly
and cumulated quarterly. Work is now under way to develop annual catalogs since the present quarterly catalogs are not cumulative. These book
catalogs replace the earlier manually maintained card cataTogsand have
the advantage of providing multiple copies which may be located in the
research divisions of CRS for greater accessibility.
In addition to providing a current awareness service, the bibliographic data base is being used to generate retrospective on-demand bibliographies. Search strategies are constructed utilizing the three levels of subject control (topical descriprors, bucket rerms, and classification) as well
as other data elements in the citation. In fiscal year 1974,514 on-demand
bibliographies were prepared, ranging from 5 to 4,347, with an average
of 300, entries.
Citations frorn 1972 to the present may noly be displayed via CRT
terminals. The terminals are installed in most CRS divisions and a few
congressional locations. An on-line retrieval language, the Subject
Content-Oriented Retriever for
Processing Informarion
On-line
(SCORPIO), developed by ISO permits Boolean logic searchesurilizing
two levels of subject control (descriptors and bucket terms) as well as
by personal and corporate authors. Even in this early stage, CRT display
has proven to be a useful complement to other modes of access to the
bibliographic data base.
To supplement the CRS SDI service, which focuses primarily on current serial and government publications, the Subject Specialization Section is developing a biweekly service using the Libiary of Congress
MARC data base. This new service will supply to CRS subscribers computer-produced citations to relevanr monographic materials being added
to the collections of the library.
Fulure of the SDI Ser"uice
The day-to-day problems and the future of the CRS SDI service are
direct outgrowths of its purpose: the rapid identificarion, processing,
and distribution of relevanr information. The pressuresof time and the
need for expertise are constant concerns in the management and development of the SDI system.
The service does not exisr apart from its users and their needs. The
public policy environment and the need to know create pressures for
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ed utilization of the CRTs, coordination of the bibliographic data base

strengthened.
APPENDIX
BucketTerms for the SDI Service
Aeronautics
Aerospaceindustries
Africa
Agriculture
Air pollution
Alcoholism
Anti-poverty program
Antitrust law
Arms control
Asia
Astronautics
Astronomy
Atomic energy
Birth control
Businessand society
Campaign funds
Canada

cBw
Census
Chemicals
Child welfare
Church and state
Civil liberties
Coastal areas
Communism
Computers
Congress
Congressional districts
Constitution [U.S.]
Consumer credit
Consumer protection
Corporate finance
Crimes and oftenses
Criminal procedure
Defense economics
Developing countries
District of Columbia
Drug abuse
Drugs
Earth sciences
Eastern Durope
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Economic conditions
Economic policy
Education
Elecdon law
Electoral college
Electronics
Elementary and secorrdary education
Environment
econornics
Environmental
Environmental health
Environmental law
Equal emplolment oPPortunitY
Executive departments
Executive reorganization
Families
Federal advisorY bodies
Federal aid to education
Fisheries
Food
Food relief
Foreign economic relations
Foreign economies
Foreign relations
Foresb and forestry
Future
Government employees
Government informadon
Guaranteed annual income
I{andicapped
Health facilities
Health insurance
Health insurance for the aged
Higher education
Highways
History [U.S.]
Housing
Housing finance
Immigration
Indians
Industrial organization
Industrial technologY
.

3g7

.

Insurance
Intelligence activities
Intergovernmental fiscal relations
Intergovernmental relations
Internal security
International agencies
International corporadons
International economic relations
International environmental afiairs
International finance
International law
International relations
International science affairs
Judiciary
Juvenile delinquency
I-abor
Land use
Latin America
Law
Local finance
Local taxation
Manpower training programs
Marine transportation
Materials management
Medical assistance programs
Medical economics
Medical personnel
Medicine
Mental health
Middle East
Military assistance
Military justice
Military manpower
Mines and mineral resources
Minorities
Money and banking
National defense
National priorities
Natural disasters
Natural resources
Negroes
Noise
Occupational health and safety
Oceanography
OId age
Outdoor recreation
Pacific area
Parks
Patents and inventions
Pensions
Pesticides
Polar regions
Police
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Political ethics
Political science
Populadon
Pornography
Postal service
Poverty
Power resources
Practical politics
Presidents [U.S.l
Press
Prisons
Psychology
Public administration
Public finance
Public health
Public lands
Public opinion polls
Public welfare
Regional development
Religion
Research and development
Right of privacy
Saline waters
Science manpower
Science policy
Small business
Social sciences
Social security
Solid wastes
Standards
Stat€ governments
Supersonic aircraft
Systems analysis
Taxation
Technology and civilization
Technology assessment
Telecommunication
Territories
Transpoltation
Urban areas
Urban develooment
Veterans
Violence
Vocational education
War and peace
Water pollution
Water resources devcloprnen t
Waterways
Western Europe
Wildlife cons€rvation
Women
Wotkmen's compensation
Youth in politics
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The "Trendto LC"
in Collegeand UniversifyLibraries
Rosrnr L. Mownnv
Humaniti,es Librarian
I llit'ro i s W esleyan U n i,uersi tY
Blo om,ington, I llinois

Seekingto d.ocumentthe extent to which libraries of fout-yearcolleges
and uniuersitieshaue ad,optedthe Library of CongressClassification
system,this study surueysthe classificationsystemsuseil by the libraries
The LC system
of 1,160accreditedfour-yearcollegesand uniuersi,ties.
is presently being used by rnore than half of theselibraries; houeaer,
throughout1965*71the "trend,to LC" clearlylost monxentum.Data are
prwiied on the extent to uhich the Library of Congressand the
-Dewey
Decirnal Classificationsystemswere used in 1967 and 1971 by
Iibraries of aarioussizesand,categories.

many iscussionsof the pros and cons of adopting l-9' P",- few state-eni, ott the extent to *lii.h academic libraries have switched to LC-or
have retained DC.
Striving to close this information gap, this study identifies the classification tyr"t"-r that were being used in 1967 and l97l by a population
of American college and univerlsity libraries. Brief analyses will be made
of the extent to *hi.h these classification systems were being used by
academic libraries of various sizesand categories.Data will also be presented on the number of libraries within this population that switched
to LC during each of the years within the time span 1968-71'
Manuscript received April lg73; accepted for publication June 1974.
Note: The study was supported
University.

by a faculty research grant from
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Defining the Population
Tl: starting point for this study was provided by Library Statistics
of Colleges and Uniaersities: Data for Indiaid,ual Insiitutions, noV t9d7

tenth edition of. American (Jniaersities and Colleges.z Only senior institutions which were accredited by one of the six regional accrediting
associationsor which were integral parts of accredited institutions as of
January 1968 received such institutional exhibits. The 1,175 institutions
which not only were given such institutional exhibits but also were listed
in LSCU67 constitute 95.2 percent of the colleges and universities given
institutional exhibits in this edition of Ameriian universities ani colleges.
Fifteen of these 1,175 institutions either closed their doors or merged
with other institutions during 1968-71. These fifteen were dropped frbm
our survey population, which was thereby reduced to 1,160 institutions.
This is the population upon which this study was based.
C lassification Systems (Jsed
During fall 1967 each of these I,160 institutions was asked by the
Office of Education to identify the classification scheme being used by
its library as "LC," "DC," or "other." As recorded in LSCUf7,306 indicated "LC," 762 "DC," and 90 "other." Two institutions failed to answer this question.
During January 1972 we focused our attention upon the 762 institutions which indicated they were using DC. To determine whether their
Iibraries had retained DC or had switched to LC since 1967, we forwarded them copies of the letter and questionnaire reproduced in Appendix
I. Usable replies obtained from 684 (a response rite of 89.8 percCnt) revealed that4lT had retained DC, 155 had switched from DC-to LC during 1968-71,lll had adopted LC by 1967,and one had used anorher system throughout 1968-71.
That lll of these libraries had adopted LC by 1967 represenrs a major surprise. Why had these libraries been identified by ZSCU67 as DC
users? The director of one of these libraries explained that he had
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ences to DC, it is clear that these I I I libraries had adopted LC by the
close of 1967.
Can it be assumed that the 306 libraries that were identified by
LSCU67 as LC users were actually using LC in 1967?To test the trustworthiness of this claim, we addressedinquiries to a random sample of
100 of these libraries. Responsesfrom 96 showed that all but 3 had been
classifying most or all of their new acquisitions by LC since at least December 1967. The remaining 3 had used DC throughout 1967-71. On
the basis o[ these results, it is reasonable to assume that the vast majority of these 506libraries were using LC in 1967.
The three libraries that identified themselves as DC users will nat-

been using a combination of schemessuch as LC and the National Library of i{edicine scheme or DC and Lynn-Peterson. The majority of
these libraries had been classifying most of their new acquisitions by
either LC or DC.

and thirteen in 1971,were using a variety of systems.
As noted above, two of the institutions within the population failed
to inform the Office of Education concerning the classification scheme
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TABLE

I

Cr.assrrrcerroN SysrEMs Usno u.r 1967
By rHE LrsRAnrns or I,160 Cor-r-rcrs eNo (hrvrnsrrrrs

Classification
SystemUsed
in 1967as
Reportedin LSCU67
LC
DC
Other
No Response
Total

Classification System Used in 1967
as Reported in This Study

LC

DC

Other

303300
ill
572
5718164
2a00
473
588
TABLE

No
Response

I

78

n

82

Total

306
762
90
2
1,160

2

ClessrucanroN SysrElus[Jsrn rN 1967 eNo l97l
By rHE Lrnnenrns or 1,I60 Corr,rcss aNo [JNrvnnsnlrs
Classification
System

LC
DC
Other
No Response
Total

r97|

1967
Number

473
588

r7
R9

IJ60

Percent

Number

40.8
tu.t
1.4

635
429
14
82
I,t60

7.r
100

Percent

54.7
37.0
1.2

7.r
100

to 635 while the number of DC users had shrunk to 42g. only a handful
of libraries were classifying the majority of their new acquisitions by
another system in either year.
As noted by Table l, eighty-two institutions whose classification
schemeswere identified by LSCU67 as "DC" or "orher" failed to rerurn
our quesdonnaires. What can be said concerning these nonrespondents?
Forty-five were privately controlled undergraduate colleges, ind fiftyseven owned fewer than 100,000 volumes in l97l. As will be shown
later, the majority of institutions possessingsuch characteristics used DC
in both 1967 and 1971.It could therefore be argued that the majority of
these nonrespondents were probably DC users.
Practicesin Different Types of Institutions
Each of the 1,160 institutions in the population was assigned by
LSCU67 ro one of the following six categoiies: "pUB-U," "FRI-U,t'
"PUB-FG," "PRI-FG," "PUB-FN," or "PRI-FN." The prefixes "pUB"
and "PRI" stand for "publicly controlled" and "privately controlled,"
respectively, while the suffixes
"univerand "FN" signify
-"four-year
sity," "four-year institution with graduate program," and
institution, no graduate program," respectively.
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The difterence between the suffixes "U" and "FG" requires additional explanation. LSCU67 identifies institutions as universities (identified
by the suffix "U") if they
give considerablestressto graduate instruction, confer advanceddegreesas well
as bachelor'sdegreesin a variety of liberal arts fields, and have at least two Professionalschoolsthat are not exclusivelytechnological.s
The suffix "FG" is reserved for institutions which Possessgraduate programs but lack sufficient graduate strength or diversity to be categorized
as universities.
Findings relating to the frequency o[ use of the difierent classification schemls in the difte.ent kinds of institutions are summarized in Table 3 (as of 1967) and Table 4 (as of l97l). (For the sake_of.sim_plicifrom this point on, of institutions which "used" or
ty, we shall speak,
^various
"were using"
classificalion systemswhen we actually mean that
these institlutions were classifying most or all of their new acquisitions
by these systems.)Between 1967 ind l97l the Percentage of institutions
#fri.f, weie using LC increased in every category, with the largest increase, 22.4 perient, being registered by the "Public {our-year with
graduate p.ogrr^" institutions. In 1967 DC users outnumbered LC users
in three citefories, but in l97l they outnumbered LC users in only one
category, "Private four-year, no graduate program."
Practices in Libraries of Various Sizes
Findings relating to the frequency of use of the difierent classifica'
tion scheries in thJdifferent sizis of libraries are summarized in Table
5 (as of 1967) and Table 6 (as of l9?l). Table 5 shows that rnore than
60 percent of the libraries in each of the size-rangesabove 199,999 volTABLE 3
Clessrncerrol Svsrrus Usrp sv rnn Ltsrenlrs
^

o"

o" tt*
"^tt"o*ttt

"o""ta*

Classification System

LSCU57
Categories
Public university
Private university
Public four-year
with graduate
Private four-year
with graduate
Public four-y€ar
no graduate
Private four-year
no graduate
Total

LC

7r

DC

Other

Percent
No
Response

0
2

Total

Using
LC

92
65

77.2
72.3

47

20
t5

99

9l

I3

205

48.3

104

il9

l5

246

42.3

82

34.r

470

26.4
40.8

28

46

t24
475

297

588
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TABLE

4

Cr,essrrrcerlotrt Systrrvrs [Jsro ny tnr LrsR.ehrrs
or Srx CerncoRrEs oF Cor,r.ncrs eNp [Jurvrnsrurs rN lg7l
Classification Svstem

LSCU57
Categories
Public university
Private univeisity
Public four-year
with graduate
Private four-year
with graduate
Public four-year
no Staduate
Private four-year
no graduate
Total

LC

DC

Other

78
5l

l3
lt

145

45

r29

96

4l

34

l9l

230

635

No
Response

92
65

84.8
78.5

13

205

70.7

l5

246

52.4

82

50.0

470
tJ6d'

E{V

0
I

m

Total

Percent
Using
LC

445
]E82

40.6

TABLE 5
Voluurs flrr-n axn Cr-assrrrcerrolrSysrrlrs Usm rN 196Z
By rHE Lrtnentrs or 1,160Cor-rrcnseNn [JNrvrnsrrrrs
Volumes
Held in
1967*
Million or More
500,000-999,999
300,000-499,999
200,000-299,999
100,000-r99,999
50,000- 99,999
Under 50,000
Total
* Source: Library
tions, Fall 1967.

Classification System Used in 1967
No
LC
DC
Other
Response

33
43
47
40
ll4
t27
69
473

2r

I
ll
l5
23
ll4

ll

33
03
I

232
184
588

230
833
17

ll

82

percent

Using
Total

45
56
68
66
240
391
294
I,160

Statistics of Colleges and. Uniaersities: Data lor Indioidual

LC

73.3
76.8
69.1
60.6
47.5
32.5
25.5
40.8
It stitu-

umes were using LC in 1967,while Table 6 shows that more than 70 percent of the libraries in these size-rangeswere using LC in 1971. By the
close of 1971, DC users outnumbered LC users only among libraries
owning fewer than 100,000volumes.
The Mom.entum of Change
This study has identified 162 college and university libraries which
adopted LC during 1968-71. All but three of these libraries formerly
used DC. As shown in Table 7, the number of converts declined from
a high of 70 in 1968to a low of 20 in 1971.
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TABLE

6

Vor-utuns Flnr-n eNo Cr,lssrrrcerroN SvsrEN{sUsto ru l97l
By rHE LrsRAnrEsoE 1.160 Cor-r-rcns er.In UNrvrnsrrrns
Volumes
Held in
l97l*

Million or More
500,000-999,999
300,000-499,999
200,000-299,999
r00,000-r99,999
50,000-99,999
Under 50,000
Total

Classification SystemUsed in l97l
No
Response
DC
Other
LC
53
5t

62

r7
26

t64
170
53
635

105
202
64

'lrJ

Total

66
64
85
107
284
4ll

92

9
6

4n

0l
33
05
l14
336

52r
14

Percent
Using
LC
80.3
89.1
72.9
71.0
5l .t

4t.4
37.r
54.7

r43
s2

l,160

* Primary source: U.S. National Center for Educational Statistics, Library
of Colleges and rJniuersities: Institutional Data, Part A, Fall 1971.

Statistics

TAtsLE 7
AuoprrorqoF THELrnnenv or ConcpcssCr-essrncertor,lDuRrnc 1968-197f

Year

Libraries Not Using
LC as the
Year Opened

r968
r969
1970
197I
Unknown

605
535*
495*
466*

Libraries
that
Adopted LC

Percent
that
AdoPted LC

70
40
29
20
3

I1.6
t.D

5.9
4.3

* Including the three libraries which adopted LC at an unspecifieddate within
l 968-7l.
The final column of Table 7 reports the percentages of the "Potential converts" which switched to LC in a given year. At the beginning of
1968, at least 605 of the institutionp in the population were using a system other than LC.a The 70 which adopted LC in 1968 represented ll.6
percent of these institutions. By the beginning of l97l the number of
potential converts had shrunk to 466. The 20 libraries which switched to
LC during l97l represented only 4.3 percent of this total.
The 429 institutions that were using DC at the close of l97l were
asked, "Is it your present intention to remain with Dewey throughout
the foreseeable future?" Of the 419 that answered this question, 363
(86.6 percent) indicated they would retain DC, 12 (2.9 percent) said
they would abandon DC, and 44 (10.5 percent) exPresseduncertainty.
Each respondent was invited to comment upon his intended course
of action, and most did. The comments made by those persons who in-
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of the 1,160 libraries in the population were
.W!i\.-the-majority
using LC by the end of 1971, a large number of librarieri"".
continuing to use DC and were planning io retain DC for the foreseeable future. on the question of classification systems,academic librarians clearly
remained divided.

r. U.s. National Center ,o'
2.
.
3.
4.

Library statistics
ol couegesand

uniaersities: Data lor Indiaidual
"o.r*r,oll;T."i::.r,
Institu.tions, Fall I96i (washington:
Government
Printing Office, 1969) .
American Uniaersities and Colleges (10th ed.; Washington: American Council on
Education,1968).
U.S. National Cenrer for E<lucational Statistics, Library Statistics,p.2.
The libraries which failed to return our questionnaires *..e ,iot included in this
total.

APPENDIX

I

cover letter and questionnaire senr to the 762 institutions identified. by
LSCU67 as usets of the Dewey Decimal Classification:
_ According to the lg67 edition of Library Statisticsol Collegesand Uniaersities, the
Dewey Decimal Classification system was the principal classifiJation system being used
by y^our.libraty.Are you still classifyingmost new acquisitions by Dewey?
^- seeking to determine whether the so-called "tiend" to tle Library of congress
classification is maintaining its momentum or slowing down, r would like to inquiie:
If you have remained with Dervey,how firmly committed to Dewev are vou?
If you have adopted LC, how recently have 1.oudone so?
Your assistancein completing the enclosedbrief form rvill be appreciated.
QUESTIONNAIRE
(Name of the institution)
l. We classify most rl,ew acquisitions by
Dewey
DEWEY

USERS-if

LC

you classify most new acquisitions by Dewey:

2. rs it your present intention
future?
Yes

No

to remain

with

Dewey throughout

the foreseeable

Uncertain

3. Why does this course of action seem best for your library?
LC USERS-ii

you classify most r:rew acquisitions by LC:

2. LC was adopted in l9_.
3. Is it your present intention

.
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to reclassify most of the Dewey materials?
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APPENDIX
Cover letter and questionnaire
LSCU6Z as users of f classification

II

identified
by
sent to the ninety institutions
of Conscheme other than Dewey or Library

gTess:

libraries are truly using another classification system.
the classification system used in _your library, I would
To hetp me'underitand
appreciate your completing and returning the accompanying short questionnaire'
Thank you for your assistance.
QUESTIONNAIRE
(Name of the institutiotr)
Our answer "Other" means that:
l. We use both LC and DeweY:
Yes

No

LC used for
Dewey used for
2. We use another classification system,

Yes

No

namely,
Are LC or Dewev used at all?

Additional

explanator,v comments:

BOOK MARKET/NG

IND

SELECTION DATA

A program meering on "Book lVlarketing and selection: A Publishing/Li
brary Forum" was sp;nsored by the American Library Association, Resources
and Technical Serviies Division, Resources Section and the RTSD/Association

payable to the American Library Association.
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MargaretMann Citation,1975,
MargarefWebsfer Ayrault

MargaretWebster Ayrault
Sanan K. VINN
Graduate School of Library Studies
(Jniuersity o7 Uawati
Honolulu, Hawaii
Margaret W. Ayrault, recipient of the l9?5 Margaret Mann Citation,
has long represented cataloging interests dynamically and effectively. In
many ways her career parallels that of Margaret Mann, for, like Miss
Mann, Miss Ayrault acquired an enviable reputation as a librarian and,
again like Miss Mann, shared her practical wisdom with library school
students.
Miss Ayrault was born in Tonawanda, New York, on I I September
l9ll, and was granted degrees from the following institutions: Oberlin
College, A.B., 1933; Drexel Library School, B.S.L.S., 1934; and School of
Library Service, Columbia Univeisity, M.S.L.S. 1940. She is a member
of the American Association of University Women, Beta phi Mu, Delta
Kappa Gamma, and Phi Beta Kappa.
Miss Ayrault was nominated for and awarded the Citation on the
basis of two criteria: (l) outstanding conmibution to the activities of
professional cataloging associations, and (2) outstanding contribution
to the area of teaching cataloging and classification. IJnusual circumstances,notably a career-long involvement, insure that her conffibutions
occurred not only just within the last five years, as the criteria suggest,
but throughout many years.
Since 1941, for thirty-four years, Miss Ayrault has been involved
with the action and activities of the American Library Association, beginning with membership in the Junior Members Round Table, for
which she was secretary in 194243. From there she moved quickly to the
area of her special interest: cataloging and classification. Miss Ayrault
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1975 RTSD CCS Margaret Mann Citation Presentation' 30 June
1975.I-eft:MarzueritESoroka,CCSlVtannCitationCommittee
chairman. Right:" Margaret Ayrault, 1975 Mann Citation rvinner'
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chairman of Esther J. Piercy Award
Jury; member of RTSD committee on Nonbook Materials (1973174-lg74t7b). Miss Ayraulr served also
as a member of ALA council representing RTSD and as chhirman of
the Melvil Dewey Award Committie.

The following tribute paid to Miss Ayrault by one of her former
students reflects the messageshe conveyed in class:

A signal honor was bestowed upon her when the House of Representatives, Hawaii state Legislature, passeda resolution on 9 April l-9zb
(H.R. No. 791) stating that "it does hereby commend Miss Margaret

.
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Ayrault for her distinguished teaching, career and her many contributhe
tions in the field of litrary studies." eU *ho know her share with
it
does
resolution.{'that
accompanying
their
f{ouse of Representatives
retirement
hereby extend to Miss Ayrault aloha and best wishes upon her
retirement"'
her
in
years
and
productive
h"Ppy
her
many
and wish
Miss Ayrault will continue to reside in Hawaii'

NOMINATIONS

FOR

1976 MARGARET

MANN

CITATION

and
Nominations for the 1976 Margaret Mann Citation are invited
Apt'
Tamblyn'
should, be submitted' by 15 December l9?5 to: Eldon
S. W' Main Street,Portland, OR 97205'
#501,2020
"
fire Margaret Mann Citation is awarded annually for o-utstanding
of
achievement in cataloging or classification through (l) publication
proof
activities
to
contributions
(2)
significant professional"liierature,
and/or
fe"ssionalcataloging organizations,'131 technical improvements
dis(4)
or
importance'
recognized
of
tJchniques
new
introduction of
tinguished work in the area of teaching.
"Nu-",
b9
of persons previously noniinated but not chosen may
1ethe
of
rdsume
a
include
submitted, uni l.tt.rrl of nomination should
nominee's achievement
Cataloging
The citation has been awarded annually since l95l by the
Division of
services
Technical
and
Resources
section,
and classification
ttonor of Marthe American Library Association, and its predecessors,in
of
garet Mann. Miss luturrn served as head of tttt catalog,departments
in
Library
pittsburgh,
Societigs
the Enginee-ring
t"he Carnegie Library in
in
1938
to
1926
from
New York, and the University of"Illinois, "nd "lso
l2trod'uction
Science'
Library
of
the University of Michigan School
!Le1
the field'
to citotog;ng and the Ciassifi.cationol Boohsis a classicin
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EstherJ. PiercyAward,1975t
John D. Byrum,Jr.

John Byrum
Ronrnr Wnocrwonrrr
Exe.cutiueDirector
A meri,can Li b r ary A s sociation
f oHN BYRUM HAS DISTTNGUISHED HIMSELF both in his acaJ . demic pursuits and his professional contributions. Foilowing graduation in 1958 from wenatihee High schoor, wenatchee, w"Jriirgtorr,
he continued his studies at Harvard Coltege;
John received a bachelor,s
degree in history in Ig62 and was gruau"tla irogro cum laude. rn addition to his academic distinction, he war awarded a Harvard college
Honorary Scholarship.
,-Afterreceiving the baccalaureate,John pursued
^before graduate studies at the
university of washington and staiford
e"ntering the Graduate
school of Library service at Rutgers university. At Rutiers he achieved
an outstanding record; among his honors was election io Beta phi Mu
and-first rank,ing in his classwhen he was graduated in 1966.
John's first professional positio.t *"s as the assistant serials librarian
at the- University of washington Library, Seattle. After a year he returned to the East and to-th_eIvy T.eagueand, in 1962, was appointed to
the catalogue Division of the princeion university Library.^
iohn's unusual
were quickly recognized and, within two yeais, he was
-talents
named head cataloger. Jofrn has participated actively in Loth national
and local professional associations, but ln addition io his professional
.4020
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30 June 1975'
1975EstherJ. PiercyAward presentation,
Left: Barbaia Gates, chairman, RISD' Piercy Au'ard
Jury.Right:JohnByrum,1975PiercyAwardwinner'

In addition to committee work, he served with distinction for two years
as assistantto the editor of Library Resourcesb Technical Seruices'
As a cataloger, one of John'i main interests has been the development of catalog"ingrules thit are understandable and logical. This sensiVolume 19, Number 4 , FaII 1975
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.fohn s contributions_ to- the profession, his abilities, his dedication,
and his good spirit make him eminently worthy of the
Esther J. piercy
Award. william Dix, librarian emeritui of princeton
University, shares
our pleasure on John's recognition. Said Mr. Dix,

I could nor agree more wholeheartedly with Mr. Dix,
and I have
great oprimism and confidence about the future of librarianship,
knowing that personssuch as
John are members of the profession.

NOMTNATTONS roft

1s76 ESTHER I. prERCy AWARD

Nominations for the 1926 Esther
piercy Award are invited and
J.
should be submitted by lb Decembei lgTb io: phyllis
A. Richmond,
Library Science, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
l.I":l
_o-foH 44t06.

.
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tines; a significant contribution to professional literature; or concluct of
studies or researchin the technical services.
Renominations of nonrecipients are acceptable; letters of nomination should include a rdsumd of the nominee's achievements'
The recipients of the Piercy Award to date are:
1973 Glen A. Zimmerman
1969 Richard M. Dougherty
1974 (no award Presented)
I9?0 John B. Corbin
1975 .fohn Byrum
l97t john Phillip Immroth
1972 Carol A. NemeYer
Esther J. Piercy, in whose honor this award is given, was active in
ALA and ieveral of its divisions. The author of commonsense catalog"
ing and.numerous articles in the field of librarianshiP, lVliss Piercy was
fr6m 1950 until her death the eclitor of the divisional journal, lournal
'and
of cataloging and. classiflcation, and its successorfor Resources
Technicafservices Division. Librnry Resourcesb Technical. Services.

ACQU ISITIONS SCHOLARSHIP AW ARD
The Acquisitions scholarship Award of the Airyrerican Library Association,
Resources and Technical Serviies Division, Resources Section has been estabIished to honor the author or authors of a monograph, published article, or

ALA Annual Conference in Chicago, Illinois.
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Division- Highlightsof rhe 197 5
Annual Conference

Cenol R. Krlu
Exe,cutiueSecretary
Resourcesand Technical SenticesDiuision

DIVISION AND ITS SECTIONS sponsored programs on a va_
TTE
r riety of technical services subjects at
the tgzr ere innual confer.
ence, and committees of the division and sections worked
o' many
projects of importance to the division and the profession.
The division sponsor-eda coftee hour preceding its business and pro.-and
gram meeting as an informal means foi officers
committee chairmen to discuss with other RTSD members and potential members the
work of the division.
The RTSD Nonbook committee's name was changed at its request
to the RTSD Audiovisual committee during the san lrancisco conference. The committee decided that a proposed American National Standards.Institute (ANSI) 239 committie standard for coding audiovisual
materials would mosr properly be assigned to the new tlAo Audiovisual section. The commiitee continuei to feel the need for a revision
of the A.L-a. Glossary of Library Terms which should be coordinared
with the_l nglo-American cataioging Rures (aACR) second edition
glossary. The committee also discuised the rack of bibfiog4aphic control
of microforms and the need for shared cataroging or ro,.'. method of
avoiding duplication. The RTSD representative to the
Joint Advisory
committee on Nonbook Marerials i;dicared rhat the jdint committee
would be the avenue of input to the rnternational Fideration of Li
brary Associations (IFLA) d.evelopment of an international standard
bibliographic description for nonbobk materials.
The RTSD commercial processing services committee continued at
the san Francisco conference to prepare a manual for commercial processing services. The manual will be directed roward the college or public librarian who needs assistancein selecting the right proiessor and

.
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will contain a model contract, information about costs,etc.
The RTSD Technical services costs committee discussed at san
Francisco its plans to sponsor a foir-hour, limited regisUation workshop
on costsat the 1976Annual Conference.
The RTSD Keyboard committee reported at san Francisco that it
had consulted manufacturers of typewiiters; sought opinions from librarians about typewriter keyboards; studied tables of diacritical marks
and appropriate ANSI standards; and considered the requirements of
the iniernalional standard bibliographic descriptions and other develop'
mbnts related to keyboards. A reiommendation for a forty-four-key
typewriter keyboard has been drafted by the committee as a revision of
the 1966 "standard library keyboard."
The RTSD Preservation bommittee discussedthe possibility of initiating the preparation and publication of a short, illustrated handbook
on b'ook ."p"it techniques, io provide libraries with authoritative guidance throuah the mazi of often conflicting instructiorrs now available
the
from several commercial sources. The committee will consider at
to
advising
statement
policy
draft
a
Meeting
1976 Midwinter
-libraries
materials
request/require the usJ of perminent-durable paper. in all
collections. The committie considered a
acquired for their pe.*unr.t
of fulfilling its role as a clearinghouse for preservation informa-."r*
a
tion. At the 1976 Annual Conference the Committee plans to sPonsor
of
preservation
on the administration
program
Programs'
tft. RTSD Planning Commitiee reviewed at the San Francisco Con'
ference the recently r.iir.d "ALA Goals and Objectives" in relation to
the "RTSD Goals for Action."
The RTSD Organization committee met in San Francisco with division and section discussion group leaders. Ten discussion groups are oft*o more are forming. All groups inficially affiliated with RTSD,
"n-d
forums are thriving. It was suggestdiscussion
informal
dicate that their
group meetings should indicate to
discussion
of
the
that
popularity
ed
division conference Program planners the need for more programs to
cover high-interest toPics in small workshop format'
Aftei cqnsidering other possible division structures, the RTSD Organization Study Committee stated
structure of RTSD is adeguate' Ot
function would present as many or
laps between areas were recognized.
of ideas and are even desirable to o
report. The committee strongly and emphatically reco.mmended that
steps be taken to improve, reqni.e, and demand communication between
that the Organization
,".iior* and commiitees. It ilso t..om-ended
Committee or other appropriate committee reexamine the liaison between committees and iections within RTSD and liaison with units outside RTSD, and to reexamine the function statements of the various
sections and committees of RTSD to reaffirm, restate, or change as
necessary.
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Many units of RTSD have expressed the desire for better communication in the form of a division newsletter. The RTSD Board of Direc-

Units of the Cataloging and Classification Secrion (CCS) gave spe_
cial attention to subject headings during the san Francisco bonference.
pl"Stlt
meeting on the arrangement of elements in geographic sub_
I
ject headings was sponsoredby CCS at the conference.
The ccS cataloging of children's Materials committee discussed
the advisability of publishing a new subject heading list for children's
materials bur unanimously voted that such a list should not be published
by ALA, particularly in view of the recommended adoption of tn. ribrary of congress cataloging as the standard. The c&nmittee recom-

The ccs subject Analysis committee (sAC) discussed the final report of its ad hoc subcommittee on correctional Materials. possible
methods
publishing of the "selected Annorared Lisr of special sub_of
ject Headings Lists & other Sourcesof Information in the subject Area
of correctional Material . . . ," which was appended to the subcommittee's final report, were discussed.
Subject Analysis committee also discussedsubject headings for
- Th"
ethnic groups and passedthe following resolution:

The committee also discusseda position paper, "principles for Estab-to
people and peoples," written by
lishing subject Headings Relating

.
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Joan Marshall and Elizabeth Dickinson. The paper contained the fol'
lowing four principles:
I. The authentic name of ethnic, national, religious,social, or sexual groups
should be establishedif such a'narlt,eis deterrninable.
2. In establishing subdivisions for use with the names of people or peoples
considbrthe connotation,in addition to the denotation,of the wording and
structureof the subdivision.
3. The wording and structure of headingsfor minority or other groups should
not differ in wording or structure from headings for the majority.
4. Do not usesubsumin$terminology.
After discussionof the paper it was decided that:
The Subject Analysis Committee go on record as recommending that the four
principles in the paper entitled "Principles for EstablishingSubject Headings
Relating to People and Peoples" be acceptedby the Library of CongressSubject CatalogingDivision and other libraries.
At the 1976 Midwinter Meeting, the Subject Analysis Committee will
consider a suggestion that it undertake studies leading to recommendations to the Library of Congress on the subject analysis which would be
desirable in any overall revision of the LC subject catalog structure.
The SAC ad hoc Subcommittee on the Subject Analysis of Audiovisual Materials met for the first time at the San Francisco Conference.
The subcommittee is:
.. . to investigateand to identify any differencesin the subjectanalysisand control requirementsof nonbook materialsand books.This investigationis to include consultationwith public servicelibrarians and media specialistsas well
as subjectcatalogers.
The subcommittee expects to present an interim report in 1976 and a
final report no later than the Detroit Conference in 1977. Persons wishing to submit comments to the subcommittee should contact Lizbeth
Bishofi (652 North Ave., Antioch, IL 60002).
Catalog code revision received major attention at the San Francisco
Conference. The division sponsored a program meeting on Past and future of t}aeAnglo-American Cataloging Rules.
The RTSD Catalog Code Revision Committee (CCRC) met for
more than thirty-five hours during the San Francisco Conference. For an
account of their major decisions, see "Catalog Code Revision" elsewhere
in this issue.
The RTSD CCRC Subcommittee on Rules for Cataloging MachineReadable Data Files forwarded to CCRC a working paper on main and
added entry. It approved with editorial changes a working paper on size
of file area. The subcommittee's woxking pape$ on notes and uniform
titles will be further revised. A fall 1975 meeting of the subcommittee
has been scheduled to continue its work.
The RTSD/ISADi RASD Representation in Machine'Readable
Form of Bibliographic Information Committee (MARBI) discussed its
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position vis-)-vis the draft MARC International Format developed by
the International Federation of Library Associations' Working Group
on Content Designators; reviewed the draft, "Authorities: A MARC
Format"; and discussed proposed MARC Lotmat changes concerning a
new field for expanded title, a new subfield code for collation, and new
fields for variant names. The committee discussed a number of matters
referred to it by CCRC. The MARBI Committee had no commenr on
AACR chapter 14. It endorsed in principle the developmenr of srandard
medium designators and media codes and rhe extension of the concept
to printed material, but recommended that these be consistent with developments at the international level (i.e., not bound to a particular
language), and once developed, be submitted to MARBI for consideration as part of the MARC format. It also noted that CCRC might want
to deal with the issue of linking caraloging records across media. The
committee observed that the hierarchical approach to the entry of corporate bodies lends itself ro greater rerrieval capability, i.e., the machine
can manipulate, and retrieve only what is there. The committee also
pointed out that fullness of personal names in entries is important in
the intefnational setting.
At the request of CCRC, the RTSD Computer Filing Committee
discussedAACR provisions which should be considered for modification,
abandonment, or addition in order to take into account the developments in the machine processing of bibliographic records. At the San
Francisco Conference the committee identified the following areas:
names with prefixes; numbers in certain corporate headings, e.g., U.S.
Congressand military units; numbers in certain personal headings; titles
of honor and address; uniform titles; numbers in titles; distinction and
subarrangement of corporate headings having identical organizational
names,
During the San Francisco Conference the CCS Cataloging of Children's Materials Committee discussed the possibility of an abridged edition of AACR, The consensuswas that an abridged edition would not
be necessary if the second edition of AACR included an expanded index, a glossary, and was in a format which would facilitate use.
The CCS Policy and Research Committee continued its discussion of
the issues and problems concerning the current AACR revision. The
committee expressed concern that the revision efforts are being conducted in a fragmentary manner. While it is too late to attempt to do any
basic research for the present code revision efiort, the committee felt
that planning should begin now to insure that future code revisions can
be based upon and reflect the results of objective research. The committee srongly urged the CCS Executive Committee to take action to foster and encourage research and where possible to identify funding
sources focusing on the following topics: catalog use and user preferences; the form of catalog entries including headings and tracings; the
structure and style of catalog records including card catalogs, book catalogs, and computer catalogs; the relationship between, mariual and ma-
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chine bibliographic records; and the relationship between form and/or
type of material, cataloging treatment, and Patterns of use.
The CCS Policy and Research Committee continued its discussion of
means for encouraging cooperation from various library school faculty
members and their students in undertaking research in areas identified
and submitted {or consideration by the committee.
During the 1975 Annual Conference CCS sponsored an institute on
international cataloging standards. At the 1976 Annual Conference the
divison and the CCS will cosPonsora centennial Program on the Dewey
Decimal Classification.
The Reproduction of Libtary Materials Section (RLMS) sPonsored
a program meeting on criteria for the Procurement and use of microforms and related equipment. In 1976 the section plans to sPonsor a
program on dte state of the art of microforms and on comPuter outPut
microfilm.
The RLMS Telefacsimile Committee has contacted all U.S. state libraries concerning telefacsimile operations in their states. Questionnaires have been sent to libraries using telefacsimile. The information
collected will assist the committee in constructing a successful model.
The model will include costs, modes of operation, staffing, and forms
for transmitting bibliographic information.
The RLMS Standards Committee and the Resources Section (RS)
Micropublishing Projects Committee jointly recomrnended at the San
Franciico Conference that libraries buy for their permanent collections
only microforms (such as silver halide film) for which standards for
archival permanence have been established by recognized-standards organizations] It was reported to the RS Micropublishing Projects Committee
that the National Reprographic Center has received a grant to devise
methods of testing nonsilver film for effects of light, humidity, and temperature. The committee made plans to systematically review advertisehents for micropublications in the light of the new ANSI standard for
advertising micropublications.
The Council of Regional Groups will sponsor a Program on stan'
dards related. to technical services for its members at the 1976 Annual
Conference.
At the San Francisco Conference the Resources Section (RS) cosponsored an all-day librarians/publishers forum on selection of library
materials and a program on west coast publishing. For 1976 the section
will sponsor a conference program on the international flow of books.
The RS Collection Development Committee sponsored in San Francisco a series of small-group discussions about selection of Particular
kinds of materials, e.g., American Indian material. At the 1976 Annual
Conference, the committee plans to sponsor similar discussions of selection of material from specific geogfaphic areas. The Collection Develop'
ment Committee also discussed formula budgeting and allocation at its
San Francisco meeting. Topics such as the following were discussed:
Why allocate? Who should do it? How does the allocation formula re-
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late to collection development policy? and How does one fund collection development policies? The committee also discussed guidelines
which it is developing on the formulation of collection development
policy statements. A new draft of the guidelines will be prepared and
discussedat the 1976 Midwinter Meeting.
The RS Library Materials Price Index Committee discussed the need
for additional foreign price indexes and decided to initiate corresPondence with the appropriate IFLA Committee chairman and interested

will be relayed to the committee at its fall 1975meeting.
At the San Francisco Conference, the Serials Section (SS) cosponsored a program on CONSER (CONversion of SERials Project) and
during the 1976 Annual Conference the section Plans to sPonsor a Pro'
gram on possible usesof the products of the CONSER Project.
The SS Committee to Study Manually Maintained Serials Records
discussed at San Francisco the initial tabulation of the responres of
eighty-eight libraries to its questionnaire. Consideration was given to
ways of making the tabulation and the questionnaires available to a
wider audience.
The SS Policy and Research Committee recommended at the San
Francisco Conference that the Serials Section establish a mechanism to
study, report, and recommend on developing a standardized claim form
for serials. The committee also discussed the need for definition, standards, and guidelines for serials holdings statements.
The SS Executive Committee decided that a statement should be prepared to reflect the position that libraries should be given the option of
ordering serials directly from publishers or through vendors and that the
statement should be distributed to vendors and publishers. The committee expressedcontinuing concern about the quality and quantity of serials coursesin library school curricula, and it voted to establish an ad hoc
committee to recommend action aPProPriate for promoting serials education.
The SS Regional Serials Workshop Committee reported on serials
workshops held in Texas in June 1975 on "Serials: National Trends,
Local Implications"; in California in May 1975 on "Title Main Entry
for Serials: Pro and Con"; and of a conference planned for New York
City in October 1975. From experience gathered from participating in
planning these workshops, the committee exPects to develop a manual
on serials workshops.
The ALA SS representative to the Joint Committee on the Union
I.ist of Serials reported that the committee seesits role as one of seeking
.
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funding and the establishment of a Union List of Serials Information
Clearinghouse; of determining standards for location symbols if funds
can be found; and of preparing a future study of the CONSER data
base to determine whai major subjects are not being covered adequately, e.g., law, music, theater, etc., and of recommending solutions on how
to fill any such gap.
The San Francisco ALA Conference was a busy and productive one
for RTSD units and members. Plans being made for the 1976 ALA Cen'
tennial Conference indicate a continued vigor in RTSD activities, programs, and membership.

NON-SILVER MICROFILM
Two committees of the Resoutces and Technical

Services Division

of the

Committee of the Resources Section, at a
Section and. the Micropublishing
joinr session at the Annual Conference of the association in July 1975, unanimously adopted the following:
RECOMMENDATION: that libraries buy for their permanent collectionsonly microforms (such as silver halide film) for which standards for archival permanence have
been establishedby recognizedstandardsorganizations.
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RTSD1976 MIDWINTERMEETINGS
Group

DateTDay

RTSD Board of Directors

RTSD Luncheon
RTSD I,RTS Editorial Board
RTSD,/AAP Joint Committee
RTSD Bylaws Commimee
RTSD Catalog Code Revision Committee

RTSD Committee on Education for
Resources and Technical Services
RTSD Commercial Processing Services
Committee
RTSD Conference Program Committee
(Detroit, 1977)
RTSD Keyboard Committee
RTSD MARBI Committee
RTSD Organizarion

Committee

RTSD Esther J. Piercy Award Jury
RTSD Pfeservation of Library Materials
Committee
RTSD Technical Services Costs Commiuee
RTSD Chief Collection Development
Officers of Larye Research Libraries
Discussion Group
RTSD Heads of Preorder and Frecatalog
Searching in Ldrge Research LibrarieJ
Discussion Group
RTSD Technical Service Administrators of
Medium-Sized Research Libraries
Discussion Group
RTSD Technical Services Administrarors of
Small Research Libraries Discussion Group
RTSID Technical Services Directors of
Large Research Libraries Discussion Group
RTSD Technical Services Directors of
Processing Centers Discussion Group

lfour

Jan 19, Mon
Jan 21, Wed
Jan 22, Thurs
tJan 20, Tues
Jan 19, Mon
Jan 18,Sun
Jan 20, Tues
Jan 15,Thurs
Jan 16,Fri
Jan 17,Sat
Jan 18,Sun
Jan 18, Sun
Jan 19, Mon
Jan 21, Wed

2-4 p.m.
10-12noon
10-12noon
12:15p.m.
10-12noon
8:30-10:30
p.m.
2-4 p.m.
8:30-10:30
p.m.
g a.m.-10:30
p.m.
g a.m.-6p.m.
6:30-10:30
p.m.
2-4 p.m.
10-12noon
10-12noon

tJan 22, Thurs

2-4 p.m.

Jan 19, Mon
Jan 19, Mon
Jan 20, Tues
Jan 19, Mon
Jan 20, Tues
Jan 22, Thurs
*Jan 19, Mon
rJan 20, Tues
Jan 20, Tues

8-12 noon
2^6 p.m.
2-6 p.m.
8:30-10:30p.m.
8:30-10:30p.m.
8-9:30a.m.
4:30-6:30p.m.
8:30-10:30p.m.
2-4 p.m.

Jan 19, Mon
Jan 20, Tues
Jan 17,Sat

2-4 p.m.
2-4 p.m.
7-10:30p.m.

Jan 21, Wed

2-4 p.m.

Jan 20, Tues

4:30-6p.m.

Jan 18,Sun

4:30-6p.m.

Jan 18, Sun
Jan 18,Sun
Jan 22, Thurs

9-12 noon
l-4 p.m.
2-4 p.m.

CATALOGING AND CL-{SSIFICATION
SECTION
CCS Executive Committee
19,
Mon
8:30-10:30p.m.
Jan
2-4 p.m.
Jan 20, Tues
8-9:30a.m.
Jan 2f, Wed
CCS Descriptive Cataloging C.ommittee
8-9:50a.m.
Jan 19, Mon
20, Tues
&9:30 a.m.
Jan
i
Closed meedng.
f Open to all RTSD
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members; rickers on sale at Midwinter ALA Rqgistration Desk.
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'€FouP
CCS Margaret Malinr&tation Committee
CCS Policy and Research Committee
CCS Subject AnalYsisGommittee
CCS SAC Subcommittee on Subject Analysis
of Audiovisual Materials
REPRODUCTION

OF LIBRARY MATERIALS SECTION

RI-MS Executive Committee
RLMS Publication Committee
RLMS Standards Committee

'

RLMS Telefacsimile Coinmittee
RLMS Discussion GrouP

Jan 19, Mon
Jan 20, Tues
Jan 19, Mon
ian 18, Sun
iJan 19, Mon
Jan 19, Mon
Jan 20, Tues

4:30-6P'm'
8:3G.10:S0P'm'
6:30-8P.m'
8:30-10:30P'm'
10'12noon
10-12noon
10'12noon

RESOURCES
RS Executive Committee
RS Collection Development

Committee

RS Conference Program Committee
(Chicago, 1976-Western EuroPe)
Relations Committee
RS Bookdealerlibrary
RS Library Materials Price Index Committee
Projects Committee
RS Micropublishing
Committee
RS Repdnting
RS Acquisition of Library Materials
Discussion GrouP
RS Collection Development Officers of
Medium-Sized Research Libraries
Discussion Group
SERIAI.S SECTION
SS Executive Committee
SS AACR Revision StudY Committee
SS Committee
Maintained
SS Duplicates
SS Policy and

to Study ManuallY
Serials Records
Exchange Union Committee
Research Committee

SS Regional Serials Workshop Committee
SS Large Research Libraries
Discusion Group
SS Medium-Sized Research Libraries
Discusion GrouP

Jan 20, Tues
Tan 21, Wed
ian 19, Mon
ian 20, Tues
jan 19, Mon

8-9;30a'm.
8-9:30a.m'
4:306 P'm'
4:30-6P'm'
8'9:30 a.m'

Jan 19, Mon
Jan 19; Mon
Jan 20, Tues
Jan 2l Wed
Jan 20, Tues

10-12noon
' 10-12noon
2'4 P.m'
10'12noon
10'12 noon

Jan 20, Tues

10'12noofi

MISCELLANEOUS
Joint Committee on the Union
Seriab

List ol

Jan 19, Mon

2'4 P.m'

r Closed m€eting.
I loint oeeting-wittr n'S Micropublishing Proiects Committee'
Cjoint meeting with RLMS StandardsCommittee'
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Progresson Code Revision
-l-HE
FOLI OWING ACCOUNT of recent activity bf the Catalog
I Code Revision Committee (CCRC) relating to revision of the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR) is based on two sources: (l)
a summary of the minutes of the meetings of the committee in April
1975 prepared by Frances Hinton of the Free Library of Philadelphia
and (2) a summary of the highlights of the meetings in San Francisco
in June-July 1975 prepared by John Byrum. The most recent earlier account appeared in the summer 1975issueof this journal.
D,ecisionson Content i,n April
A third draft of chapter 12 "Audiovisual Media and Special In$tructional Materials" was approved by CCRC and the Canadian Committee
on Cataloguing. It will include an introduction, appendixes, and an index. The text, reproduced from typescript, should be considerably
easier to use becauseof special attention to typographic and layout con:
siderations.
Proposals for revision of chapter 14 were deferred to allow the Music Library Association to consider and comment on them.
In the light of concerns expressed by the MARC Development Office
of the Library of Congress,implementation of the proposal to use U.S.
Postal Service abbreviations for the states of the United States and the
provinces of Canada has been postponed pending further discussion in
preparation for the secondedition of AACR.
The proposed supplementary list for Chinese romanization was authorized for publication subject to consideration of further proposals
suggestedby E. Chen of the Gest Oriental Library at Princeton.
The committee reviewed the editor's proposals for deletion or reten.
tion of those rules which appear in either the British of, the North
American text but not in both. In most cases,the committee approved
the editor's recommendation, but for some rules or groups of rules deferred the proposals pending resolution of substantive differences between the two texts or receipt of proposed revisions of rules that are
consideredunsatisfactory.
Decisions on Procedures in April
The committee decided that the June deadline for submitting proposals for changes in AACR made it impracticable to assimilate any
more new representatives into the Rule Revision Proposal Teams, recognizing that the meetings of the committee are open and anyone is welcome to attend and participate in the discussions.Organizations'not interested in proposing changes may be interested in atteriding.later rheetings that will deal with the revised texts submitted by the editor.
.416o
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Although the chairman of the Joint Steering Committee (JSC) will
not present a formal document describing the principles uPon which the
sec.ird edition of. AACR will be based, the JSC did make decisions on
specific points that had given concern. The Catalog Code Revision Corn'
mittee ii free to consider any proPosal, decide whether it accords with
the Paris Principles, and whether, if not, it still merits consideration.
Teams 10, Il, and 12 were merged so that rules for corPorate bodies,
geographical names, and government bodies may be considered by a single group. A new team was established to consider requests for special
treatment for particular types of publications.
Other Action i,n April
Preliminary reports were presented by teams l-9, only one of which
called for action, After considering this rePort, the committee declined
to participate in a project to compile an accepted Iist of generic terms
and agreed instead to work toward development of a definition of a
"generic title." Furthermore it was decided that CCRC should actively;
consider, in addition to the current options for entry of serials, the pos'
sibility of entering all serials under title. The vote on this question was
six to three, with one abstention.
Representatives of the Library of Congress, the Canadian Committee on Cataloguing and the Catalog Code Revision Committee have submitted to the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA)
a joint position paper on ISBD(S): International Stand'ard Bibliographic- Desciiption fbr Serials that goes somewhat beyond the requested
textual criticism but that does not include a North American position on
treatment of corporate authors in cases of serials with generic titles.
Each of the three organizations has been invited to send a delegate to
the October meeting in Paris at which a revised version of /SBD(S)
will be prepared.
The committee endorsed a broadly based user study, especially concerned with the impact of intetnational standard bibliographic descrip
tions, to include all types and sizes of libraries and to include stafi as
well as patrons. The endorsement was ffansmitted to the Executive
Committee of the Cataloging and Classification Section.
San Francisco Actions
Meeting at several times during the period 26 June to I July in San
Francisco, CCRC approved for transmittal to the Joint Steering Com'
mittee amendments which impinge on all chapters of AACR, excePt for
chapter l0 ("Manuscripts"), which was not reviewed for lack of expertise. Appendixes and index as well as the style and format of the
text of thC second edition were also reviewed. Substantive items include:
a proposal to clarify and possibly restrict conditions of corporate au'
thorship; a proposal that title main enuy be uniformly required for all
serial publications; a recommendation that rules for entry of works with
authorship of mixed character be recast into a single, general rule il-
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lustrated with exarnples of the most frequently encountered combinations of functions; a proposal to limit authorship with regard to artists
to their original works and therefore to exclude them from entry consideration for publications which comprise reproductions unless they were
involved, in the creation of such works; a recommendation that the criteria relating to treatment of headings for corporate bodies involving
subordination or other relationship be reconciled in a single rule and
that the resulting headings be more complete in terms of elements of
hierarchy included; and a suggestion thar problems rerarding transcription of authorship statements, publication dates, and collations which
include leaves of plates be given special attention.
In addition, CCRC considered matters of liaison and communication with other groups concerned with code revision, especially the
Computer Filing Commirtee and the RTSD/ISAD/RASD
Represenration in Machine-Readable Form of Bibliographic Information Committee (MARBI). The committee studied and endorsed the editorrs view
that there should be a single standard for bibliographic description, based
on ISBD(M), in the second edition. The committee also dealt with certain developments on the international front, especially with regard to
ISBD(S); it reviewed the Library of Congress amplificarions of the
North American position on revision of this standard and agreed with
the Library and the Canadian Committee on Cataloguing to extend collaboration in this efiort to include determination of a common position
on amendments submitted by other national agencies.
CCRC has requested the RTSD Board of Directors to establish an
ad hoc committee to conduct an overview of the implications of automation fot AACR. The proposed project should involve a long-range,
broad assessmentof the present rules and possible future code developments in relation to maihine potentialities. Any findings available prior
to completion of work on the second edition could be refened to the
Joint Steering Committee for possible consideration for inclusion in the
new edition.

.418.
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IN THE MAIL
Corporote

Auttwrehlp

that some have not understood the long'
sional integrity of anyone-simply
ovei-all ramifi-ca-tions of government publications. and of cerr".rg", *orii-wide
tain"other special groups of materials now siriously coming within the.collecting
scope and ,rse or many of our larger libiaries, not only here but world-wide'lames Bennett Childs.
F or eign, Cun ency E x ch'ange
I read with interest Michael Moran's article "Foreign currency Exchange
Problems Relating to the Book Trade" [Summer 1973], and I would like to com-
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ply because it is what American libraries use'
Cataloging ol Phonorecords
Mr. Robert Miles in his otherwise commendable article, "The cataloging and
Classification of Music on Phonorecords---Some Considerations," ISummer,
19741makes a commonplace but regrettable error. He evidently confounds title
main entry with title unit entry. I hive never recommended the use of title main
entry, as he asserrson page 217. while I do suggestthe use of tide unit entry for
beyond those ciied, in which cost of cataloging is a primary factor' I
,"rrot,

burgh.
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REVIEW
Palmer, Richard P., ed. Case Studies
in
Library
Computer
Systems.
New York: Bowker, lg73. (probIem-Centered Approaches to Librarianship
Series) 214p. ISBN
o-83 52-0642-4. $ I 0.95.

tives were available {rom some libraries, but by no means from all. The
make of computer, the peripheral devices employed, and the language
used in programming the system have
been indicated in nearly all the cases.
ft was not the author's intent to proThis title is another in the Bowker
vide documentarion to the depth reseries Problem-Centered Approaches
quired by systems analysts or proto Librarianship, but these are case grammers.
Additional technical inforstudies with a difterence. Instead of
mation has been provided for some
the identity of the libraries being systems, however, and
occasionally, as
concealed, each libtary is fullv iden- is always a danger
when technicai intified even to the point ot'credit
formation is simplified for the nonbeing given to rhe members of the liexpert, erroneous or misleading inbrary staft who developed the system formation bas
resulted. Thus in one
and also to.those who cooperated with
case the statement is made that "the
the author in describing it for the library does
not store its information
publication in hand.
in the central core storage memory,
The author believes that progress but utilizes magneric tapes," implyin the use of rhe computer in libraring that the former was a viable alies has been hampered by the relucternative.
tance of librarians to learn to cope
A
knowledge
of
library
prowith the technical aspects of automa- cedures, but no e)<pertise in data protion. The aim of his book is to processing, is req.uired to understand the
vide a state-of-the-art review of the descriptions of how the various syscurrent use of computers in libraries,
tems operate. The language is nonand he hopes that it will prove useful technical, but there is considerable
to a "wide range of librarians, adminvariation in the amount of detail inistrators and library school students."
cluded; in some reports, for example,
Examples of computer applica- specifications for record formats are
tions have been selected from school, supplied. Too much detail makes it
public, college, universiry, and special dificult to grasp the overall operarion
libraries. The cases are grouped by liof the system. The author's purpose,
brary function:
circulation,
serials, however, was to provide an accirate
acquisitions. Cataloging, which does description, and rhe variation no
not appear as a separate subsystem, doubt reflects variation in the
rype of
is included occasionally as an exren- documentarion provided by the lision of acquisitions. The same pat- braries.
tern has been used for reporting all
One of the major criticisms levtwenty cases,rhe headings being: "Eneled at descriptions of library autovironment," "Objectives," "The Com- mation projects published to date is
puter," "The System," "Costs," and
that they usually reveal little or noth"Observations." Due to a lack of doc- ing about costs. A good reason for
umentation for some systems (a probthis is that accurate costing of a syslem that is identified by the author) , tem is exffemely difficult, and furnot all the accounrs are equally full
ther, rapidly changing costs date inor detailed. Well-formulated and spe- formation quickly. The author has
cific statements of goals and objec- made a praiseworthy efroft not to be
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guilty of this omission. He admits in
his preface that "cost figures . . are
. . . less uniforrnly based than the au'
thor would like, but they are the best
that could be established at this time
. . . Some of these cost figures include
overhead, fringe benefits, etc. and
some do not. They should therefore
not be compared directly." In view of
this caveat it is odd that in the last
chapter the information is presented
in such a way as to invite a comPari
son of costs.
In the final section of each case,
under the heading "Observations," an
attempt has been made to identifY
noteworthy features of the system,
good and bad, and to give some indi
of
success
the
level
cation
of
achieved, in terms of the library's
own stated objectives. The author's
problem in evaluating some of the
systems lay in the failure of the libraries to provide the necessary data
on their performance, and statements
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f'It
like the following are the result:
appears more than likely tJrat the automated serials system has improved
the library's serials service to Pa'
trons."
This book contains a considerable
on a wide
amount of information
variety of computer applications. Because t}Ie author has intentionally excluded technical information, it will
probably be of more use to librarians
interested in gaining some understanding of the various ways in which
a computer can be used to carry out
library housekeeping procedures than
to library educators. The use of the
case study for this PurPose is of in'
terest in itself. A similar study with
fewer cases, selected for comparability rather than variety, and with tech'
nical detail included could produce
a very valuable teaching tool for ttre
H. Packer, Facorofession.-Katherine
ulty of Library Science, IJniuersity ol
Toronto.
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INDEX
Volume19, 1975
General Procedures Used in Compiling

the Index

(l)

The following types of entries are included:
a. authors-of
articles, of letters, of reviews, and books reviewecl (the latter
rwo caregories identified by ." (r) " following rhe name)
b. subjects 6f articles and of books reviewed (the latter identified by ,.(r) ";
subject entries for individuals and corporate agencies are provided'rpuiiirgly and are identified by .. (about)
c. titles of articles and of books_reviewed (the l4tter identified by .. (.) ,,)
(2) corporate names have been indexed under the common form of the name
as it
normally appears in print (not in inverted form) . Actonyms and initialismg
are
recorded as srch, and they are filed as words, whether tirey are so pronounced
or not.
Paging of the Volume
pages l-96: Number I (Winrer
lg?5)
Pages 97-192: Number ? (Spring l9Z5)
Pages 193-288: Number e iSiummer t9'?Sl
pages 289_432: Number
4 iFall t975)

A
'AACR,

"Book Marketing and Selection Data," 3g7
"Book Selection Tools for Subject Specialists in a Large Research Library,"
l3-18
Bookdealer-Library
Relations Committee
(ALA), l8
Bookstein, Abraham, l9-23
British N ational Bibliography, 3b4O
Bruer, J. Michael, 7U73,22G41
Buckeye, Nancy, l2l-32
Byrum, John, 402'4 (about)

ISBD(S), and ISSN: A Comment," 333-37
"AACR 6: Time for a Review," Z14-26
Academiclibraries, l3-18, lZl-32
Acquisition procedures,5-12, l3-18, l2l32, 133-47,148-63,230-31,35A_79
Acquisitions Scholarship Award, 4O5
Adams, Melba Davis, 35-40
"The AI-A Duplicates Exchange UnionA Study and Evaluation," 14843
Anable, Richard, 341-48
c
Anglo-ArnericanCatalogingRules, 279
Nonbook materials, 2ffi47, 268-78
Cannan,Judith Proctor, 164-69
Revision (general), 79-82, 91, 249-b0, Card production,22S
279-82,416-18
Carpenter, Michael, 327-32
Rules for description, l0l-20
Case Studies in Library Computer SysSerialsentrv, 164-69,294-348
tems, 422-23 (r\
"Application of rhe Dewey Decimal "A Cataloger'sGuide
to AACR Chapter
Classification at t}J,eBritish National
6," l0l-20
Bibliography," 354O
Cataloging and Classification Section
"Application of the Dewey Decimal
(RTSD)
Classification at the Library of ConAnnual Report, 69-70
gress,"4l-45
Cataloging in Publication (CIP) ,24748
Axford, H. William, 5-12
Catalogsand catalog production, lg-23
Ayrault, Margaret Websrer, 398_401
Chan, Lois Mai,242-59
(about)
Childs, James Bennett, 419
B
Classification,251-52
Binding procedures, 186-88 (r)
Dewey Decimal, 35-40, 4145,40-59
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G

Government publications, 3l-34

3r-34

H

"Classifying Law Materials Using the LiC,ongress Classification,"
brary
of
60-63
Coe, D. Whitney, l0l-20
C,ohen, Jackson B., 370-79
Cole, Jim 8.,3l+-26
Commercial Processing Services Committee (RTSD) ,205
C-ongressional Research Service, 38O-88
CONSER,2OS
Considera"CONSER:
Bibliographic
tions," 341-48
copyright, 202, m8-9, 233-34
Council of Regional Groups (RTSD)
Annual Report, 75-77
'"The
State of Standardization
Current
in the Cataloging of Serials," 301-13
D
Daily, Jay 8.,421
Policy
Editorial
Clasification
Decimal
Committee (RTSD)
Annual Report, 77-78
"The Development of Cataloging Rules
for Nonbook Materials," 268-78
Dewey Decimal Classification, 354O, 4l45, 46-59,92, 389-97
Set'
Reprographic
Directory of Library
uices,23
Dunkin, Paul S., l8a-86 (r),293 (about)
Duplicates Exchange Union, 148-63
E
Edmonds, Anne C., 130-32
on
"Effect of Uneven Card Distribution
a Card Catalog," 19-23
Eggleton, Richard, 14&-63
Elrod, J. McRee, 174-75
"Esther J. Piercy Award, 1975: John D.
Byrum, Jt.," 4024
Esther J. Piercy Award, nominations, 404-

)

Ettlinger, John R. Turner, 186-88 (r)

r
Fair, Judy H.,206-25
Fasana,Paul,333-37
Field, F. Bernice,176-77 (abouQ
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Hagler, Ronald,26&-78
Hall, H. W., 197-205
Henderson, Kathryn Luther, 173-74
Frances, 77-18, 80-8.2, 279-82,
Hinton,
416-18
Hou lo Catalog a Rare Book, 18+-86 (r)
I
StandardiImpact of International
zation on the Rules of EntrY for Serials," 164-69
Indexing, 253-54
rsBD (M), l0l-20
301*13, 333*48
rsB,D (S), 1ffi9,
rsDS, 164.{9, 301*13, 333--48

"The

J
Jackson,W. Carl, 126-28
Johnson, Richard D., 128-30
K
Kelm, Carol, 68-$9, 406-13
"Ke) Titles and Rules for Entry," 338-40
Kim, Ung Chon, 133-47
K6sa,G6zaA., 13-18
L
Ladd, DorothY P',6ffi8
Lancaster,F. Wilfrid, 183:84 (r)
Langdon, Bruce E., 38G-88
Law Materials
Classification,60-63
League of Nations Documents, 1919'
1946, 182-83 (r\
Lee, Joel M., 18+-86 (r)
"t ending to Reprint and Microform
Publishers,"178-79
Library of Congress
Classification,6(H3, 389-97
CongressionalResearchService,380-88
Subject headings, 24-30, l8l
Linville, Herbert, 7$-75
Loo, Shirley, 380-88
M
Maps, 355
MARC.24H7
"Margaret Mann Citation, 1975:Margaret
Webster Ayrault," 398-401
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Margaret
Nlann Citation,
nominations,
401
Mathematics
Classification, 4G-59
McGrath, William, 35G49
Meyer, Betty J.,75-17
Microforms, 206-25, 413
Publishing, 177, 178-19,215-16, 220
Standards,86, 177,30O
'lMicrographic
s 1974," 206-25
Middleton, Bernard C., l8G-88 (r)
Moran, Michael, 42O-21
llfowery, Robert L., 38$-97
N
National Inuentory ol Library Needs,3ffi
National Union Catalog Project, 89
Networks, 24re,
349-55
"A New Version of Chapter 12 of the
Anglo-American
Cataloging
Rules,"
260-67
Newsome, Walter L., 3l-34
"No Special Rules for Entry of Serials,',

327-32
Nonbookmatedals,26[-47,268-iI
o
Ohio CollegeLibrary Cenrer,209
P
Packer, Katherine H.,42-23
(r)
Painter, Ann F., 69-70
Palmer, Richard P., 422-23 (r)
Parker, Thomas F., 349-55
"The
Phoenix Schedule 5I0 in Dewey
18." 46_59
"A Plan for Undergraduate Participation
in Book Selection," 12l-32
"A Pragmatic Book Allocation
Formula
for Academic and Public Libraries
with a TeSt for its Effectiveness," 35669
Price indexes, 5-I2
"Progress on Code Revision," 7S-82,2lS82,416-t8
Publishers and publishing, 236-38
"Purchasing Books from Publishers and
Wholesalers," 133-47

R
Rare books, 184-86 (r)
Reno, Edward A., 182-83 (r)
Reprint publishing, 178-79
Reprinting Commirtee (RTSD), 178-75
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"Resource Sharing from the Inside Out,"
349-55
Resources and Technical Services Divrsron
Annual Reports, 6rf--78
Bylaws, 83-84
ConferenceHighlights, 406-13
Executive SecretaryReport, 68-69, 170IJ

Midwinter Meeting, 414-15
Nominees, 1975 election, 90-91
Presidentls Report, 64-68
Schedule of meetings, 85-89
"Resources ]n 1974," 22641
Resources Section (RTSD)
Annual Report, 70-73
Reprinting Committee, 178-79
The Restoration
of Leather
Bind,ings,

r8&€8 (r)
Rydings,H. Anthony,2rt-30

s
Sauer, Mary 8.,33&-40
Schaefer, Barbara K., 46-59
"Science Acquisitions and Book Output
Statistics," 370-79
Seely, Pauline, 92 (about)
gf Information
"Selective Dissemination
to Congress," 38O-88
"Serial Cataloging Problems: Rules of
Entry and Definition of Title," 29r{-300
Serials, 18, 148-63, 197-205
Cataloging, 164-619,294-348
'74: A
"Serials
Review," lS7-205
Serials Section (RTSD)
Annual Report, 7F75
Simonton, Wesley, 294-300
Spaulding, Carl M., 206-25
Standardization, l6rt-49, 249-50, 301*13
Standards, 12, 86, I77, 180-8t, 2tt-12,

300,355
Subjectanalysis,
24-30,251-54
"Subject

Headings

for a Local

Catalog,"

24=30
"Systems Design and Analysis for
braries," 18&-84 (r)

Li.

T
Technical
Services
(RTSD), 59

Cost

Committee

Theriault, Michel, 4lg-20
"Third World Bookdealers," 163
Tipler, Suzanne, 6G43
"The'Trend
to LC' in College and University Libraries," 38$-97
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Trotter, Robert Ross,4l-45
Tucker, B. R.,26(H7
Turner, John R., 186-88 (r)
U
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DiscoverMARCFICHE!
LC & contributed cataloging

$3zr per week delivered airmail.
MARCAPPLIED RESEARCHCOMPANY
D.C.20016
lVashington'
PostOfficeBox40035,
Volume 19, Number 4, Fall 1975
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Machine ReadableData

Clpwithclass.
Mark, flag, tag. Classify,identily, codify. Fantastic Plastiklipswon'l rust, mar, lear or scar
importantpapers So, PlastikliplAt line stores
acrossthe nation.Or order direct, sample box
ot 630, assorledsizes,colors, $5. Send chmk
with order Wnte lor info,mation about other
srzes.cotors

Faxon,lhe world's onlY fullY
automatedlibrary magazinesubscription agency, offers serials
control information in machine
readableformat. lf your library
has data processing support,
or if you plan to make use of
automation,Faxon will
supply this service
for your library.

For moreinlor|nrllon, wrile:
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N. l{liih.d^Fuc,

fnr0ncomPenqnc.
lrviuf.llf.

NE . AdDt,

15 southwcrt Prlk, We.twood, l|.s.02090
or call: (800) 225-7894(toll-free)
(617) 329-3350(collect in Mass. and Canada only)
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Our close,personalcontactwith publishersin
the U S. and all over the world giws 5loumany
advantages.Our libraryeperts on-the-spotin
Nan,York, london, Parisand Stuttgart. .our
uorld-wide network of agentstalk the local
publishers'language They knourthe markets
intimately and avoid problemsby anticipating
them. StechertMacmillan'spercon-to-person
contact meansbetter service{or your library.
Contact us today.Ask lor our Interna0onal
AcquisibonS€Mcesbrochure or a representatiw. You'llbesurprisedat how helpfulwecan be
t -Lrn
l''lEte

tarlkl
--

stEcHEn[MACMIj Ail, tNC.
INTERNATIOiIAL
ACOUISIIIONSEFr'{CtS
S€rving Librari6

loufw rom|',

rurlorS 6tL

Since 1972

N.Y{X}22
E66Thirdltrerue o Nevtr\bxk.
(2,t2193il?51
NEWYORK. LONDON. PARIS. STUITGABT

ATTENTIONCATALOGER!
We take this opportunity
to introduce you to
our new Enlarger III.
This remarkableunit
wiil enlarge your
desiredN.U.C. entry to catalog card
size in seconds.All
you have to do is
place the catalog
on the exposure
glass and push a
button! In Tseconds
out comesa sharp, clear
enlargement for your
catalogcard production. You
may even want to place a completed card on the exp,osureglass
and enlarge that. Great for Computer
entry, Searchpurposes,Inventory or Instructional material.Imagineall of the possibilities!
We would really appreciateit if you drop us a line so that we
might send you some samplecopies and additional information
on the Enlarger III. The more catalogerswe talk to, the more
we can improve on our unit to be of better serviceto you.
Hopewe seeyou at the ALA meetings!

405SOUTHBOULEVARD.

OAK PARK' ILLINOIS60302

Automated Circulation Control
Systems: An Overview of Commercially Vended Systems
An extensive
discussionby Barbara
EvansMarkusonof the characteristics
of fivecirculationcontrolsystems,
including
CLSI,Checkpoint/plessey,
and Check-A-Book.
ln theJuly &
Seplember1975issuesof tfR. gg5.
Microform Gatalog Data
Retrieval Systems
A comparison
of Information
Design,
Information
Dynamics,
and Library
Processing
Systems.ln the May197b
issueof tIR. 920,
Thef t Detection Syslems
for Libraries
A revealingandvaluableg8-page
surveyof manufacturers
and users.In
the May 1974issueof tIF. 920.
LibrcryTechnologyBeports(LTR)
is a uniguebimonthlypublicationof
theAmericanLibraryAssociation
that
providescriticalevaluations
of
productsusedin libraries,media
centers,schools,and othereducational
jnslitulions.lts purposeis twofold:
to enablelibrariansand educatorsto
makeeconomical
purchase
decisions
andto alertmanufacturers
of library
needsand standardsof performance
exoected.
Toorderany ot the aboveindividual
issuesor for additionalintormationon
the complete subscription service,
wilte to:
LIBRARYTECHNOLOGY
REPORTS
AmericanLibrary Association
50 East Huron Slreet
Chicago,l!linois60611

nssisrnNTts

lnndbook

IIIIIDREDV. BORK()rcKI
An instructiohalhandbook
designedto enrich the LTA's
practicalknowledgeof library
science.Emphasisis on
audio-visual
materials,
acquisitions,cataloging,
bibliographies,
circulation
procedures,storytelling, mending
booksand shelving.
$12.95- library discount, 2006
f SBN G8O5920714 LC:744'4484

DORRANCE& COMPANY
1617 JFKBlvd., Phila., Pa

EUERYTHIilG
FORYOUR
AUDIO
TAPETIBRARY
. ThenewPentagon
C-lCopier
and
Super
othercasetteduplicating
$ystems
. Bulk
cassettes
duplicating
forA/Vuse
. Premium
packaged
cassettes
. Cassette
taperecorders
andplayers
. Cassette
units:
storage
(fordeskortabletopuse)
Carola
Tape
Wheel
(wallorfloormodels)
Space
Saver
. Reel-toreel
recording
tape,
alltypes
. Blank
cassette
labelg12persheet
. Cassette
editing
andrepair
kit
Contactus for intormationon these
and other related products.
B&LSALES&MARKETING
4632 MAGNOLIA BLVD.
BURBANK, CA 91505
(213) 9E$1792

More than757o of all \7EEKLY RECORD users are librarians!
Are you among them? If not, you're missing the convenienceof
complete, week-by-weekinformation on who is publishing what-with
authors, titles, publishers, prices, catalogingand selectiondata.
N7EEKLY RECORD is comprehensive... accurate.It savesyou
valuable hours every week, dramatically increasingyour accessto
up-to-the-minute facts about American book publishing output. Over
1,000 just-publishedand soon-to-be-publishedtitles in eachcompact,
32 to 40 pageissue.Just $ 10.00 for an entire year
-less than 20c a week!
Subscribe now! Fill out and mail the coupon today.

R. R BO\/KER Subscription DePt.
P.O. Box 67, r$Thitinsville,MA 01188
!
E
E

I want a one-yearsubscription at $ 10.
I want a two-year subscription at $ 18.
I want a three-year subscription at fi26.

Institution

Address

citylsr:l.elZip

FOREIGN
& DOMESTIC
SERIALS
SUBSCRPNON
SERVICE
TOALLTYPES& SIZES
OF LIBRARIES
FROM11REGIONAL
OFFICES
INTHEUS.A.
ANDCANADA
CO]IIPREHENSIVENESS
EBSCO servic€s periodicals, newspapers, annuals, yearb@ks, irregular book/monographic series (numbered or unnumbered), and continuations. Our computerizbd price file lists over IOO,OOO
tifles. However,
we gladly research any title ordered and do not expoct the customer to provide pubtisher name and address. Ou. research cycle is thorough and provides a quick answer it we are unable to identify the publisher. We service titles trom alf nations of the rcrld. The only titles we cannot (normally) sevice tor yov
are order'direct by the publisher's requirement. (Howev€r, if you are a librarian who dejires to place 1oo
per cent ot all serials with a single agency. we can handle even the order.direct publishers for you.)

FLEXIEILITY
We believc what we do for you and how we do it should be determined by your needs. We have suggested
procedures and formats. Our order processing and.records are computerized, and we are able to employ
our computer to seryice any spsial.requests
you may have- ln the event you have a request which a coh.
puter, for some reagon, cannot honor, we keep our typewriters handy and a perfect willingness to do what.
ever as necessary to suit your needs.

PERSONATIZED
SERVICE
Ouf network of 1l regional offices headed by General Managers with experience and authority to act guarantees you respbnsiveness. Our I I Managers have l5l years' experience among them in seruicing libraries
with serials subscriptions. Order @ntrol is located at our regional office. The Manager who commits is the
Manager who controls. Each of our customers is assigned to one Customer SerJice representative, so
there is consistency in communications.

WRITEOR PHONETODAY

EBSGO

SUBSGRTPTI(DX

SER,YIGES

926 FuJh N.ort-hwest HiShway
6-anington, lL 6firlo
(3r2) 38r.2r9o

616 C€riilon Tower West
Oal|€s, fX 75240
er4l 3F7.2426

EBSCO Buitding
R€d Bank, NJ 0770t
(2ol) 74r.430o

17-19 WashinSton Ave
Temfly, NJ 07670
tzotj i6'+zsOo

P O Box 2543
Birhingham, AL 35201
(205' 942.2413

Suite I l0 B
Diamond Hill Coholex
21EOW 26th Ave.
Oenver, CO 8o2ll
(303) 433 3235

gjlr5Tl8l*TEl
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?$""'li3l,B'ff":",113'i"*i

16l Forbes Road
Braintree, MA 021E4
/517\ A43-23A3

PO Bor 92901
Los Angeles, CA 9OOO9
Ql3' 772.23A1

Suite 2O4
8{XX) Forbes
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lf so,
thatgood mustbe exPensive.
youlvejust caughtuPwith another
"mustbe" thatisn't.Here'swhat
OATSreallycostsanytime you can
orderas few as 5 journalarticles
at once:
C€t Pet
iGpegc
ltem

No. ol tlcm
Ordcred
et Onenmc

sat a time?
Thenyou'll probablyflnd our
Orlglnal Artlcle TearSheet (OA7S@l
serulceb faster,better and less
erpenslvethan anyothersource
of fulhtextcoples.
you'veat leastheardabout
Certainly
Theservicethatusually
OATS.
providesactualtearsheelsof
The
notjustphotocopies.
articles,
multidisciplinary
serviceyoucan
response
countonforall-but-instant
just
to
aboutanyrequest.
youstillhesitate
to use
Yetperhaps
you
feel
any
service
because
OATS

5-10

$340

11-20
21-30

335

31-50
5 1- 1 0 0

3,25

Over100

3 15

3 30
320

Compareour Pricesto those
chargedby otherfulltext sources.
You'llfind we'remorethan
competitive.Placean order,and
you'llfindourserviceis,too.Or,for
beforeYouorder,
moreinformation
mailthecouponto OATSsPecialist
AlanClarke.You'llhearfromhim.
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i Y*, Al"n Clarke,I like thce OATSprlcesand the ldea of onectop

I

shoppingforiournal ltems.So.. .
tr Mailme moreinformation.
n Phoneme.
I Havean lSlfieldrep contactme
PhoneNo
Organization
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Zip-

2318

C.bt€:SclNFO,T.l.x:8'l-5305
3aschostnursr., Phita..Pa 19106,U.s.A.,Tel: (215)923-33{t0.
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